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In 1960 the Canedian United Auto Workers suggested to the government that in 

order to save the automobile indusûy, rationalization with the American industry was a 

viable and desired option. Over the next five yean, as the government gradually moved 

towards integration, the union stood behind the ptiaciple. yet at the same iime stated that 

protection for dislocated and laid-off worken mmt be part of the deal for union support 

to be forthcoming. The union, which felt that the costs of govemment-induced layoffs 

should be fully borne by the state, did not waver in its commitment to securing 

safeguards, even though fiom 1960 to the Auto Pact in 1965 it became increasingly 

apparent that the granting of adequate protection was not on the govemrnent's agenda. 

The layoffof 1,600 worken in 1965 resulted in the withdrawal of Canadian UAW 

support for the trade deai and highlighted the signifcance and importance of the 

over-riding condition of support, the protection of workers from the consequences of 

state actions. 
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It has become almost a conditioned reflex for the labour movement to greet every 
new piece of social or economic legislation by a Liberal or Conservative 
govenunent with "Well, its a step in the right direction, BUT ...? 

The oldest automobile union local in Canada, Canadian Auto Workers (CAW) 

Local 195, was born in 1936 and still stands as a hub of labour activity in Windsor, 

Ontario. Curent Local 195 President Michael P. Renaud- whose father W Renaud 

was president of Windsor's Local 200 during the 1960s- and his Vice-President Fred 

Lamont when asked the question "how did the auto workers in Canada feel about the 

Auto Pact of 1965 around the time of its passing?' used the words "opposed and 

4bcelebrated" in the same sentence in their attempt to convey the views of labour.* This 

ambivalence is not reflected in the written history of labour and the Auto Pact. 

In 1970 the UAW Canadian Region hired Canadian Ph.D. student Sam Gindin as 

the uni*on7s econornist-researcher. Gindin is a man with a strong labour consciousness, 

one that has been noted by such known Canadian union leaders as Dennis McDennott 

and Bob White, and remaiw with the Canadian UAW (now CAW) to this day. His 

C a d i a n  Auto Workers: The Birth und Transformation of a Union was published after 

the 1985 break-away of the union fiom its American parent. in the preface Gindin points 

out that '9he book is not a history of the CAW, but an essay on that history." He meant, 

in this sense, to develop themes and questions relevant to the union in the past, present 

and The themes of the "culture of stmggle" and ''the culture of resistance," 

l The Automated Society: Good or Bad?, Ontario Fanner-Labour Conference, June 19 & 
20,1965, sponsored by CLC-OFL at UAW Education Centre, Port Elgin, 'Report of the 
Sixth Coderence,' pgs. 20-27, UAW Region 7- Canadian Regional Ofice, Accession 
372, Box 6, Folder 2, Wayne State University Walter Reuther Labor and Urban fistory 
Archives (hereafler W SU), Detroit, Michi- 
*htewiew with Resident Michael P. R e d  and Vice-President Fred Lamont, Lacd 
195, Windsor, Ontario, April 19, 1999. 
3~am Gindin, Cmradan Auto Workers: Tlw Birtlr d Tru&omuation of a Union 
(Toronto: James brimer, 1995), pg. vii. 



which Gindin explains corne ' fiom the bottom,' permeate the work and place it within 

the culturist realm of Canadian labour history epitomized by such practitioners as Bryan 

Palmer and Greg Kealey. 

In a chapter devoted to the 1960s, Canadfan Auto Workers touches on the Auto 

Pact. Gindin identifies with a portion of the union that believed the agreement would 

result in further integration o f  the automobile industry with that of the United States and 

would compromise fragile Canadian sovereignty. This "nationalist left" section of the 

membenhip was at variance with the Canadian UAW District Council and the union 

leadership, who supported the principle of freer trade, but took exception to the fact that 

adequate safeguards for those affected by restructuring were not put into place. Gindin 

does conclude that although the overall impact did increase jobs in the long-run, "the 

disaffection ... brewing in the workforce" conceming Americanization of the industry and 

loss of Canadian control were indeed founded. Canadian Auto Workers nonetheless 

conveys the ofien contradictory feelings within the union conceming the agreement that 

forever changed the face of their industry. 

Bob White, who has referred to Sam Gindin as his indispensable "lefi ami," has 

been one of the most celebrated and contioversial labour leaders in contemporary 

Canadian history. The former president of the CAW is perhaps best known for his 

central role in divorcing the Canadian Region from the United Auto Workers union in 

1985, as well as for his fum and vociferous opposition to the Free Trade Agreement of 

1988. A man deeply comrnitted to the labour movement and Canadian sovereignty, Bob 

White published his autobiography Hard Barguitu: A@ L fe on the Line in 1 987. White 

claimed that "bis book is not about the history of my union," but rather, "about my life 

and how this great organization, now the CAW, bas played such an important part in it."4 

4 ~ o b  White, Hard Bargaim: M y  L$i on the Line (Toronto: McClel land and Stewart, 
1987), pg. 12. 



The book serves as a valuable source in achieving an understanding of how the union 

fiinctioneâfiom ihe invide over a pivotai 20 year pria with special emphasis placed on 

the historic pulling away fiom Michigan in the early to rnid-1980s. 

White, who was barely 30 years of age yet rising in the union hierarc hy at the 

time of the Auto Pact, recalls and interprets it in quite a different light fiom Gindin. "A 

comct version of what happened in 1964," responds White in his book, "is that the 

UAW supporteci the Auto Pact" and was instrumental in getting industry safeguarcts in 

the form of assmces of specific Canadian content minimums. Hard Bargains depicts a 

contented and optimistic union a n x i ~ ~ l y  awaiting the opening of new non-unionized 

plants resultiag 6om the anticipated expansion, and at the time gearing down for a 

stniggie for wage parity with the American worken. White and Gindin present 

significantly different pictures of 1 964-5. 

The nmaining works that deal with the union and the Auto Pact are more 

academic in nature then the accounts written by unionists. Robert Laxer, a lecturer at the 

Ontario hstitute for Studies in Education, wrote Camda 's Unions in 1 976 as a reaction 

to two developments of the 'hew Canadian unionism" in the 1970s, namely nationalism 

and militancy. This book focuses on the impact on the Canadian labour movement of 

changes in the ecomnic relations between C d  and the United States. 

While empbasizing that the American UAW and Canadian UAW disagreed on 

very little ducing the Auto Pact years, C a d  's Ilnions focuses on the divisions aad 

differences within the Caaadian wing conceming the trade agreement. Laxer mentions 

specific Canadian locals that rejected the approach of their District Council dwing the 

lead-up to the Auto Pact by completely opposing the continentalist approach. As well, 

Laxer u t i l k  the sndy of an American social scientist who found that union leaders, 

much like politiciens and businessmen, tendeà to be more favomble towards the Auto 

Pact and ratiodization generally, whereas bluccollar workers had a b'decidedly 

uafiivourable view of the Auto Pact" and its perceived iofnngement on Caaadian 



independence and nationa~ism.~ Most of his analysis conceming the Auto Pact, however, 

occurs ten years f i e r  the fact. The work addresses the ûaâe deal up to the mid-1970s 

and the different feelings in the unions in both countries conceming what it did, what it 

meant, and whether it should remain. In keeping with his focus on divisions within the 

Canadian UAW, evidence of any stniggle or even disagreement between either labour 

and govemment, labour and management, or Amencan labour and Canadian labour is 

absent in Laxer's work. 

Parnela Sugiman, for her part, is a sociologist with a strong interest in Canadian 

social history. In Labour S Dilemma: The Gender Politics of Auto Workers in Cancrdu. 

1937-f979, she uses gender as an analytical tool in an attempt to arrive at a Mler 

understanding of worker consciousness, and the idea that women had "strategies" and 

were not simply eclipsed within the overwhelmingly maledominated Canadian UAW. 

To Sugiman the auto union was one of the most democratic and progressive unions in 

existence, yet its workets were subjected to "blatant gender inequalities." The book 

relies heavily on interviews with workers and union leaders in order to uncover the 

stniggle of a small group of southem Ontario autoworkers to achieve dignity, respect, and 

rights within the union. 

LPbour S DtIemmu paints the Auto Pact as a turning point in the plight of women 

autoworkers. The probability of a female losing her job permanently due to industry 

restructuring was pa te r  than a male becoming unemployed because union contracts 

recognized sex-based job classifications and seniority. As a result, women were unable 

to transfer into new plant jobs and thus, a large pohon of the female workforce was 

eliminated However, the significance of the Auto Pact for Sugiman's women runs 

hper than the rnere loss of jobs. Female job losses tesulting h m  the tmde agreement 

S~obert b e r ,  Cunada S Unions (Toronto: James Lorimer & Company, Publishers, 
1976). pg. 1 12-3. 



caused women to take notice of the broader inequality problems that characterized auto 

employrnent. The restnicturing of the auto indusay in 1965 and resulting dislocation 

"forced women auto worken to draw on emerging feminist ideologies, along with union 

beliefs, and challenge gender divisions in the plant.'* The negative effects of the Auto 

Pact served as an impetus to sweeping change within labour. Lubour 's Dilemnu 

provides insight into how women (who made up approximately three percent o f  

Canadian UAW membership in the early 1960s) reacted to industry change within their 

own movement, but in doing so only tackles a very specialized and n m w  part of the 

labour and Auto Pact question. 

The best and most comprehensive overall history on the Canadian UAW to date is 

Charlotte Yates' published doctoral dissertation, Frorn Plant to Politics. The book, 

which encompasses the period fiom the birth of the UAW in 1936 to the year before the 

break-up in 1985, attempts to uncover strategies used by the union as it gained greater 

political power. Yates shows how the "collective identity" (which at times seriously 

wavered) of the union helped gain them access to Canadian politics, whether through 

plant-level collective bargaining or rallying behind the NDP. The narrative and analysis 

tells "how this union rose to such a prominent position in Canada and haces the 

influence it has had on the development of pstwar Canada and especially the auto 

ind~stry."~ 

Unlike any account before or since, From P lanr ro Pditics goes into significant 

depth on govemment-labour relations in the yeaa sunounding the Auto Pact. nie theme 

that runs through the section on the early to mid- 1960s is cooperation. The relationship 

between the federal govemment and Canadian UAW underwent, however, a 

6~arnela Sugiman, Labour 's Dilemma: The Gender Politics of Auto Workers in Canada, 
193 7-1979 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994), pg. 209. 
7~harlotte Yates, F m  Plant to Politicx The Autoworkers Union In Posîwar Cawda 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1993), pg. 22. 



metamorphosis in the 1960s as the leaders of the union and the politicians in ûttawa 

shared the same idea of curing the industry's stnicaual shortcomings through 

wntinentalist measures. Fmm 1% 1 to 1965 the government drew the union into the 

"sphere of decision making," and the Canadian UAW, according to the interpretation of 

Yates "willingly mobilized behind govemment policy initiatives." This was a time when 

the union's cornmitment to lobbying was reinforced as they were granted access to 

cabinet ministen and meetings with govemment oficials. As well, this was a time when 

Prime Minister Pearson's minority goverment dependeci on labour's political ally, the 

NDP, for support, seMng as an underlying factor of the cooperation. The analysis places 

special importance on the union's close relationship with Paul Mamn and his 

Deparhnent of Extemal Affairs, as he was a Liberal always willing to make compromises 

with the autoworkers due to their importance to his fate on voting day. After the signing 

of the Auto Pact and a series of nsulting layoffs, Yates interprets the govemment's 

willingness to look into the situation and its late implementation of a controvenial 

assistance plan as "suggesting that the govemment was listening to the union." In the 

midst of the restnictunng, the union "nominaily" withdrew its support while generally 

continuing the same relationship with ûttawa. The lead-up to the Auto Pact and the 

h e d i a t e  aftermath is pinted as a period of h o n y  and cooperation between labour 

and government. 

Whether the emphasis is on the views of women, the nationalist opposition, 

wholehearted unconditional support, cooperative govemment-labour planning, or support 

versus opposition in the union, as seen in Sugiman, Laxer, White, Yates, and Gindin 

respectively, any aaalysis of an aspect of the Auto Pact has inevitably necessitated the 

exclusioa of another. Awunts of the trade deal in Canadian bistory books, whether they 

be survey histories, works of Candian-American relations or fiom another sub-field, 

ranly, ifever, mention the Caaadian UAW or the wider labour movement. Balance of 

trade improvements, i n d  prduction efficiency, Amencanbation of the imlustry, 



and significantly, an increase in employment, are among the factors that most academics 

have deemed most important to impart in the short spaces allotted in broder histories. 

The fact that it was the Canadian UAW that was among the fust to suggest continental 

integration as a viable option to solving the problems of the auto industry as well as the 

fact that workers were the group that has uguably both benefited and suffered the rnost 

has also been overlooked by general histones. 

That the oficial stance of the Canadian UAW towards auto industry integration 

in the early 1960s was supportive is undeniable. The union's District Council, and 

indeed the majority of locals, were in favour of the freer trade principle from the 

beginning and indeed played a major role in its birth. Yet, a fbndamentally different 

picture of the union's support emerges when it is analyzed in Light of its condition for 

support of the Auto Pact. Although aware that the net result of integration would be an 

expanded job market in the long-run, the Canadian UAW knew be@e they pushed for 

integration that such a scheme would inevitably cause the displacement of workers while 

the industry adjusted. Looked at this way, far from attaching unconditional support to 

rationalization of their industry, the auto workers of Canada were only willing to accept 

the move if it was accompanied by entrenched guarantees protecting its members. in that 

assertion the union was unwilling to wavet or compromise, and never did. 

Whether the federal govenunent claimed that no dislocation would occur, or that 

protection was not a state responsibility, or that layoffs would be d d t  with as they 

becarne reality, or that safeguatds were already in place, the insistence and tirmness of 

the wioa only grew. "Protection for the laid off auto workers resulting fiom the new 

Canaàa-USA Automobile Agreement," said Hank Renaud in 1965, "must be provided by 

out Canacüan Federal ~overnment."~ Renaud's son's comment 35 years later conceniing 

Renaud, "President's Column: Canadian Workers Must Be Rotected," Ford 
Facts: Local 200 UA W, Volume 19, No. 82, J m e  17,1%5, Windsor, OntarÏo. 



his union "celebrating" yet bbopposing" the Auto Pact points to the conditional nature of 

Canadien UAW support. 

The story that follows investigates the relationship fmm genesis in 1960 to mass 

layoffs in 1965 between the Candian UAW and Canaâian Government with respect to 

two key issues. The principle of continental automobile industiy integration was an idea 

that was shared by state and mainstream labour throughout. Within the Canadian UAW 

there existed factions against integration for nationalist andlor employment-related 

reasom that at times detracteci fiom the greater stnrggle of secwing worker protections, 

and played a role in weakening the common fiont of the union. Despite its strong 

support for combining the Amencan and Canadian industries, the union made it clear 

from the start that they would be unwilling to support Ottawa unless it was acknowledged 

that the government had a responsibility to accommodate afliected workea when changes 

were induced by polîcy decisions. The Canaâian UAW, giviag as much consideration or 

more to short-term disruptions as they did to long-term benefits, believed that the 

responsibility to ease the ûansition period rested with govemment before it did with 

management, the province, or the union. With the threat of labour disruptions apparent 

diinhg these five y-, the Canadian UAW, despite their interna1 division on the 

integration issue itself, would only support steps towards rationalization if they were 

accompanied by protection guarantees for Canaâian workers. 



THE BEGINNING & l M 1  

At the beginning of the Second World War, the Canadian and American 

govemments, aided by the close relationship and similar views of their respective 

leaders, agreed in the Hyde Park Declaration to establish a Joint Economic Committee to 

make the best use of their resources and production towards the war effort. Yet, in 1943, 

when it became obvious that the Nazi threat was in decline, the newly-created 

Committee ceased to slow dom. Rather, it spent significant time, effort, and money 

thinking about and preparing for postwar North America. ' 
One of the Committee's main proposais at the tirne concemed the automobile 

industries in the two member countries. The idea was to abolish al1 auto-related tariffs 

on both sides while allocating certain models to Canadian fitories solely. As a result, 

Canadian manufacturers would hold a monopoly on both the local and US markets for 

specific vehicle types, while the dominant American indushy giants would have 

unrestricted access to the entire Canadian market provided they did not impinge on the 

specific Canadian specialty (or specialties). As the war was coming to a halt, it was 

argued by the international group that this would prove beneficial to the companies, 

workea, and consumers in both  nation^.^ Due to more imrnediate and pressing womes, 

the proposal was shelved. It would take no less than a Canadian automobile indwtry on 

the verge of collapse, twenty years later, to revisit this war-bom proposal. 

The Canadian automobile Uidustry in the late 1950s found itself inefficient, beset 

by some serious and potentially disastrous problems for goverment, manufactures, 

consurnea, workers, and the sector as a whole. The root cause of the âifficulties was a 

' J O ~  Hilliker, Canada's Department of Erernal Affairs: Volume 1: The Earlj Years, 
19094946 (Montreal & Kingsuni: McGill-Qwen's University Press, 1990), pg. 250. 
2 ~ u g h  L. Keenleyside, '"ïreatment for ûur Lopsided US Trade," The Finunciai Post, 
May 7,  1960. 



result of the very nature of the industry3s broad structure. Generai Motors of Canada, 

Ford of Canada, and Chrysler of Canada, and to a lesser extent the smaller 

manufacturers, for years had imitated the American practice of competing through 

vehicle models and types rather than through profits. This system was benefcial to 

buyers. labour, and the companies in a large sale market like the American one, but 

proved ineficient in the small market Canadian context- The accornpanying short 

production runs of a wide range of models resulted in drastic production and employment 

declines in the 1st years of the 1950s.~ A hem 33 per cent protection rate on Canadian 

cars and a system designed to stimulate and encourage 'at home3 production were not 

nearly significant enough factors to offset the industry's fiuidamental stmctural 

shortcomings. 

The high tariffs in the auto industry in Canada served to reinforce the emphasis 

on local production. The protectionist tariff structure provided incentive for the 

automobile manufactures to maintain high levels of Canadian content. Generally, if 

over half of a vehicle unit was Canadianmade, the 15-20 per cent tariff would be 

remitted. Adding to the problem was the high American tariffs that dissuaded Canadian 

production aimed at the American consumer. in the lace 1950s, the result was 

inefficiently-produced cars that cost noticeably more than their US counterparts. As 

Canadian driven inevitably tumed to cheaper Gerrnan, Japanese, and British imports, the 

Canadian automotive sector as a whole made up close to one half of the nation's account 

deficit, while costs increased and employment decreasedO4 The Amencan auto 

production mode1 of proâucing a wide variety of products for diverse market was no 

longer working for the minuscule market and industry to the north. 

3~arnes F. Keeley, Tast in Concrete for Al1 Time? The Negotiation of the Auto Pact" 
fiom Canadian Journal of Politicai Science, Volume XW, No. 2, (lune 1983), pg. 28 1. 
4~reg  Donaghy, "A Continental Philosophy: Canada, the United States, and the 
Negotiation of the Auto Pacî, 1963-65" fiom Internuiionut Journal7 Volume Lm7 NO. 3 
(Summer 1998). pg. 443. 



With the beginaing of 1960, and employment dom to approximately two thirâs 

in the auto parts industry of wbat it haà been just four years prior, the k t  signs of 

signifiant discontent starteci to show. Hsving to deal with thousanâs of vehicle plant 

men out of work, the city councils of Clniario's iarger auto t o m ,  namely Windsor, 

Oshawa, Oalnille, and St. Catharines, began asserting some pressure on government to 

act. Correspondence and petitions were sent fiom the municipalities to Ottawa 

requesting that the federal governent tind a way to inquire into the deteriorating 

conditions of the automobile sector, and give more specific shdy to the effects of parts 

and vehicle irnport~.~ These exchanges remained relatively quiet, however, and out of 

the public eye. It took the publication of an editorial article in a major national 

newspaper on a Saturday in May to open up the discussion and kickstart a national forum 

that would eventuaily lead to the metamorphosis of the entire industrial structure. 

A long-time diplomat in the Canadian sewice, then Chainnan of the British 

Columbia Power Commission, and advisor to the BC govemment on development, Dr. 

Hugh Keenleyside's full page article "suggest(ing) a cirastic remedy for our major 

problem" was displayed prominently in the Finoncial Post of May 7, 1960.6 The former 

Under Secretary of the UN suggested that the best way to improve Canada's trading 

policy with the United States would be through a system of "selective free trade" in 

which Amencan companies would mete out a specific portion of theû production to 

Canadian factories. Recopiiuing that this would be impractical in many sectors, he 

suggested the ideai industry for a proposal of this nature would be one in which near 

monopolies existeâ and the whole sector was w v e d  by a small number of compaties, 

as well as one in which the nurnber of commodities was relatively limited and 

standardizeâ He even went as far as to suggest the manner in which the frre trade 

S ~ O u s e  of Cornons Debates, Febniary 3,1960, pg. 686. 
Finuncial Post, May 7, 1960. 



proposal would be implemented, pointing out that businessmen wanting to shate 

production across the border would apply to the US and Canada, for presidential order 

and order-in-council respectively, to open for fiee trade the particular chamel in 

question.' Keenleyside's bold revisitation of the WWll Joint Economic Cornmittee's 

proposai caught the attention of those in positions of idluence. 

The District Council of the United Automobile Workers (UAW) of Canada was 

quick to take notice and wasted no time in acting. Within weeks, the union, representing 

well over 50,000 Canadian workers, had sent a carefully prepared brief to the federal 

governrnent outlining a similar version of Keenleyside's proposal. The Canaâian UAW 

believed that the greed and selfishness of the auto manufacturen was to blame for the 

problem in the industry, and called upon govemment to intervene and "protect" the 

Canadian people by broadening the market, reducing prices and producing cars able to 

compte with imports, among other things. Recognizing that no true Canadian 

automobile industry existed and that what most people referred to as the industry was 

actually j ust an adj unct to the dominant industry to the south, the Canadian UAW 

suggested that the existing approach be altered entirely: 

In a country such as ours, situated alongside a nation ten times as large in 
population, it makes a great deal of sense for the Canadian automobile industry 
to be integrated with the American. The feasibility of closer integration should 
be explored. It may be possible that a page could be taken fiom the book of 
the agricultural implements industry. In that industry some implements are 
produced in Canada for the whole US-Canada market, and others are 
produced in the United States, and they cross the border freely both ways ....* 

' ~ h e  Financial Post, May 7, 1 %O. 
*'~rief of the United Automobile Workers (UAW-CLC) to the Goverment of Canada on 
the Impact of Automobile and Automobile Paris imports on the Canadian Automobile 
Industry and Employment Therein, Ottawa, Ontario, July 5, 1960,' UAW Region 7- 
Canadian Regional Office, Accession 372, Box 186, File 16, WSU, Detroit, Michigan. 



The 'Bnef proceeded to outline a number ofdifferent ways in which the maximum 

benefits of volume production could be met However, it made the actual nature of the 

study it recomrnended as specific as these proposais. The Canadian UAW suggested a 

Royal Commission to undertaLe a complete and comprehensive investigation of the 

Canaâian industry. The District Council was very clear in its suggestions to the 

Diefenbaker govemment on July 5, 1 %O. 

The Caaaâian UAW's Brief to govemment suggesting integration also sent a 

clear message coacerning the les  Qsirable effects of the proposed t d e  agreements on 

the labour force. It was the first hint given by the union that wholehearted approval of 

any intemational deal would not be forthcoming without consideration of labour's 

concerns. The District Council saw fit to quote a decade-old document in order to 

illustrate that the principle of international fair labour standards was in no way new and 

was considered of prime Unportance worldwide. Article 7 of the Havana Charter for an 

International Trade Otganization, signed in 1948 by the npresentatives of most of the 

world's counhies, inciuding Canada, had direct relevance to the union's proposal: 

The Members recognize that measures relating to employment must take Fully 
into account the rights of wotkers under inter-govemmentat declarations, 
conventions and agreements. They recognize tbat al1 counbies have a common 
interest in the achievement and maintenance of fair labour standards related to 
productivity, and thus in the improvernent of wages and working conditions as 
productinty may permit. The Members recognize that unfair labour conditions. 
particularly in prduction for export, create âifficulties in international mûe, ami, 
ciccordingly, each Mernber shall take whatever action may be appropriate and 
feasible to eliminate such conditions within its temtory? 

Before any consideration of North Amencan automobile industry integration was even 

contemplated, the C d a n  UAW felt it necessary to send a clear message early. 

g'~riefof the United Automobile W d e r s  (UAWCLC) to the Govenunent of Canada on 
the Impact of Automobile and Amobile Parts ïmports on the Canadian Automobile 
I rdu~ t ry  and Employment Therein, ûttawa, ûntario, July 5,1960' 



By the end of M y ,  enough representations had been made to government, that it 

could no longer justify failing to act The Canadian UAW proposal of the first week of 

Iuly came one week after representations had been made by the management of a number 

of Canaâian auto plants, and immediately p d e d  representations made by the parts 

manufacturing industry. Io As well, the Canadian UAW had made plans to travel to 

Ottawa and meet with the govemment conceming the subject matter of the 'Brief,' and 

most likely attempt to push the politicians into speedy action. l l The Diefenbaker 

Conservatives did not need to be pushed. They noted that they had quietly been 

anticipating and preparing for this type of action throughout the year. For months the 

Departments of Finance, National Revenue, and Labour haâ been investigating the 

problem and collecting materials in anticipation of what was being vimially demanded 

by Canadians in .idy. l2 

On July 28,1960, the federal govemment announced in the House of Commons 

that it would appoint a Royal Commission to make a comprehensive investigation into a 

nwnber of aspects of the auto industry. As promised, the following week the Tories 

unveiled the specifics of the Commission. l 3  Prime Minister John Diefenbaker outlined 

the five aspects that the Commission would be asked to report upon: the cornpetitive 

position of the industry cornpared to that of other nations, the relations between Canadian 

and Amencan companies and their effects, problems in the components industry and 

their effects on production, the ability of Canadian industry to produce and distribute the 

types of cars desired by Canaâians, and finally, suggestions of measures that wuld be 

taken by the companies, labour, Parliament and the govemment to improve the industry's 

1°~ouse of Commons Debates, July 29,1%0, p g  7248. 
lhnald Machnaiâ, Secretary-Treasurer, îo Keith W. Ross, Sccretacy-Treasurer, 

Oshawa and Disûict Labour Council, August 16,1960, UAW Region 7- Canadian 
Regional Otfice, Accession 372, Box 51, File 13, WSU, Detroit, Michigan. 
12~ouse of Commons Debates, July 28,l %O, pg. 7108. 
13Efouse of Commons Debates, August 2,1960, pg. 7385. 



ability to provide employment in the production of cars for home and export. l4 Although 

the program as set out by govemment seemed to avoid criticism, the make-up of the 

commission appointed to undertake the investigation did not. 

Vincent W. Bladen, dean of the faculty of arts at the University of Toronto, a 

hown and respected authority on economics, and former head of the Economics 

Department and the Institute of Industrial Relations at the university, was the man 

appointed to the task The Liberal Opposition felt this investigation necessitated several 

commissioners, who would be able to represent various groups, including labour, 

management, consumer, and the state. Likewise, the CCF, a party long accepted as the 

Canadian UAW's defenders in Parliament, felt that Uiis commission was too important to 

rest solely on the shoulders of one man. As well, the party felt that Professor Bladen was 

somewhat ofa small "cm conservative in his economics, and that as a result the 

commission should have been created with a broader outlook. I5 Except for such 

criticisms, al1 parties involved were welcoming of the August 2nd creation of the 

one-man Royal Commission, and even more welcoming of' the fact that there would be 

not one &y's delay, as Dean Bladen would commence the investigation immediately. 

On the &y of the appointment Bladen set up his Commission headquarters in the 

William Lyon Mackenzie building in Toronto. Within the first week, Bladen had written 

a letter to George Burt, Canaâian UAW Director, infonning him of his intentions of 

including the union within the sphere of investigatation fiom start to finish. While the 

commissionet becarne organized, settled in, and prepared to lawich the inquiry, he told 

the union leader that he would be closely studying some taped conversations between 

union and management that he had in his possession, and asked that But in the 

meantirne think of any other unions that should be invited to di~cussions.~~ Bladen told 

L4~ouse of Commons Debates, August 2,1960, pg. 7385. 
15~ouse of Commons Debates, August 2,1%0, pg. 7386. 
16v.w. Bladen, Dean, to George Bwt, August 10,1960, UAW Region 7- Canadian 



Burt there wodd be an informal meeting on August 22th at the University of Toronto 

Senate Chamber, and he wodd "be glad" if the üAW could attend l7 Cooperation 

between the Canadian UAW District Council and the Royal Commission was invited 

fiom the start. 

On August 22 representatives fiom the automobile manuf'turers, the parts 

manufacturers, the Canadian UAW, importers fiom Europe, and other interested parties 

met with Commissioner Bladen to hear introductions and an explanation of the nature of 

the investigation. m e r  asking br continued mperation and explaining that the 

Commission's main concem was to uncover the roots of the indushy's problems and 

prescribe remedies, Bladen asked for the subrnission of briefs, either open or pnvate, 

fiom al1 parties present. Furthemore, he aanounced that in exactly two months he would 

be holding a week of public hearings in Ottawa at which tirne he would hear and discuss 

any of the briefs submitted that were not marked 'confidential.' To make the week as 

open as possible it was requested that submittea not employ lawyea at the meeting, nor 

that they simply stand up and read their briefs verbatim. l8  The United Auto Workers of 

Canada were pleased with Bladen's program, promised to work closely, and had no 

interest in keeping their Mews, thoughts, and concems 'confidential' in any way.Ig The 

fonun they had been requesting for months had corne into being. 

Subsequent to the Toronto meeting, the Canadian UAW District Council with 

much dissent fiom some locals drafted and submitted its recommendations and 

suggestions in a brief to the Royal Commission. Without placing specific blame, they 

Regionai Ofice, Accession 372, Box 5 1, File 13, WSU, Detroit, Michigan. 
I7vincent Bladen, Commissioaer, to Gectrge Burt, August 17,1960, UAW Region 7- 
Conadian Regional Office, Accession 372, Box 5 1, File 13, WSU, Detroit, Michigan. 
' * ~ e p o n  of the Royal Commission on the Automoiive Indwtry. Apd 196 1, Ottawa, 
Queen's Printer and Controller of Stationary, National Library of Canado 
19George Buct, to V. W. Blaâen, August 10.1960, UAW Region 7- Canadian Regional 
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lamented the fact that thousands of worken were unemployed, domestic production was 

in decline, and at the sarne time imports were on the rise. After reiterating what was 

already well-known, narnely that the industry was '%eset with serious problems" that 

needed to be fixe4 the union again suggested that the Commission should look in aa 

entirely new direction. As suggested to the govemment months earlier, there should be 

an examination into the possibility of an international fiee trade agreement that would 

permit reciprocity in parts and cars so long as the Company produced a certain quantity in 

Canada to ensure certain production and employment levels. This agreement, it was felt, 

would give Canadian producers volume advantages offered by the cornbined Canadian 

and American markets.2o The union's political am, the CCF, also felt that it would 

make more sense for Canada to produce fewer rnodels, but produce them for the entire 

North American market2' Canadian UAW District Council and the CCF were both clear 

about their feelings and wishes. 

The Canadian UAW also expanded on its concem over the possible adverse 

effects of such a plan: 

Any plan for integration of production facilities would have to be approached 
with a number of safeguards in mind. During the p e n d  of transition fiom tariff 
to integration there would probably be a number of dislocations, the burden of 
which would fa11 on a limited number of plants and workers unless adequate 
piecautions were taken in ahronce. We think it essential that in considering 
integration the necessary steps be explored carefully so that dislocations would 
be minimized and the burdens be borne by al1 who stand to eventually benefit 
rather than just a few. Machinery ... could be charged with the responsibility of 
working out solutions to such transitional problems ...? 

*O'UAW Free Trade Proposal to Canadian Auto Royal Commission, l%O,' üAW 
Region 7- C d a n  Regional Office, Accession 372, Box 186. File 9, WSU. Detroit, 
Michigan. 
21~ouse of Commons Debates, July 29,1960, pg. 72 18. 
22'~rief o f  the U ~ t e d  Automobile Workers (UAW-CLC) to the Royal Commission on 
Canada's Automotive industry, 1960,' UAW Regioa 7- Canadian Regional Office, 
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The union proposed that unexpected employment shifts could most effectively be dealt 

with by estaôlishirig continuhg mschinery, perhaps in the fonn of a tripartite 

govemment-management-labour body, to constantly review the employment situation in 

the renovated Caaadian automobile industry. If the prùiciple of traâe was sound, the 

Canadian UAW argued, "reasonable men charged with the responsibility for carrying it 

out can always fmd reasonable solutions to problems h t  may arise in translating 

principle into practice.''23 From the early stages in 1960, the Canadian UAW's 

insistence on protection for workers was as pronouncd as its support for the free trade 

principle. The two would bave to go hand-in-hand for union support to be fortltcoming. 

A UNION DMDED 

increased integration with the United States, as proposed by the Canadian District 

of the UAW, the Canadian Labour Congress, and the New Democratic Party, was not 

representative of the views of the UAW in Canada as a whole. On this issue the union 

was split right down the middle. Local 444 of the Canadian UAW (Chrysler in Windsor) 

and the Caaodian UAW General Motoa Council flatly rejected the approach of their 

District Council and head-office allies, and iIlSfead called for an immediate step in the 

direction of protectionism, increased Canadian content and eventually an "all-Canadian 

car."24 Thete was in fact no possibility of compromise in the diametrically-opposed 

views of the Canadian UAW and its dissenthg branches, and at the sarne tirne that 

George Buri's Canadian UAW Council submitkâ its brief to the Royal Commission, 

another was submittcd by Local 444. 

Like most other observers, the Chrysler local rccognizod thaî there was a severe 

illness plaguing the Consdian automobile industry, one that neeâed immediate attention. 

u'~riefof the United Automobile Workers (UAW-CLC) to the Royal Commission on 
Canada's Automotive Irdustry, 1960' 
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Whereas many pointed to symptoms such as the large gap in the balance of trade and low 

productivity, Local 444 was concerned with unemployment foremost, and the loss of 

Canadian identity to the United States secondarily while believing that the two were 

inter-re~ated.~ 

Local 444, unlike the Canadian District UAW office, was quick to point fingea 

and assess blarne. The cunent ills of the Canadian economy, manifest in unernployment, 

was a direct consequence of govemment policies, which had their foundation in the 

Abbott Plan of 1947, an expression of St. Laurent's policies of "integration" with the 

Mted States economy. The Abbott Plan, according to the Chrysler local, denied the 

need to industrialize Canada through the building of a local heavy industry, and instead 

focused on acceding to the United States by making Canada merely a source of raw 

materials for the south. The potential of Canada's abundance of natural wealth was thus 

never realized, as a brake was put on the country's industrial developrnent. The Abbott 

Plan, and many programs of its type between 1947 and 1960, were to blame for the 

unstable position of the auto industry, according to Local 444. Further integration of the 

sort proposed by the Canaâian Dismct Council, would be a backward step that would 

undennine and further disnipt the already insecure position of the men who made cars in 

Although practicai and tangible problems were the main concem of Local 444 in 

its brief to Bladen, it also dealt with the integration issue from a nationalist perspective. 

Walter L. Gordon, a Liberal MP known for his ultra-mtionalism, served as the 

embodiment of Local 444's patriotic stance. Like Gordon, they felt that in order to 

maintain a separsite Canadan identity and the mindset of an independent nation, a 

25'~ubmission of Local 444 UAW-AFL-CIO to the Royal Commission on the 
Automotiveaiid Parts Industries, October 1960,' UAW Region 7- Canadian Regional 
Onice, Accession 372, Box 6, File 16, WSU, Detroit, Michigan. 
26'~ubrnission of h l  444 UAW-AFL-CIO to the Royal Commission on the 
Automotiveand Parts ladustries, October 1 960' 



re-evaluation of existing foreign policies would have to occur dong with a resulting 

cessation and reversai of the trend that had witnessed so many important and dynamic 

Canadian industries fa11 into Amencan hanckn Local 444 wished to pint itsel f as the 

champions of Canadian nationalism to the Commission. 

The submission's prime objective was to convince the inquiry that govemment 

policies, beginning with the Abbott Plan, were closely linked to the problems in the 

Canacüan economy generally, and the automobile industry specifically. Before outlining 

a set of specific recommenâations, the local felt it important to highlight that ''w stem 

ect of our eco S WOU 

C- as a w'28 The local 

outlined a number of specific recommendations to Bladen: that legislation to mise the 

content of Canadian-made cars to at least 75% be coupled with the overhauling of 

regdations goveming auto importations; that the govemment establish Crown 

Corporations as a step towards eventually producing a 100% all-Canadian car; and lastly 

that the Government re-appraise Canada's economic relationship with the US, with 

policies enacted to help fiee the country of Amencan economic and political 

dorninati~n.~~ Given Local 444's nationalist stance, it was clear early that the stniggle 

would not only be between government and union, but would also exist within the 

27'~ubmission of Local 444 UAW-AFL-CIO to the Royal Commission on the 
Automotive and Parts Industries, ûctober 1960' 
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At the beginning of 196 1 the already precious Canadian UAW unity was m e r  

compromised George Burt's continuing efforts to keep Local 222 (Gewral Motors 

Oshawa) onside with the mainstrearn of the labour movement proved a failure. In 

Febniary the local went on record, alongside Local 444, as officially opposing integration 

and the known Canadian UAW stance.3 The local had held some votes with al1 its 

members on the issue and found that the workers were unaaimously opposed to Burt's 

recommendations. With most submissions, bnefs, and stances already in Bladen's hands 

and awaiting final aaalysis and a verdict, the dissenting local office realized that it would 

have to make the view of its membership known quickly. Immediately they notified 

UAW President Walter Reuîher's office and Solidarity House in Detroit of their shift in 

direction.32 The Oshawa & Disûict Labor Council, the Canadian Labour Congress, the 

Bladen Commission, and the Conservative govemment were al1 notified shortly after.33 

Their demands paralleled those of Local 444. They wanted labour content in vehicles 

remember that the labour movement is above nationalisrn." Cunada f Unions, pg. 1. 
Robert Laxer stated that "in the UAW thus far, at least, there has been no conflict of 
interest between Canadians and Americans on matters such as the Auto Pact." C ~ ~ d a ' s  
Unions, pg. 1 17-8. Bob White's autobiography points to the fact that hannony began to 
wane only in the early 1980s. A retired George Burt opposed the break-up of the union 
in 1985 and proved to be a thom in White's side. Hard Bargatns, pg. 293. Sam Gindin 
explains that in the 1960s "the union defended its ties to the American-based UAW, 
arguing that the measwe of a union was its intemal dernocracy and direct achievements, 
not its nationality." Canadian Auto Workers: The Birrh and Trun@ormation of a Union, 
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made in Canada immediately increased to a 75% Canadian minimum. Local 222's 

joining with Local 444 split the union even M e r  than before. 

George Burt spent much of the time between the creation of the Royal 

Commission and the release of the Commission's Report giving praise and th& to 

those who shared his position and to those who eventually fell in line. Canada's national 

newspaper, The Globe & Mail. fiom the beginning felt Uiat there should exist a cornmon 

market in Canada and the United States for certain industries. and used the automobile 

industry as a fitting exarnple. For this reason, Director Burt viewed The Globe & Muil in 

Canada as an ally of the mainstream Canadian UAW, and was quick to give prai~e.)~ 

The Detroit Free Press, l es  involved in Canadian affairs than the local media, wasted no 

time in proclaiming support for Burt's position. Within a week of the Canadian UAW's 

submission to Bladen, the newspaper ran an editorial recognizing the merits of the 

union's proposal for tariff revision. Burt acknowledged this recognition and support and 

was g r a t e f u ~ ~ ~  As Bladen pondered, the Director made a strong effort to keep spirits and 

hopes high, and stand ta11 with his position to the outside. It was not so easy within the 

union. 

The division within the Canadian UAW caused the District Council quarterly 

meetings at this time to become a battleground of hot tempers and heated exchanges. 

Discussions concenting the practical implications offke ûade were mixed in with 

passionate debates about the nght to democratically oppose the District Council position 

and its majority nile. Without a single exception, by the end of these weekend-long 

meetings, thing were more divided and bitter than they had been at the start. Most of the 

34~eorge Burt to Editor of The Globe & Mail, Febniary 15,196 1, UAW Region 7- 
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meetings simply degenerated into name-caiiing and finger-painting, both of which just 

served to complicate matters furthet. 

The leadership and delegates in attendance spent a fair amount of their time at the 

meetings bickering about the 'breaâ and butter' of fiee üaâe. The opponents of 

iategration kquently attempted to use both the Canadian aircraft and the agriculhual 

implements industries to illustrate through example that sectorai fiee nade with the 

United States had a h u a  effect on Canada Yet, the mainstream District Council and 

supporters of integration were as willing to disprove and undemine the claims with their 

own ideas. The General Motors Intra-Corporation Council, a St. Catharines Chrysler 

local and one of the three dissenting bodies who sent an independent brief to Bladen, 

attempted to convince its membership as well as the District Council that reciprocity 

with the United States had debilitated the livelihood of agricuitural implements worken. 

The Canadian workers, according to the GM UAW Council, provided a perfect example 

of how continental integration does not provide the desired effectd6 Afier stating that 

his opponents simply made the agricultwal implements point by "stupidity" and "utter 

nonsense" and that the agricultural implements delegates would themselves be the first to 

admit that any change in the present North American trading relationship would be 

crippling to worken, Director Burt proceeded to try to disprove the claims of the Oshawa 

group in his characteristically animated mannet. The reason for the high unemployment 

rate in the industry, he claimed, was due to the massive decline of f m  income in both 

counûies and the general economic slump k ing  experienced by industries across the 

b~erd.~' 
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The disagreement about free traùe's effects on the Canadian aircraft industry was 

even more irreconcilable, and caused a greater rift. in the Canadian UAW Council 

meeting of January IS and 16,1961, held in St. Catharines, Ontario, Canadian UAW 

local leader and opponent of integration, Vic White rose to assert that fiee trade was aot 

at present working in the aircrafi industqc3* A clamour spread across the floor as great 

exception was taken to White's claim. 'Brother' Pole-Langdon hotly disputed White's 

point, stating that the majority of Canadian aircraft workers were employed because of 

integration and that otherwise between 200 and 300 workers would suffice to supply al1 

of Canada's demand, quite a "prohibitive" figure. Adding to Pole-Langdon's attack, 

'Brother' Dymond bluntly stated that clearly White was clueless as to the facts of the 

industry and that the Chair of the meeting should disallow him and others on his side 

fiom making "such irrespoasible statements" without challenge.39 George Burt again 

pointed out that the opponents should not be speaking for the men of the aircraft industry, 

who themselves were claiming that their industry would be improved and strengthened 

by increased trade with the United States: 

Would it be suggested by the opposition that our nationalism is more important 
to us, or more important to the DeHavilland workea who are going to be hired, 
than obtaining jobs by trading with the United  tat tes? 

nie opponents and supporters of integration within the union and at the union quarterly 

meeting in Ianuary were in compkte disagreement as to the hdamentals of the 

program, and what it would mean for both Canadian nationalism and employment. 

Raising the experiences of agricultural implements and airline workers, which placed 

38'~anadian UAW Corncil, St. Catharines, Ontario, January 1 5 & 16, 196 1, Minutes of 
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opponents on the offensive and supporten on the defensive, only served to divide the 

union deeper. 

Whereas the opponents' strategy was to cite examples of industries in which 

integration seemingly failed, the strategy of the official union proposal's supporters was 

to provide evidence of countries that had been and continued to be isolationist and 

suffered as a result, as well as those that had benefited fiom trade liberalization. George 

Burt was always up to the task of pointing out what fate befell nations that protected their 

industries as Local 444 and their allies proposed in Canada On March 1 1 , 196 1, at the 

Canadian UAW Council meeting held in Windsor, the Director used Brazil as an 

example of a nation in which the government compelled the auto industry to manufacture 

cars in that country. As a result, the price of the made-in-Brazil Simca was $5.9 12, 

whereas the state-of-the-art foreign Volkswagens that were denied entry ranged in ptice 

fiom $2,769 to $6,102.~~ Thus, Brazilian workers and consurnen alike were king 

shortchanged by the isolationist stance of their govemment. Similarly, on January 14, 

1961, at a Canadian UAW gathering in St. Catharines, Burt illustrated how Russia's 

refusal to integrate its auto industry with that of other nations had translated into a state 

where less than one out of every thousand Russians owned a car, cornparrd to one third 

of ~rnericans.~~ The dismal situations in isolationist countries were al1 the proof that 

Burt needed to convince him that the United States had much to offer Canada and its 

workers and consumers. 

The examples of Brazil, Russia, and other mentioned countries did nothing to 

change the minds of the dissenting locals about the undesirability of becoming m e r  
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integrated with the United States. For them, isolationism meant more jobs For Canadians 

as well as an essential maintenance of Candian sovereignty and independence vis-&vis 

the United States, both political a d  economic. Conversely, Burt and the District Council 

were of the finn opinion that the employment situation would be most beneficiai to 

Canada if its automobile indusüy were joined with the Arnencan, as would the balance 

of trade. As for Local 444's fervent nationalism, Burt believed that "hating the American 

people (was) not going to do the job."43 It was clear that the positions of the two 

Canadian UAW camps were diameûically opposed and unlikely to converge in any way 

or to any degree. The nea question at those early 196 1 meetings became how to deal 

with this division in a way that would inflict the least harm possible to the well-king of 

the union as a whole. 

The questions of how to Qal with disunity behind closed union doon, as well as 

how it should be presented to the outside, both sparked heated and passionate debate in 

the Canadian UAW during the tirne of the Bladen Commission. The intensity of the 

disagreements over fiee trade itself paled in cornparison with the debate involving the 

very meaning of such ideas as 'democratic rights' and 'rnajority rule.' indeeâ, the latter 

had the potential ofsplitting the union apart in a manner that transcended the importance 

of the mere integration issue. 

Attempts at reaching a compromise favourable to both sides failed mixrably in 

the Canaâian UAW quarterly meeting of March 1 I before the series of contradictory 

briefs was submitted to the Royal Commission. A newlyconstituted comrnittee of the 

District Council met to agree on an approach that would present a unified front to 

Vincent Blaâen. At Burt's suggestion, a compromise proposal was reacheû, adop(ed by 

the District Council, voted on by majority action, and seemingly settled The proposal 

43'~anadian UAW Council Report by George But, UAW Canadian Director, St. 
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cdled for the goal of working towards an all-Çanadian car while also exploring the 

program of integration of Canadian production facilities with that of the United  tat tes.^^ 

This resulted in the creation, and subsequent submission, of the bief by the Canadian 

UAW District Council to Bladen. To the minds of the Canadian UAW Council and 

George Buri, the democratic process had yielded a fair compromise of the two positions. 

It seemed at this point that despite obvious differences, a unified front could be 

presented. 

In spite of the action at this meeting, certain delegates went back to their locals 

and called membership meetings, unbeknownn to the District Council. AAer conferring 

with the membership. the General Moton Intra-Cofporation Council decided to submit a 

separate brief, with Local 444 submitting another shortly after. As well, the Windsor 

Unemployed Association, which had been seeking support of its isolationist principles 

fiom the trade unions, also presented a brief that took the diametrically opposite position 

of that officially adopted by the District ~ o u n c i l . ~ ~  On October 26, 1960, al1 four UAW 

briefs were presented orally to Comrnissioner Bladen in û t t a ~ a 4 ~  It  was only at this 

time that it becarne evident to the District Council that the Canadian UAW sabotage was 

about to seriously undennine its position. The three briefs fiom "spiinter groups and 

individuals who insisted on identifjmg themselves with the UAW," according to But, 

would surely mate confusion for Bladen. If. he addeô, an unclear report was later 

released by the Royal Commission, the union would have absolutely no right to blame 

~ 1 a d e n . ~ ~  Accusing the dissenters of king union traitors, 'Brothers Pete Johnson of the 

44'~anadian UAW Council Report by George But, UAW Canadian Director, St. 
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District Council and a member present in Ottawa on October 26, said that the 

pmentation of the three 'iuiofficiai" biefs again proved that the lefi-wingers took 

advantage of their democratic right of fieedom of expression, yet refused to accept the 

democratic piiicipaî that when a majority decision is made, "it is binding on all before 

the public."48 To those supporthg the officia1 brief, the methodr of their opponents were 

less excusable than their faulty ideas. 

AAer the fact, the dissenting groups readily expressed their beliefs that there was 

a M e r  way than relying on majority nile. Presideat of Local 444, 'Brother' Brooks 

proposed that setting up debating teams was the course of action tbat he felt most 

appropriate at this late stage. Ironically, he utilized a metaphor that equated the District 

Council to the Americans, rerninding his membenhip that Cuba was able to stand up 

against the might of the United States al1 a l ~ a e . ~ ~  George Burt, already clearly fatigwd 

by the ongoing UAW debacle, flatly rejected Brook's suggestion: 

With the exception of one local union, I have k e n  in nearly al1 of them where 
there is a real contmversy about this problem. I refer to Local 444 where the 
problem has been decided upon by the membenhip, and after that decision 
was made, and without notifjing me that it was to be brought More the 
membership, Bro. Brooks now suggests we have a debate. I have already 
participated in a debez in Locals 199,222,303, and 707. In addition, this 
District Council which represents the whole (Canadian) Region, has mede a 
decision which I believe should be suff i~ient.~~ 

Burt recognized that a great deai had been made about his apparent rehisal to accept 

48'~anodian UAW Council, St. Catharines, Ontario, January 15 & 16,196 1, mutes of 
Meeting' 
4 9 ' ~ d a n  UAW Council, St  Catharines, Ontario, January 15 & 16, 196 1, Minutes of 
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So'~eport of Canadian Director George Burt to Canndian UAW Council, Meeting at 
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challenges to debate the divisive issue. The union had already k e n  split enough by the 

opposition, and as a result, Burt felt that the membership did not need to k subjected to 

another exhibition on how disunited the Canadian UA W actually was. 

Before suggesting a tougher approach be used on the opponents, George Buri had 

a final criticism of their methods. He believed that incidents at General Motors in St. 

Catharines, London, and Windsor al1 pointed to the f a t  that the leaders of the locals 

were not properly representing the confirmed views of their workforce. In St. Catharines, 

the membenhip had strongly defated an attempt to sabotage the program of the District 

Council, yet local leader, 'Brother' Lambert, with the support of eight out of 15 of his 

own General Motoa Intra-Council delegates, still submined an opposition brief to the 

Bladen ~ommission.~ Similar events transpired in other Ontario automobile toms. 

General Motors workea in both London and Windsor, muc h like their St. Catharines 

'brothers,' supported the District Council brief and discouraged attempts to interfere with 

or inhibit Burt's course of action Again, their wishes were obstructed by the leden that 

claimed to speak for them.S2 The same story, Burt claimed, was unfolding in many of 

the other plants where this issue was receiving attention. 

These episodes proved conciusively to the Canadian UAW Dîrector that the 

Council was better equipped to deal with these pcoblems ihan attempting to win majority 

voting decisions fiom the several hundred plant membenhip meetings across the vast 

Caaadian Region. This also gave nse to the criticism that the General Motots 

uitraCorporation Council had w nght to deal with a policy matter that affected al1 

Canadian parts worken, most of whom were not a part of their c ~ u n c i l . ~ ~  Their 

S L ' ~ a n ~ a n  UAW Council Report by George Burt, UAW Canadian Director, St. 
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unwillingness to honour the democratic pmcess employed by the District Coucil, their 

misrepresentation of the f8I1)C-and-file, and their attempts to represent and speak for other 

workers al1 combined to push Burt into a firmer course of action than before. 

By the January , 1 96 1, District Council meeting it had become piunfully obvious 

that the "open defiance" shown by some of the union delegates was threatening the 

purpose and function of the Couacil. Knowing that it would be impossible to amve at 

decisions on policy by membership referendurn every tirne an important issue arose and a 

policy had to be formulated, Burt proposed a solution that he felt necessary at this point: 

n No. 2; I am recommending the District Council discourage 
local unions fiom submitting prograrns to goiemments or commissions, which 
are contradictory to the prograrns proposed by the District ~ o u n c i l . ~ ~  

The Canadian Director realized that the subject matter which caused this ri A was very 

cornplex, and that neither side had an ultimate solution. But he was tired of it being used 

as a "political football to the detriment of the rank-and-file." In this tense intenrn period 

as everyone awaited Bladen's verdict, Burt urged that al1 Canadian UAW activity 

conceming the divisive Free trade issue remain within the confines of the courtcil. 

Otherwise, he felt, a united front could not be presented to the union's "very vigorous 

and formidable opposition" in ûttawa and e l se~he re .~~  However, these requests, 

pleadings, and officia1 recommendations had clearly come a few months too late. By 

January, 196 1, with the union as split as possible on the issue of integration versus 

isolation, as well as the question of how to deal with the division itself, the Bladen 

Commission had al1 its confused and contradictory information and views in hand and 

was just weeks away from making a report that would eventually change the face ofthe 

automobile industry for decaâes to corne. 

S4'~anadian UAW Council Report by George But, UAW Canadian Director, St. 
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In Apd of 196 1, nine months afier the Royal Commission's birth, Vincent 

Bladea r e l e d  his long-awaited R e m  of the Royal Conunission on the Automotive 

Indwry. As expected, the report recommended sweeping changes to the structure of', 

and the niles goveming the Canadian automobile industry. The stuây noted that there 

were two alternative possibilities for improving the performance and eficiency of the 

sector. The final one would involve an increase in its existing protection, which would 

mean a fa11 in imports, accompanied most Iikely by an undesirable rise in domestic 

prices. As a resdt, it was noted that an increase in protective tariffs would surely result 

in a misallocation of reso~rces.~~ The second suggested alternative would be to move 

towards closer integration of Canadian production with that of the United States. With 

safeguards, Bladen noted, this could reduce the dependence on imports and ultimately 

lead to a lowering of domestic prices.57 M e r  anaiyzing and evaluating both options, the 

Royal Commission concluded that the latter possibility was without question the nght 

one for Canada. 

in order to achieve his suggested integration scheme, Blaâen proposed adopting 

what he referred to as an "extended content" plan. Under the heavilyniticized tariff 

policy of the &y, certain parts could be imported du@-€iee as long as a Canadian 

"content requirement" was met, meaning parts and labour supplied in Canada had to 

equal at least 60 percent of the vehicle's fatory cost. Yet, to be coasidered of C d a n  

content, parts and labour bad to be worked into cars b a t  were assembled in Canada. 

Bladen's "'extended content" plan proposed that Canadian content in parts sold to 

non4anadia.n buyers should be counted in deteminhg Canadian content as well. A 

5 6 ~  Report by the USCaruda Automotive Agreement Policy Research Roject, The 
University of Texas at Austin, 1985, The US-Candian Automotive Pruducts Agreement 
of Z96.f: An Evaluution for its Twentieth Year, Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public 
Affairs, Policy Research Project Report, Number 68, p g  2. 
57Car.1 E. Beigie, The Cana&-US Automotive A v e n t :  An Evahation (Canada: A 
Publication of the Canadian-Amcrican Cornmittee, 1970). pg. 36-37. 



producer would thus be allowed to import any car or car part duty-free if the new content 

provisions were metsS8 For his recommendations to achieve their desired enect, he 

believed, they had to be accepteci as a package and not simply as sepamte pieces. Not 

surprisingly, Bladen's proposais aimed at providiag incentives for rationalization 

received a mixed reaction both inside and outside the C a d i a n  wing of  the United Auto 

Workers' union, 

* * ~ h e  Canada-US Automofive Agreement: An Evtalllc~tion, pgs. 36-7. 



IN THE DIRECTION OF FREER TRADE: 1962-63 

The strong protectio~st pressures on the Canadian govemment that intensifiai in 

the late 1950s were in evidence thughout the Royal Commission, and specifically 

during the week of hearings in Onawa. To the labour advocates of protectionism and 

natiouaiism who were heard throughout the historic nine month investigation, the Report 

of A p d  1 96 1, as well as the policies that would follow, were major setbacks. The 

programs and approaches suggested in the k e e  splinter group UAW bnefs had ken 

carefully considered by the commission and then firmly rejected. Despite voicing 

continued misgivings about continental integratioa, the nationalists in the UAW were 

largely forced into accepting the inevitable and begi~ing a long stmggle against Ottawa, 

alongside the mainstream UAW, for worker protection during the coming transitional 

period. 

The Canadian UAW District Council's reactions to the Bladen Commission 

findings marked the official beginning of a struggle between the union and the 

govemment that would escalate in the months and years ah& Extensive work was put 

into creating a first memorandurn in the few moriths afler April 1% 1 outlining the UAW 

District Council's position and views on Bladen's report.' The union's letter to 

govemment in the second week of 1962 showed strong suppon for the "intention" and 

"goal" of the Royal Commission's Report. "The continued Qvelopment of the 

automobile industry in Canada'' with the aim of reducing car prices, increasing sales and 

increasing jobs, was of course the ceason for the Canadian UAW wging a Royal 

' ~ . ~ . ~ i n s b u r g ,  UAW interoffice Communicaîion, to George Burt, Sanuary 19, 1962, 
UAW Region 7Canadirn Regional Office, Accession 372, Box 9, File 15, WSU, Detroit, 
Michigan. 



Commission, and subsequently submining certain suggestions once it was ~reated.~  The 

Repori was a step towards coatiwntal integration that had been dvocated by the union 

€rom the beginning. The Canadian UAW's memorandum of J a n q ,  1962, was not 

critical of the main findings of the Royal Commission Rather, the letter concentrated on 

wbat it viewed as the Report's serious shortcomings, accornpanied by its harrnN 

implicatioas for the workers of the industry. 

The main problem, for the UAW, was with Recornmendation Nurnber Seven of 

the Repott nie seventh recomrnendation involved the "extended content" plan and was 

without question the most significant part of the report This portion dealt directly with 

the problem of the existing low-volume production geared towards the small Canadian 

market. Bladen's suggested remedy for this was to enable the manufactwrs to benefi t 

fiom high-volume production by allowing them to produce parîs for a wider market, 

while aiso allowing them duty-fiee access to the more eficient producers of other 

countries. This was known as freer trade. The pnnci ple underl ying Recommendation 

Seven was desirable to the union men in the Windsor head-office, yet the practical 

application of the proposed plan certainly was not. 

On the latter front bey were also supporied by al1 three of the splinter groups. All 

Canadian UAW briefs to the Royal Commission argued ttiat the costs to worken of 

automation and technological change sustained in the name of progress be borne by 

society as opposemi to the individuals directly affied4 in the rninds of al1 elements of 

the C d i a n  UAW, the final report, and specifically the seventh recommendation, 

involveâ a basic change in the way that protection was afforded the automobile a d  parts 

industry: 

*an01 Cobum aad George S c h w  Canadian District Council, UAW, to Honourable 
Donald Mg Fleming, J a n w  10.1962, (a draft), UAW Region 7- Conadian Regional 
Oflice, Accession 372, Box 9, File 15, WSU, Detroit, Michigan. 
3~epori  of the Royal Cummission on the Automotive Indwtry, pgs. 67-8. 
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... the mechanics of the proposal favor the interests of the automobile 
manufachuers over the interests of the workers, the independent parts 
producers and their comrnunities; and the proposal provides no protection 
against the dislocations which would very possibly occur in the i n d ~ t r y . ~  

The Canadian UAW as a whole strongly believed that if the savings to be made did not 

significantly outweigh the social costs involved, then the shift to freer trade could not be 

justified in the first place. Although supportive of fieer -de, the majority part of the 

union made it clear that they would be unable to support any program that did not ensure 

adequate protection for labourers whose jobs might be affected. Not wanting to appear 

vague or unclear in any way, the official report of the Canadian UAW had bnefly 

outlined specific assurances to the Commission that they found necessary. These 

included adequate allowances for workers and families during periods of readjustment, 

retraining prograrns, moving and re location allowances as wel l as preferential hi ring after 

layoffs.6 But these guarantees were nowhere to be seen in Bladen's report. 

At the University of Toronto Bladen argwd in his economics lectures for the 

pnnciple of compensation or assistance in times of industrial adjustments. In a speech 

in Toronto to a labour group six years after the Royal Commission, Bladen would again 

reiterate his supposedly strong feelings on transitional assistance. Citing a 

highly-relevant proposition in welfare economics, Bladen stated that "a national policy is 

justified oniy if those who p h  by the policy cornpensate those injured by it and 

still be better off." As well, he quoted a known contemporary in bis discipline, Professor 

Harry Johnson, saying thet "the argument for attempting to avoid economic instaûility is 

largely based on the undesirability of the social consequences of instability ... and if a 

socially undesirable degree of instability is regarded as eco~wically unavoidable, its 

5~arrol Cobm and George Schwartz to Donald M. Fleming, January 10, 1962. 
6 ~ w o l  Coburn and George Schwartz to Donald M. Reming, January 10,1962. 
'vincent Bladen, Blade~ On Bladen: Menoirs of a PofiticaI Economist (Scarborough 
College in the University of Toronto, 1978), NLC, HB 12 1 853 Au, pg. 1 56. 



effects could be mitigated by greater generosity towards its ~ictirns."~ Yet this apparent 

vigour in Bladen's belief was oaly evideat when theorizing before and after the fact. 

ui 1%7 the Commissioner noted that Ui 1961 when his report carne out that 

adjustment assistance "seemd..to be requiced,' but that he felt it was uniikely to be 

forth~oming.~ But at the time of his report, while acknowledging the requests of the 

labour movement, he claimed that to even so much as recommend such policies wouid be 

outside the Commission's fiame of reference: l0 

It is my hope that my proposais will be sufficiently expansionist that the pain of 
dislocation wodd be minimized by the development of increased opportunities. 
Since it is the community as a whole that will derive much of the benefit fiom my 
plan, its costs in ternis of dislocation and readjustrnent should be borne largely 
by the community. I have no doubt that means can be fond to achieve these 
ends, but this is a matter of general social policy and 1 do not feel that it is within 
my ternis of reference to recommend such general policies. 

Despite years of advocating this type of program among his d e n t s  and colleagues, 

when the time came to put it to practid consideration, he was uwilling to give it 

anythng but his own personal "sympathy." For this reason the Canadian UAW would be 

unable to support the Royal Commission's Report, and made it clear to government 

without delay. 

The Canadian UAW had made another significant request in its bief tbat was 

flatly turned dom. It called for a 'bi-national tripamte management-labor-governent 

board" that wouid continuously review each çompany's allocation of production. The 

board would be empowered when necessary to accomplish the proposal's objectives for 

employment to insist upon periodic ceallocation. l2 As well, the main request made by 

8excerpt frwi a speech made by Vincent Bladen in June 1967 to the 'North Amencan 
Conference on Labour Ststistics', Toronto, UAW Region 7- Canadian Regional Office, 
Accession 372, Box 1, File 1, WSU, Detroit, Michigan. 
9excerpt fiom Bladen speech, June 1967. 
l0i3luden on Bladen: Memoirs of a Polirical Econornisr, pg. 156. 
l~laden on BIaden: Memoirs of a Political Economist, pg. 1 56. 
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UAW International President Walter Reuther to Vincent Bladen on the latter's 

fact-finding trip to Detroit was that a tripartite body be cnated to monitor employment 

effmts. Bladen, himself, best surnmed up bis decision conceming these requests in his 

memoirs: "This 1 rejected"I3 The fears and concems of the Canadian UAW had clearly 

not been dealt with in the Royal Commission Report. 

In October of 1962 the wheels of change were set in motion. Conservative 

Finance Minister George Nowlan on the final day of the month announced a scheme thaf 

although far less comprehensive than Blaâen's plan, ceriainly took the Royal 

Commission recomrnendations as its model. The minister explained that full 

implementation of Blaûen's plan at this time was not yet desired or practical, as it woutd 

involve negotiating "important international commitment~."~~ Under this new 'pilot 

duty-remission plan' (knom as the 'Dniry Plan,' after C.M. Dnuy, Minister of 

hdustry),lS the government would suspend its long-standing 25 per cent duty on 

transmissions and engines if. and only if, the exporten of these components increased the 

Canadian content of the exporteci parts over the previous base-year level (November 

196 1 to October 1962). If this condition was met, as was anticipated and expecteâ, every 

dollar of increased Canadian content would also mean the remittance of a dollar on 

i m p o d 6  Although the scheme was not yet a total cornmitment to k r  hade, it was 

clear that the intention was to force the auto companies to quickly improve their balance 

of d e .  The principle was integration of production. 

13Maden on Bladen: Memoirs of a Political Economisî, pg. 156. 
14"~anot and Stick Policy: Ottawa Aims to Raise Car Part Experts." The Globe & Mail, 
ûctober 30, 1962, pg. 1. 
I 5 ~ h e  Diefenbaker Consematives instituted this 1962 plan in following with their 
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Likrals took power in Ottawa and al1 subsequent steps towards rationalkation of the 
auto industry were done under Dnuy and the Liberals. 
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The response of the Canadian UAW to the move was positive and outwardly 

enthusiastic. The union made it clear soon after its announcement that it had closely 

studied the 'Drury Plan' and had a fim grasp of its effects, intentions, and ' 

implications. l7 This "step in the right direction" was a move that George Burt 

"welcom(ed) wholeheartedly," provided that the extra jobs which would be created were 

allocated to areas that were in the most need, notably Windsor. President of Local 200, 

Ford in Windsor, immediately stood behind the union director saying that he saw the 

ment in the govemment's policy, but also echoed his hope that the newly-created jobs be 

granted to his Ford Windsor plant, one of the largea sufferen of recent layoffs. Local 

195 president Hugh McConMlle, head of the oldest auto local in Canada, joined his 

colleagues in welcoming the move, and correctly recalled that it was in line with what 

the mainstream of the union had suggested many times. l8  The only UAW request was 

that the jobs be allocated properly, as in general it was felt that the automobile industry 

wodd be able to adjust itself quickly and cleanly to the new circwnstances. 

The Canadian UAW's reaction to Bladen's proposal surely came as no surprise to 

observea given the fact that the principle underlying it was that called for by the union. 

Yet the response of the biggest opponent to integration within the union was unexpected. 

Local 444 had been the first group to show opposition to the District Council stance on 

freer trade, and had subsequently sent Vincent Bladen the first dissenting brief from a 

union. However, in late 1962, with automobile industry integration begi~ing to take 

practical effect in Canada, Local 444 tetreated to join mainstream labour. Charles 

Brooks, its president, said that he welcomed the new scheme and recognized that the 

govemment was becoming alert to the situation in the industry. His only reservation was 

17~ugh Peacock, Research Specidist, C d a n  Region UAW to Woodrow Ginsburg, 
December 7,1962, UAW Region 7- Canadian Regional Office, Accession 372, Box 186, 
File 16, WSU, Detroit, Michigan. 
L8~lobe  & Muil, ûctober 30, 1962. 



that he felt that this would not mean more jobs, since most of the parts in Canada would 

be made thmugh automation.I9 The leader who bad so forcefully oppod  even the 

mention of integration just months earlier, had now joined the mainstream in 

wbolehearted support, with the same mild skepiicism concerning ernployment issues. 

This 'pilot duty-remission plan' was initiated, announced and enacteci, without dissent by 

the manufacturers, the Canadian consumer, the United States1 and most notably, the 

Canadian UAW and its pnor interna1 opposition. 

Mer exactly a year of operation, on Oaober 22, 1963, the 'pilot plan' of duty 

remissions on engines and transmissions was broadened out into the 'hill-duty remission 

program. ' The new plan extended the October, 1962, scheme to m&e ail imported parts 

and finished vehicles eligible for duty remission, and no Longer just transmissions and 

engines. in the spirit of the original, manufacturers would be required to exceed the 

Canadiancontent levels of exported cars and parts over that of the previous year. AAer 

this was met, manufàcturers would again be able to eam duty remission on one dollar's 

worth of any car or parts imports for each dollar of Canadian content in their e ~ p o r t s . ~ ~  

The purposes of the new program, outlined in a new release by the federal Department 

of Industry, were not different from those of the pilot scherne: to increase production and 

employment in Carda, to improve the country's balance of trade position, and lady, to 

give auto producers incentive to achieve larger production runs and greater degrees of 

specializati~n.~~ Although this unilatend govemment action caused an immediate flurry 

of protests from the United  tat tes,^ the reaction of the Canadian UAW was much the 

same as it had been in the year prior. 

L9~lobe & Mat, October 30, 1962. 
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Just weeks before the announcement of the 'full duty-remission program,' the 

Canadian UAW had express4 its satisfaction with the effects of the 'pilot plan' in its 

first few months of operation. The union recognized that in the first five months of the 

prograrn total imports of cars, trucks, and parts fiom the United States was over 15 per 

cent above what it had been for the fint five months of the previous year. This, and the 

overall rise in imprts, was attributed directly to the original pian.23 Rumours that the 

govenunent was considering an extension of the transmissions and engines ruling to 

other components were received favourably by the union just weeks before the formal 

announcement, 

On the day that the new program was announcecl, George Burt was in Ottawa 

meeting with both the Minister of Industry and Minister of Labour to discuss employment 

concems. The Canadian UAW Director imrnediately pledged his union's support to the 

p ~ l i c ~ . ~ ~  Recognizing that the principle was good, George Burt immediately arranged a 

meeting through his Windsor MP Herb Gray with Industry Minister Dniry and Finance 

Minister Gordon to converse on job implications. Burt believed it would be a "travesty 

of justice" if integration took place and Windsor, which had experienced a recent 

epidemic of "ninaway plants". did not reap some ber~efit.~~ In the span of a week, Burt 

been no significant objection to the original Canadian move." (pg. 38). However, this 
was certainly not the case with the follow-up in 1963. The United States was questioning 
it almost fiom the day of the announcement. They felt that the Canaâian govemment 
was unilaterally giving export incentives to the local industry while circumventing GATT 
niles. It was king painted as a trade policy, remarked the US, when it actually was a 
means of improving Canada's payments and employment situations at the expense of 
their southern neighbours. The dissatisfaction of the United States government and hints 
of possible retaliatory measures can be seen on the fiont pages of Canadian newspapen 
in the days following the announcement, and indeed up until the resolution in 1965. 

Peacock to Tony Cannole, August 18,1963, UAW Region 7- Canadian Regional 
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was given the attention of the ministers of labour, industry, and fiaance, al1 on sepamte 

occasions, to voice his approvai, aiid, more importantly, bis cmcerns. 

Employment shifts became such a huge concem to the people of Windsor that the 

Finance Minister agreed to come to that city within the week to aâdress the union as well 

as any others who wished to attend. The Greater Windsor  our ri dation^^, which would 

host Walter Gardon's evenuig, strongly urged any interested Windsor residents to come 

and hear the minister discuss the subject that was so close to everyone's lives in the 

community: the recently announced changes in the automobile industry." On October 

26, with George Burt and his wife being two of the nine people at the dinner meeting's 

heaâ table, strong union advocate and general manager of the W i d o r  Star, a certain 

Graybiel, rose to introduce the guest speaker to the 600 in attendance. After talking 

about Gordon personally, Graybiel made a point close to the min& of the union and other 

observers present: 

The translation of sound principle into sound practice proved a more difficult 
operation than Mr. Gordon or anyone else had expected .... We Canadians are 
wondefil at approving things in principle ... that âoesn't cost anything. But 
when someone presents us with a bill for putting those principles into practice, 
our howls would put a Banshee to shame? 

The scheme, as one of integration and solving longtirne indu- problems, was 

celebrated at the meeting. Mer  explaining the importance of the plan to the nation and 

industry as a whole, Gordon's speech became a 'pep talk' for the Canadian UAW and the 

people of Windsor, attempting to wnvince them that they would benefit, especially in 

ternis of employment. 

26~he Greater Windsor Foundation was a voluntary organization, founded in 1961, in 
order to "help the comrnunity when it was realized k t  there was a deep sense of apathy 
and discouragement and rrosion in [the] employment situation." (Windsor Star, October 
28,1963). George Burt and bis laion had k e n  f m  supporters of the progressive 
fomdation, and continued to be throughout its existence. 
27 wnsdror Star, W b e r  23,1963. 
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The willingness of the union to accept the government's program was further 

evidenced four days after Gordon's speech The program sparked considerable 

opposition fiom among the automobile corporations, and most notably from the Auto 

Parts Manuf8cturersY Association (APMA). On October 30 Dnuy attempted to explain 

and justiw the new initiative to the APMA. At the sarne time that this rather tense 

meeting occurred, the Canadian UAW staged a mass demonstration in support of 

governrnent and the scheme outside of the gathering.2g For the time being the union was 

willing to support Ottawa's moves in their indwûy. 

Despite the union's approval of the progressive legislation put forth by the 

govemrnent to improve the auto industry, there were indications by mid-1963 that the 

Canadian UAW was not satisfied with Ottawa. When the District Council sent the locals 

a questionnaire asking for their feelings on the federal election results of April8, 1963, 

and the nsulting shift to a Liberal minority, the single word that appeared most fitting of 

the overall response was ''disappointment."30 The locals believed that this was simply a 

victory for the status quo and that they "may be due for some reactionary legislation." 

However, the Canadian UAW was optimistic that the NDP, which haâ Faiaillifully stood 

behind the union agenda on auto industry alteration since 1960, received the votes of one 

million Canadians and would perhaps be able to keep the Liberals from moving too fast 

to the right. l 

immediately upon the new government's coming to power the Canadian UAW 

began pressing it for the establishment of a protective and monitoring organization. 

Echoing its recomrnendations made in the Bladen submissions, the union started 

29~mm Plant to Pol~tics, pg. 1 1 8, 
30'~eport to Canadian UAW Council Meeting in Port Elgin, Ontario on June 15 & 16, 
1963, Submitted by George Burt, Canadian Director, UAW,' UAW Toronto 
Sub-Regional Office Collection, Series 2, District Council26, Accession 296, Box 14, 
File "Meeting, June, 1963, Report,'' WSU, Detroit, Michigan. 
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demanding in 1963 that a continuing tripartite committee of government, labour, and 

management be set up in order to plan ahead to make integration work to the benefit of 

dl Canadians, most notably workea. in no other way, the union stresseci, could the 

legitimate fears of workea be allayed3* These early requests fell on deaf government 

ears, as the Liberals continued to remaik thst the employment situation in Ontario auto 

toms would indeed benefit fkom the steps towards integration, and would ceriainly not 

sufFer. The Canadian UAW, which had strongly supported the principles of both moves 

towards integration, had some genuine fears and concerns at this early stage chat they felt 

were not being adâressed. 

JANUARY TO NOVEMBER 1964 

In January, 1964, the Arnerican auto manufacturer, Studebaker, announced its 

decision to move its North Arnerican operations to Canada, thus kickstarting exactly one 

year of intense, and at times potentially disastrous trade squabbling between Canada and 

the United States. With demands for action coming Erom American labour, parts 

manufacturers and Congres, George Ball, the Under Secretary of State, and President 

Lyndon Johnson iesolved to taise the problem with their Canadian counterparts, Paul 

Martin and Lester Pearson respectively, in upcoming January t a l k ~ . ~ ~  In Johnson's 

meeting with Pearson in Washington, the Prime Minister aftirmed his govenunent's 

decision to continue with the controversial Canadian scheme and even refused to partake 

in an intergovemental committee suggested by the President '30 explore continental 

rationalization ... and report back in six months." Ball, in a rnanner a little more fim than 

the Resident, m e d  Mortui that probably îhe oniy way that Canads could avoid the 

3 2 ~ ~ ~  Ress Release, Windsor, ûntario, January 26,1966, UAW Region 7- Canadian 
Regiod Office, Accession 372, Box 186, File 1 1, WSU, Detroit, Michigan. 
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imposition of couatervailing duties would be by agieeing to jointly examine the 

continental integration option while in the meantime suspendhg the existing program. 

Martin responded that the duty-remission scheme had been closely studied and that it was 

the only way to achieve what needed to be done in his country. As a result, despite 

growiag American pressure, the Canadians remained cornmitted to the statw 

By March the domestic pressure on the Amencan administration to act to kill the 

Canadian scheme had grown Unmensely. The Amencan officiais had created a group to 

study the impact of the duty-remission plan on the American economy and discuss the 

program with the auto manufacturers. As well, twenty membea of Congress and the 

influential American UAW spoke out agahst îhe C d a n  scheme and threatened to 

make Johnson's response to it an issue in the upcoming e~ection.~~ 

In Canada, govemment officiais as well as the industry were making lcnown their 

news that the cunent trend was leading towards increased US domination of the parts 

industry and a possible "pass[ing] out of existence" of Canada-owned parts' makers. 

Canadian officiais, even with the knowledge of how sensitive the issue of US domination 

of Canadian industry was to voters, declared their determination to move Corward with 

their plans. "We've got to take our chances on this thing, " said B. G. Barrow, assistant 

to Minister of tndustry Drury, adding 'bbut in the long run we think we'll be better off."36 

The Canadian UAW, o b s e ~ n g  the furor in the United States and the strength of 

continental ideas in Canada, at this point certainly realized that k e r  trade would be the 

logical outcome of these events, which began four yean prior with the Bladen 

Commission. As a result, in March the union began playing an active role in preparing 

3 4 " ~  Continental Philosophy: Canada, the United States, and the Negotiation of the Auto 
Pact, 1963-65," pg. 448. 
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its own stance on the matter receiving so much recent attention in North American 

relations. 

For the next few months the Canadian UAW dealt with the €iee trade question 

largely through their mernbenhip in the Canadian-Arnerican Cornmittee. The 

Committee, which was established in 1957 to study problems of Canadian and Amencan 

interdependence, found its members from within business, labour, agriculture, and the 

professions. The Cornmittee's mandate was to undertake objective shidies and 

subsequently publish reports issuing policy statements on pressing matters ideally agreed 

upon by al1 four social groups compnsing its membership, and by members representing 

both nations3' The biannual meetings of the Committee in 1964 held special interest for 

the Canadian UAW and its labour supporters, including the Canadian Labour Congress, 

as recent developments in the automobile industry dominated the proceedings. AAer 

discussing the impact of free trade on various industries, it was decided that a report 

would be drawn up on the subject, to be called A Possible Plan for A Cunudu-US Frce 

hzde ~ r e a . ~ *  Over the next few months until the September meeting a selected 

cornmittee would prepare a final draA of the integration proposal and then attempt to 

secure the signatures of member parties, including of course the CLC and Canadian 

UAW, before publication. Although the union was not to play an active role in the 

creation of the document, it anxiously awaited its piesentation, the opportunity to 

scniànize, and ultimately the chance to express their wishes and concerns through it. 

Meanwhile, fourteen cornplaints and requests for the imposition of countervailing 

duties had ken received by the United States govemment by May, 1964, when the 

37~anadian-~merican Committee Publication, Towardr a More Realistic Appraisaf of 
the Automotive Agreement: A Statement (Washington & Montreal, 1970), NLC, 
HD9710C22C3, pg. 2. 
38'~inutes of the Thirteeath Meeting of the Canadian-Amen'can Coaunittee, Hotel 
Amenca, Houston, Texas, March 20-2 1,1964,' UAW Region 7- Canadian Regional 
Office, Accession 372, Box 1 1, File 1, WSU, Detroit, Michigan 



Modine ManufBCf\lfing Company of Racine, Wisconsin f o d l y  requested the 

application of countervailing duties against Cariridian dater imports. This set in 

motion a tense situation for the American govemment wbich was itself split on the issue: 

the State Department opposed the imposition of d i a t o r y  duties, the Departments of 

Commerce and Treasury were in favour, while the President wanted to seek "a munially 

satisfactory dtemtive solution" not involving any r e t a l i a t i o~~~  Reluctantly the White 

House was forced to allow Modine's petition to proceed, and remarked that the final 

decision would incluâe ail Carianian auto imports to the United States and not solely 

radiators. Walter Gordon, while on the outside remaining tough and committed to 

rnoving forward as if al1 were normal, privately realized tbat as the investigation in the 

United States proceeded new investment and new orden in Cariadian plants would cease, 

and the entire Cansdian program would be undennined* Probably sooner than later 

Canada would be forced to take a seat at the negotiating table of North American 

automotive ûee trade. 

in May and June the leadership of the Canadian UAW continued to make its 

agenda hown both in public and private quarters. Future Canadian Auto Worker 

Director Robert White recalls chadfeuring UAW President Walter Reuther and 

Canadian Director George Burt mund Detroit on May 24,1%4 during a labour rally at 

the city's C m g  Pl- The conversation between the two leaders in the backat  of 

White's car was not conceming the cunent labour difficulties, but rather the inevitable 

continental auto industry rationalhation, which both men recognizeâ was unquestionably 

amund the corner. Burt made clear to President Reuther that his prime objective with 

concem to the United States and the parent union was to get Canadians the same wages 

as Americans. After clpiming that the Canadian union needed American UAW hclp to 

'*cast in Concreîe for Ail Time? The Negotiation of the Auto Pact," pg. 28û-94. 
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achieve this, Reuther enthusiastically c ~ n c u n e d . ~ ~  The private concem that Burt 

expressed in the backat was not, however, his only, or even his most pressing. tIis 

continued pleadings for worket protection proceeded unabated, and were becoming more 

public as the day of change approached 

One week aAer Burt's conversation with Reuther, Toronto Sub-Regional Director 

of the UAW and rising labour figure Demis McDermott was in Hamilton, Ontario, 

reiterating his union's and his own central concem. McDermott gave a speech at the 

biennial Canadian Conference on Social Welfare conceming "manpower implications of 

technologicai change," an obvious reference to the upcoming metamorphosis of his 

automobile i nd~s t ry .~~  After discussing the realities of the less desirable sides of 

automation and technological change on humans and how the installation of new 

equipment inevitably is the cause of job dislocation, McDermott proceeded ont0 general 

and then more speci fic points. 

Broadly speaking, the leader stated that labour must develop new revolutionary 

social and economic concepts and with great detemination attempt to win the support of 

other progressive or potentially progressive segments of Canadian society. He then 

focused on specific worldorce problems he saw on the horizon. In reference to the 

improper handliag of plant relocations and layoffs, McDennott listed some guarantees on 

which unions m u t  press govemment and the industry, including improved mobility for 

workers, adequate moving allowances, establishment of retmining facilities, and 

probably most important, maintenance of income during periods of dislocation.43 He 

4 ' ~ a r d  ~argains: My Lijè on the Line, pg. 72. 
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drew to a close by reminding his audience, and in doing so govemment and management 

as well, the necessity of considering the hurnan element in times of industrial change: 

Who has a better appreciation than this audience of the hurnan drama that unfolds 
the minute t&e breadwinner of a large household arrives home, bangs down his 
lunchpail, and haîfdefiaatly, half-apologetically, announces: "I got laid off'? 
. . .I propose a slogan. .."Ehc h of us has so much time to spend on this earth. If 
what we do is not for the immediate benefit of human progress and human 
welfate, then it isn't worth doing.'* 

McDermottYs message on technological change generally, and the necessity of 

considering workers at this time of approaching auto industry change specifically, was 

made loud and clear in June. 

July and August proved to be difficult months for bilateral relations in ternis of 

the growing automobile industry dilemma. At a July 7, 1964, meeting of Canadian and 

Amencan officiais, the two parties came close to resolving their differences. The 

Canadian delegation, led by Simon Reisman, indicated that they wanted trade, 

invesbnent, and employment in Canada to remain at least equal to that of the present 

system. The Arnencan delegation, led by Phillip Trezise, Deputy Assistant Secretary of 

State for Economic m'airs, claimed it was willing to concede Canada a more 

proportional share of new investment and strongly suggested the Canadian scheme be 

replaced by industrial rationalkition. After Reisman stated that "conditional" fiee trade 

was desired by his side rather than simple ianff reductions, both sides appeared to agree 

on some basic provisions, including tariff reductions accompanied by ongoing 

observation to ensure that Canada's objectives were king sat i~f ied.~~ However, at the 

follow-up August 17 meeting al1 prior progress was lost Canada's sdid proposal of 

increasing its automobile production to six pet cent of the North Arnencan total within 

*"Mmpower implications of Technoiogical Change," McDermott speech, June 2-5, 
1964. 
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three years, intended to achievc the same nsults as the existing controveaial scheme, 

was unacceptable to the Ameicans. When the US couter-proposai was subsequently 

rejected by the Canadian team, it became clear that the meeting was at a dead lo~k .~~  

The main problem fiom the Amerhan perspective was that the Canrdian position was 

viewed as tm concrete and de finitive, as the United States was thinking about tariff 

reductiions while Reisman and his group wen thinking more in ternis of production 

guarantees. 

Early September saw intense efforts to resolve the differences (hat had surfued in 

August. The automotive issue was discussed on at least three occasions within the first 

two weeks of the month, between Canadians Pearson and Gordon and Amencans 

Johnson, Dillon, and Rusk. By month's end an apparent compromise appeared to 

emerge. The Canedian team presented a new poposal in which they would seek "letters 

of undertaking" fiom the car manufactures in order to set out overall targets that would 

provide for an increase in Canadian value-added and proportional growth of the home 

This idea, not fomally comected with the potential intergovemmental 

agreement, would mean that Canaâa codd pursue an arrangement within ib own borden 

rather than with the US govemment, in order to satisQ its desin for guarantees. By late 

September its appeared that an arrangement mutually siitisfactory to both countries was 

in the making. 

The developments between the two nations created jjreat interest for, and 

coincided nicely with, the second annual meeting of the Canadian-Arnerican Cornmittee, 

this time held in Ottawa's Cbateau Laurier Hotel on the September 25-26 weekend 

George But, having anticipated the presentation of the document on sectoral fiee trade 

for the past six moaths, received word àays befon the meeting that the Prime Minister 

46yy~ast in Concrete for Al1 Tirne? The Negotiation of the Auto Pact," pg. 288-94. 
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and Finance Minister would be attending as special g ~ e s t s . ~ ~  Furthemore, the recent 

deveiopments in Canada-US trade talks as well as an account of the study king made on 

the impact of continental fiee trade would be the focal point of the g a t h e ~ - i n ~ . ~ ~  On the 

weekend of the meeting the issues of wage rates and other labour issues conceming 

sectoral tiee trade received ample attention. The identity and impact of a possible free 

trade arrangement was explored before it was revealed t hat the corn pleted Corn m ittee 

report was in the process of being considered for publicati~n.~~ Although the discussions 

of the two âays seemed to veer away fiom the specific dislocation concerns of George 

Burt, the publication, to be released in a matter of weeks, would be sure to spark 

discussion and indeed controversy on the issue. 

The leaders of the Canadian UAW and the NDP in ûttawa spent a g d  part of 

October pressing the govemment on the issue of legislation for dislocated worken king 

built right into the approaching deal. On October 26 the Canadian UAW brought a 

delegation to ûttawa to pressure Bud Drury and Paul Martin for worker protection. 

Specifically the labour group requested transfer rights, retraining pay, transportation costs 

and portable pensions, al1 on top of the assumed adjustment as~istance.~ The Following 

day, NDP leader Tom Douglas brought the question up in the House of Commons, asking 

Finance Minister Walter Gordon if he had any intentions of introducing "sorne type of 

trade adjustment legislation" to protect workea aga& job dislocations, which were a 

48~ohn Miiler, Secretary of the Canadian-Amencan Committee, to George Burt, 
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distinct possibility. After responding that intergovemmental talûs were only occurring on 

an informai b i s ,  Gordon side-stepped the union and NDP concern by meaninglessly 

stating "it secms to me that the= are a whole set of bypotheticai conjectures in that 

question" and added that he beiieved that tâe Minister of Labour was dealing with the 

issue.52 Just how well the ministers unâerstood the pleadings of the Canadian UAW was 

evidenced in the next round of bilateral "infonnal" negotiations. 

The Cardan negotiaring team retmed to the table with the United States in late 

ûctober. Reisrnan and the group insisted that language be used to maintain al1 present 

assembly operations in Canada as well as content provisions to protect parts' 

manufacturen fiom American competition. The tearn believed that they were staying 

loyal to the industry and labour féars put forward to Dniry eariier in the month, and that 

these provisions would easure that employment levels were rnaintained and that the new 

program would not cause distuptions in the auto iadu~try.*~ This Canadian persistence 

was more a respoase to concerns expressed to Dniry by industry that parts manufacturers 

were going to be disrupteâ, and l e s  a response to the expresseâ union agenda regarding 

protection legislation for individual workers who would become displaced as the indusey 

readjusted As the positions of Canada and the United States began to converge, the 

Canacüan UAW became more and mon fiarfb1 that the one provision they had been 

requesting for the p t  four years was not going to be forthcoming. 

By November the White House became convinced that the recent Canadian 

proposai o f f e d  a way to diminish the threat posed by the duty-remission scheme to the 

Amencan administration's domestic and bilateral policies. With the threat of the 

imposition of countefvaiilïng duties tïnaîly lifted. the White House instructed the 

American negotiating tearn to pmue this most recent Canedian proposal on a "very 

S2~ouse of Commons Debates, October 27,l%4, pg. 9459. 
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seriou basis." From the United States perspective, an agreement of this nature would 

enable both counûies to avoid a potentially-nasty trade war, to integrate production, and 

to ultimately move towaràs closer overall economic ties. President Johnson was 

satisfied, realiziag that the cost to his country was not tao great, narnely "a modest 

increase in Canadian automotive production."54 Ali that remained to finalize the fiee 

trade deal were the fomalities. 

By the end of November, seeing how close the continental deal was fiom king 

consummateà, the Canadian-American Cornmittee began circulating the c h f i  publication 

of A Possible Plan for Canadu-US Free Trade Area to its membea with the greatest 

interests at stake. The Cornmittee's purpose was to seek opinions and views on the work, 

more importantly to be followed by endorsing signatures.55 One of the first drafts to be 

circulated, perhaps the first, was sent to the Canadian Labour Congress. The CLC 

irnmediately acknowledged that the policy of the Canadian trade union movement, which 

they claimed to represent, over the years had been one of favouring fiee trade within the 

framework of the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT). After telling the 

Committee that it wanted stated at the outset that this was a speculative study and in no 

way represented an official policy proposai, the CLC claimed that it would be willing to 

sign the Immediately d e r  the Committee secured the CLC endorsement, 

they set their sights on the equally significant Candian UAW. 

On the same day that the Committee received its positive reply fiom the CLC they 

sent out a letter with a copy of the report to George Burt. The Committee Research 
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Director, R. A. Matthews, decided to mark the report in red and blue colour ink, the blue 

ink indicating the most important points, the sections that he felt the union would want to 

study extra closely. On November 25 Matthews sealed the envelope and sent it off 

expressing his strong hope that afier looking over the material, Burt would be prepared to 

attach his signature, and by extension, his union's support.57 in the days ahead the 

Comminee wodd become restless with Burt's silence and proceed to inquire into his 

lack of a response. 

DECEMBER 1,1964 TO JANUARY 16,1965: 
THE FINAL SIX WEEKS 

By December 1 the Canadian-Arnerican Committee had become quite alarmed by 

George Bwt's failure to reply to the latest correspondence and request for endorsement. 

The Committee recognized that late November and early December was the busiest time 

of the year for labour contract negotiations with management, but insisted that Burt waste 

no time in attending to this matter. As this was the second request, the Cornmittee made 

clear its desire to have a decision immediately, and preferably by phone in order to save 

precious time.58 hdeed, thete was little time available to waste. A week into December, 

the Canadian and American officials met at the Montebello mort in Quebec to finalize 

the language of the treaty. At the sarne time, Dniry was successfully wrapping up 

negotiations with Ford, General Motors and Chrysler in Canada concerning the important 

production guarantee~.~~ With news of the impending deal leaking into the Canadian 
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press, it was obvious that an agreement of great magnitude was weeks, perhaps just days, 

fiom king announced in Washington and Ottawa. 

George Burt h e w  the importance of the little time he had le& On December 9, 

1964, two weeks after the request, the Canadian Director submitteâ his reply to the 

anxious Canadian-American Cornmittee. Mer reviewing the sixty page document 

carefùîly, Burt was h w n  closely to four specific parapphs buried within it. Section 5, 

paragraphs 23 through 26 inclusive was the part of the document that held the greatest 

interest to But Paragraph 23 stated that the two countries '%il1 establish prognuns of 

adjustment assistance to aid ... worke rs... lacking the resources and skills required to adjust 

to ... reciprocal fiee trade." Acknowledging that the adjustment difficulties of free trade 

would be greater in Canada than the United States, the report said that an Adjustment 

Assistance Board would be set up, and by means of petitions would be responsible for 

detennining that "injury to ... workers ... is attributable in major part to increased imports 

resulting fiom fonning the fiee trade area" After such a detemination was made, 

paragrapb 24 stated, appropnate and adequate h d s  would be granted to the affected 

~ o r k e r s . ~ ~  The leader of the Canadian UAW was not at dl convinced. 

George Burt, speaking on behalf of his union, admitted that his biggest concem 

was what sort of effect a drastic change in the tracte relationship of Canada and the 

United States would have on the communities and people that would ultimately suffer 

fiom dislocation and unemployment His concem was that the suggestion ofadjustment 

assistance in the four paragraphs was "not definitive enough to Rassure the communities 

and people involved, particularly when we have seen industrial dislocations in some of 

our cities and the goverment has done nothing about bW6' Burt qdified his statement 
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about govemment inactivity by using two examples. First, he cited the case of a Toronto 

electrical company which moved its operations to Markham. No provision was made for 

employee movement, and as a resdt al1 new people were hired in Markham while ail of 

the original company employees lost their jobs. Burt noted that the fderal govemment 

irresponsibly referred the matter to the provincial government, which in turn made a 

public statement about the issue but did absolutely nothing to relieve the "suffering" of 

the victims. Second, he mentioned the case of the Ford plant that moved its complete 

assembly operation fiom Windsor to Oakville in 1953. resulting in "untold hardship" for 

workers who had up to 20 years seniority and lost their jobs. These men, who exhausted 

their Unemployment Insurance benefits and ended up on city relief, found no help 

forthcoming fiom the two upper levels of govemment.62 Such a knowledge of the 

history of govemment inactivity in the face of industrial changes was al1 Burt needed in 

order to come to a conclusion regarding the December 1964 question: 

My point is simply that a govemment who did nothing about the dislocation 
caused by the movement of plants in the abovementioned cases would 
probably do nothing about the same type of dislocation which would occur 
under the proposal before us63 

The document's lack of definition was enough to leave Burt unconvinced. 

Buri reiterated to the Committee bis awareness of the federal govemment's trend 

towaràs lowenng tariff barriea in the automobile industry, and stated that his reason for 

king hesitant in supporting the government's program was because there was no actud 

entrenched rnachinery available through either the Canada or Ontario government to deal 

with the dislocation problem. Using a catchy simile, Burt claimed that to support the 

govemment's program as it stood would be like bbbuying a pîg in a poke.* The Director 

closed by mentioning tbat he had spent much of the interim discussing the program with 

%eorge Bu& to Mi. Roy A. Matthews, December 9,1%4. 
63~eorge Bwt, to Mt. Roy A. Matthews, December 9,1964. 
w~eorge Burt, to Mr. Roy A. Matthews, December 9,1944. 



others in the Canadian UAW, and despite the CLC's endorsement, his union would not 

be prepared to attach a signature to the document. 

Within twenty-four hours of having the Canadian UAW's negative response, the 

Canadian-American Committee sent its own respnse back to Windsor. The 

Cornmittee's Research Director, the man set with the task of getting signatures, 

unhappily statcd that he feit the union's criticisrn was aimed at govemments rather than 

the report. The Cornmittee's view was that major changes were inevitable and that it was 

Canada's choice whether it m t e d  to take an initiative or else have it forced upon the 

country. The response indicated its belief that large-scale adjustments would be 

necessary whaîever happenecl and that the Candian UAW should have taken this 

opportunity to record their resewations about the adequacy of govemmentai assistance 

rather than completely reject it? Burt at this point wodd not be dissuadeâ, as he set his 

sights on more important things than the Conunittee in the last few weeks before the 

signing. He zeroed in on the Govemment of Canaâa. 

On December 10, 1964, officiais close to the Canadian-Arnerican negotiations 

announced that by January 1, 1%5, the two govenunents ho@ to achieve details on the 

upcoming auto fiee trade plan so that the agreement could be officially ann~unced.~~ 

Iust hours &er the announcement a flutry of activity followed. Industry Minister Dniry 

immeâiately met in private with approrsimately 150 C d a n  parts manufacturers in 

order to explain the details of the plan.67 At the same time, the Canadian UAW 

presented Dniry with an angered protest. Burt sent the minister a telegram a matter of 

6 5 ~  A. Matthews, Director of Resclirch, Canadian-American Committee, to George 
Buct, December 10,1964, UAW Region 7- Canadian Regional Office, Accession 372, 
Box 1 1, File 1, WSU, Detroit, Michigan 
asu~an. 1 Auto-Plan Unveiliag Reported Aim." The Globe & Mail, December 12,1964. 
67A.nthony Westell, U A ~ m e n t  Near US Auto TarifEs May & Off Sooa" The Globe & 
Mai/, Decernber 1 1, 1 %4. 



hours after seeing the news report protesting that there was no mention made of job 

protection for Canadian auto workers within: 

The UAW demands that workers not be left to the tender mercies of fiee 
enterprise. It is impossible for the UAW to agree to any plan which disregards 
hardship and unemploymeat which result from dislocation of 

Despite discussions between the Department of Labour and the Canaàian UAW 

concerning available training and retraining facilities for additional workers who will be 

required of the plan,@ George Burt's fear that his repeated requests for entnnched 

adjustment assistance were king overlooked was finally king confirmed. 

Another of the union's requests that they felt was king ignored was their 

pleading for the establishment of a tripartite body of govemment, management and 

labour to deal specifically with the "details of the transitional perioâ" under the proposed 

mde agreementS7O This request had ken made originally in the submission to the Royal 

Commission in 1960 and continued to be heard thereafter. The Canadian UAW felt that 

this of a council would be able to identify and then deal with problems, and al1 in a 

spirit of cooperation. However, partly as a result of the manuf&cturers7 unwillingness to 

engage in such an arrangement, the Canadian govemment's response to the continuous 

&on pleading was to simply ignore k 7 1  This source of frustration on the part of the 

union in Decernber would, in the months ahead, tum into deep bittemess. 

Apart h m  the lack of a tripartite body, d e r  thing that htrated the union 

was the lack of opprtunity to scnitinize and criticize the proposed pian in the days 

before the signing. Secrecy hung over the negotiations ftom start to finish. Canadian 

officiais nom the kginring felt that the objectives of reducing C d ' s  trade imbalance 

and changiag the industry to make it a mon efficient poducer and employer 

6 8 ~ h e  Globe & Mail, December 12,1964. 
@House of Commom Debates, Msrch 22,1%5, pg. 12633 
7%ouse of Commons Debates, May 11.1965, pg. 1 16 1. 
7i~0use of Commom Debates, May 10,1965, pg. 1 1 16, end May 1 1,1965. pg. 1 161-3. 



out-weighed the negatives. Yet, during the bilaterai negotiations with the United States, 

the officials felt unable to argue the case openly and unable to disclose more than just 

bare es senti al^.^^ By the middle of December, as negotiations began to wind down, 

information about the impending deal began to leak out.73 At this time the oficials also 

mentioned that if "al1 goes well," a complete and formal announcement wodd be made 

within weeks, or perhaps d a y ~ . ~ ~  With the Canadian public largely unaivate of the 

proceedings and developments, it was virtually impossible for the Canadian UAW and 

Burt to exert public pressure to secure any information regarding the details of the 

upcoming plan, and as a result they codd not officially lash out against the absence of 

safeguards, despite sûong (and accurate) suspicions that they were indeed left off. Yet, 

once news started to leak out in December fiom sources outside the union, they could 

On December 30 George Burt sent another telegram to Bud Dniiy and Paul 

Martin in ûttawa He acknowledged that although the union was unsure as to the exact 

plan, "we have been given the clear impression that it contains none of the protection for 

worken who will be displaced which were proposed by the UAW before the Bladen 

Commission in 1960."~~ Burt set out his position one last time before the agreement's 

birth: 

The UAW ... will never accept cavalier treatment of dislocated workers in the 
name of improved balance-o'payments ledger. We do not consider it enough 
to have bland assurance that plan will expand employment for Canadians. Even 
though increase in employment results from plan, dislocations could cause many 
worken to lose their jobs and pension rights; older workers especially will need 
help as will others in transitional pend Same thiag applies to effected plants 
and cornm~nities.~~ 

'Qlive Baxter, "Free Trade In Autos Will & A Medicine With A Sting." Financial Post, 
December 26,1%4. 
n"~heaper Cars." Windsor Star, December 16,1964. 
74~aurice kEenes, ''New Auto Plan Gening Final Touches." Windsor Star, December 
21, 1964. 
7 S ~ ~ ~  Press Release, Windsor, Ontario7 DeCernber 30, 1964. 
"UAW Press Release7 Windsor, Ontario, December 30, 1964. 



The position of the union was that, as it stood, they would not be able to support the 

implementation of whatever lay ahead. 

The Canadian UAW felt that the govemment in these final âays was manipulating 

them. There could be w forum in which to voice their concem. In the October 26, 

1964, meeting in ûttawa between labour and govemment, die union had pressed hard for 

worker protection, and specifically guarantees of transfer ights,  training pay, 

transportation costs, and portable pensions. At the conclusion of that meeting, the 

govemment did nothing to appease the Canadianadian UAW but arraage for a follow-up 

meeting in January, 1965. Yet, in late December the union realized that the plan was 

achially slated to go into effect January 1, which was before the next meeting. "This 

king so," responded a defeated George Burt, 'ive are left with 'pig-in-poke' by your 

offer to see us early in the new year on our demand that protection for workers dislocated 

by the plan go hand-in-hand with its irnplernentati~n."~' Realizhg bat his union had 

been taken by the government's cynical scheme, Burt issueâ one eleventh hou demand 

that the implementation of the plan be stopped immediately. The Canadian UAW felt 

that everythng had been dealt with adequately except for their one ever-present concem. 

It would be a "grave ovenight" to p the plan into operation without worker protections. 

The Canadian govenunent, rather uncharacteristically, this time was quick to give 

Burt a respoase. It received the union's request to withhold implementation of the deal 

until dislocation protections were worked into the pian. In the first week of Januacy, 

1965, the Canadian authonties claimeci that they saw "no remon for holding up 

implementation of the agreement on this acco~nt."~~ They argued that job security 

provision could only corne about through negotiations between the individual 

"UAW Press Release, Windsor, Oritario, December 30,1964. 
7 8 ~ ~ c e  MacDonald, "Free Auto Traâe SStaed For Lack Of GM Promise." The Globe & 
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manufactures and the union, and that as a result it was not a matter for govern~nent.~~ 

However, ten days later, on January 16,1965, it al1 became academic, as the historie 

Automobile Agreement was signed, effectively integrating production of vehicles and 

parts in North Amerka. Job protection was not included in Canada, though it was to be 

in the United States. 

7g~ lobe  & Mail, J a n q  6, 1965. 



'RE FIRST DAYS: MmcJANUARY TO TEE END OF FEBRUARY, 1966 

On Jmuary 17, the dey after the Automobile Agreement was signed, Canadian 

UAW Director George Burt and his assistant Tom McLeaa issued an official statement 

fiom London, Ontario. The two leaders, claiming to speak on behalf of the union's 

80,000 Cariridian membg approved "in principle" of the plan, but used the statement to 

tegister "strong resewations" conceming protection for workers afTected by the deal. 

The union which five years pnor had proposai that a Royal Commission consider 

North Arnerican automobile integration, plainly stated the day after its inception that the 

plan mis only acceptable if six  specific conditions were met. First, the union insisted on 

"preferentiai hiring" for displaced workers to guarantee that those laid off due to the 

Auto Pact remain in the industry and not lose seniority, pension, vacation, and other 

credits, as well as the wages that they had al- achieved. Second, an 

"eamings-related adjutment benefity' to be paid during the p e r d  ofjob transfer or 

reaainllig was deemed necessary. The third condition the Canadian UAW requested was 

for ''transfer allowances" covenng transportation costs for the displaceci worker and his 

family and fumishings to the new place of employment or training. Fourth, the union 

asked that Ottawa act to end "age discrimination hiring pmctices" in the industry so that 

older workers displaced as a remit of the Auto Pact would not be refused employment in 

the sector. Fi@ in order to minimk the effats of dislocation the union insisted that 

ûttawa obtain management cooptation in having advance notice of major changes in 

automobile industry employment levels. Tbe Caradian UAW's final dernand was for the 

'UAW Ress Releme, London, Ontario, January 17,1965, UAW Region 7- Canadian 
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implementation of "supplementq pension benefits" to older displaced workea wkhing 

to retire early rather than rernain in the industry.* 

Department of Labour programs in existence at the time, to George Burt's mind, 

would unquestionably prove futile in meeting the adjustment needs under the new 

agreement, since as he pointed out, they were inadequate for their genenil intended 

purposes before the Pact The union leader believed this "limited project" proved a "test 

case" for the federal govemment conceming the protection of dislocations in secondas, 

industry resulting fiom trade and t ff alterations. Refemng to the six conditions of his 

union, Burt mted that   OU^ accepmce of the plan rests on the goverment's early 

implemeatations such as these [sic]" at the time of the Pact's ~igning.~ 

Months after the sigmng of the Auto Pact when federal NDP leader T. C. Douglas 

moved a motion stating that the govemment failed to take any steps to safeguard the 

interests of the automobile workers at the time of the deal, the Liberal govenunent 

defeated the rn~tion.~ Many in the Liberal govemment either truly believed that they 

were listening to the demands of labour in these first few weeks, or else felt that they had 

to give the appearance of concem and action. In response to the NDP and Canadian 

UAW protests, Liberal Herb Gray stated in the House of Commons that at the time of the 

agreement steps were taken for the setting up of consultative machinery b e w n  

govemment, labour, and management on the effects of the agreement. Gray cited a 

meeting between the govemment and the heads of General Moton, Ford, and Chrysler 

which resulted in a liaison by the National Employment S e ~ * c e  regardhg possible 

labour adj~strnent.~ Furthemore, Labour Minister Allan MncEachen appeared to act in 

the first few days. Mer  admitting that there was a possibility that some in the industry 

2~~~ Press Release, London, Ontario, Jaauary 17,1965. 
'UAW Prrss Release, London, Ontario, January 17,1965. 
4"~ut0 Trade Agreement" OFL Labour Review, July-Augusî, 1%5. 
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might s&r, MacEachen "ordered his department to coordinate plans with provincial 

labour agencies to minimize any job displacement" arising fiom the Auto Pact. As well, 

he "instiucted" the National Employment S e ~ k e  to give preferential treatment to 

displaced employees to find aew work. in response to the union's third demanci, the 

minister realized that the federal department most directiy concemed with adjustments 

was the new Manpower Consultative Service, which could "recommenû" the payment of 

half of a displaced worker's moving 

Sources close to Allan MacEachen, according to press reports, had reported 

George Burt as king "relatively satisfied with the new progra~n.~ Yet MacEachen's 

hollow recommendations and orders proved less significant in light of counter decisions 

made by other memben of the government. Industry Minister Bud Dniry's reaction to 

union concems was more representative of the govemment's overall position. in a 

meeting between the minister and Canadian UAW officiais seeking assistance that 

workea be protected in the face of the great production shifts necessitated by the Auto 

Pact, Dniry stated that "every effort would be made to lessen the impact of adjustment, 

but any formal arrangements would have to be canied out between management and 

union....'" Three days afler the signing of the Auto Pact, and alamed by the 

government's unwillingness to act, local 222 Oshawa, "quite concemed," requested a 

meeting with General Motors. The union feared that their Oshawa membership was 

going to be heavy-hit by the effects of the Pact and realized that govenunent was not the 

direction to t ~ m . ~  These feelings of desperation and despair were not confined to the one 

6''~uto Agreement- Pros, Cons." The Guardian: offciai Voice of UA W Locais 195, 200, 
210, 444. Windîor. Ontario, Volume W11, No. 13, February 15, 1965. 
' ~ h e  Guardiun, February 1 5, 1965. 
8 ~ h e  Guardan, Febniary 15,1965. 
9 ~ .  T. Harding7 Chairman, GM Shop Cornmittee, Local 222, to Mr. E. H. Walker, 
President and General Manager, GM of Canada Ltd, January 19, 1965, UAW Region 7- 
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Oshawa local. The Liberal govemment's contradictory comments and lack of initiative 

to combat feus in the Auto Pact's first few weeks was of no comfort to the wider 

Canadian UAW in Ontario either. 

Two sore spots s t d  out in the minds of the C d a n  UAW and NDP 

concerning the Canadian govemment's passing of the Auto Pact. Both served to 

highlight the coDspicuous absence of adjustrnent assistance in the deal. Fusf the superior 

handling of UAW concerns by the govemment in the United States during the 

negotiatiow and at the time of the signing became a point of cornpiirison to be used by 

the Canadian union and the House defenders from January 16,1965 onwards. Second, 

the Cariadian govemment's unwillingness to bring the Ontario govement into its 

confidence either over the Auto Pact or its accompanying dislocation problems, raised 

concems among labour and its supporters. These problems, whicb would becorne a cnsis 

in the months to corne, were apparent at the beginning. 

A month before the signing of the free trade deal. United States officiais were 

busy confemng âaily or twice daily with Amencan labour. In Canada there was only 

limited consultation, none of which amounted to anything. The ceason for this 

difference, in part, was that in Canada the deai was implemented without legislation, 

whereas in the United States congressional legislation was iequired,lo and this meant 

xrutiny by the intluential Ways and Meam Committee of the House of Representatives. 

Unlike Canada, labour in the United States had an official forum in which to voice their 

concerns pnor to their president's official support king attached to the bilateral 

agreement in Canada, the Auto Pact came into king by ordet-inauncil. 

In the United States it was felt fiom the start that UAW international President 

Walter Reuther's support was abaolutely nece- in order to ensure the passage of the 

l0"Nearly 'Buttoned Up': US Officiais Pushing Talks ûn Auto Trade." Windsor Star, 
DeCernber I6,l%4. 



Auto Pact bill. The union leader's support was enlisted in two official ways. First, he 

expnssed his official support of the agreement, and second, his support was given 

through the American Administration program providing special assistance to automobile 

worken whose jobs might be taken away as a result of the agreement. l On the day the 

Auto Pact became a reality, Reuther was quick to celebrate the agreement, but also 

warned of something that his Canadian countecparts knew al1 too well, aamely that 

hardship for workers could result fiom production readjustments. Although he 

recognized that the United States had in place its Trade Expansion ~ c t , l ~  he insisted on 

legislation to protect workers. l 3  The satisfaction of the UAW in the United States, the 

method of the deal's passing, as well as the American govenunent's supior  guarantees 

for its effected workforce al! served to highlight the contentment of the UAW in the 

United States, and more irnportantly, the dissatisfaction of the Canadian UAW beginning 

in January 1965. 

NDP leader T. C. Douglas, afier reiterating that the views of his party and those 

of the Canadian UAW were "completely in agreement," praised the Americans' 

implementation of the deal and lamented that of Canaûa. Douglas believed that when the 

Prime Minister and President agreed to sign the Auto Pact, the latter was nght to sign it 

subject to later ratification by United States Congress. Yet, Lester Pearson's p s ing  of 

the deal by order-in-couacil, even amidst al1 the Liberal talk of democracy, was a 

travesty. Douglas found it quite revealing that when the agreement got to the American 

Senate, and a cornmittee was set up and witnesses calleâ, many, including the U. S. 

lLc. Knowlton Nash, "How Canada Really Won Big Car-Deal Poker Game: Observers 
Still Wondering How Much Was Bluff In Our Talks About Raising Tatiffs If We Lost-" 
The Fimnciu~ Post, October 28, 1965. 
12~he United States Trade Expansion Act of 1963 recognizd in theory the obligation of 
the to protect those adversely affected by any trede agreement signed for the 
nationai good To this &te (1965) not one worker bad been held eligible to receive 
adjutment assistance, but perhaps the Auto Pact can be seen as the Act's first mie test 
13?Re Girutdian, Febbniary 15,1965. 



S a e t a t y  of Labor, rose to show disappointment and regret for the lack of Canadian 

protection l4 The govenunent' s handing of the Auto Pact came under attack 

immediately for its lack of labour adjwtment provisions and for unwillingness to allow 

for a scnitiny and discussion seen as essential in any democratic process. 

Another area that represented the federal govenunent's failure to appease labour 

at the tune of the Auto Pact's creation was Onawa's nfusat to heed the waniings of the 

Chtario government. The Pearson govemment, even with ail of their talk of 'cooperative 

federalism,' nom the beginaiag turned a deafear to Queen's Park's viewpoint thai, at 

least in the short-term, the Auto Pact would have a serious and devastating effect on both 

the provincial economy and the livelihood of individual workers who would be thrown 

out of work while plants retooled and relocated. lS ûttawa, justifying the deal by 

claiming that the agreement would mean more jobs in the long run, refused to discuss the 

possible ramifications of the Auto Pact with the province. Ontario Minister of Labour 

Leslie Rowntree, "much disappointed," revealed that the Pearson governrnent refused to 

take provincial labour and Queen's Park into its confidence from the start.  l6 

The provincial govemment was not even infornad tbat the trade agreement was 

king negotiated until its announcement. Queen's Park only learned of the impending 

deal through unofficial reports cüculating mund the automobile industry. Furthemore, 

the few federal-provincial meeting that were held in the weeks afler the fact only 

o c c d  because of Ontario's insistence. l7 Yet, Extemal Anairs Minister Paul Martin 

ignored the wamings of his Queen's Park countexpart, l8  Arthur Reaume, Liberal member 

14~erno on Automation, Douglas, Oshawa, 1965, UAW Region 7- Canadian Regional 
Office, Accession 372, Box 9, Folder 5, WSU, Detmit, Michigan. 
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l7The Telegram, April26,1%5. 
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for Essex North (Windsor), who was at the forefiont of the provincial criticism of the 

deal. Reaume, obviously more in touch with the needs of his Windsor constituents than 

M m  who many believed was more concemed with the situation in Vietnam and other 

international troubled spots, was outwardly upset and dismayed over the fideral 

government's neglect of the province, and in tum labour: 

ifthis were the province to the east (Quebec), and if the govemment of Ca& 
was signing any agreement with any foreign power that may have a tremendous 
effect upon hem, you would hear a man by the name of Levesque hollering clear 
across the country. l9 

The Canadian government's treatrnent of labour at the time of the Auto Pact plus 

Ottawa's refisai to listen to the pleading of Queen's Park underlined the feelings of 

betrayal, neglect, and inditlierence felt by the Canadian UAW in the weeks after 

continental integration had begun. 

MARCH, 1%5. 

March of 1965 was an important month in the Canadian UAW's struggle to first, 

make ûttawa openly ackwwledge tbat worker layoffs were on the horizon, and second, 

to force the govenment's hand on the matter. in one way the month can be seen as a 

microcosm of the struggle between government and labour that began in the early 1960s 

and was to last until the beginning of mass layoffs in the summer of 1965, and even 

beyond A snapdiot of these four weeks would show the undertaking of union studies on 

the deal, followed by and directly resuiting in fear and uncertainty, coupled with the 

government's neglect and denial of the union's cries for help. Another way of looking at 

March 1965 is as a month that encompassed the period imrnediately before the layoffs in 

which ûttawa ref'useû to listen to the lest wsmings of labour. 

Conservatives reigned over Queen's Park. 
Ig77te Telegram, April26, 1 965. 



Realizing that govemment and management were mute on the subject, in March 

the Canadian UAW committed to giving the Auto Pact, and specifically the dislocation 

issue, in-depth study. At a UAW Canadian Council meeting George Burt announced that 

al1 union delegates would be brought into the study about to be undertaken on "the 

Canada-United States Automotive Trade Agreement and ... a d j m e n t  assistance ... for 

workers affecteci by the agreement." Director Burt, accompanied by union research 

director Hugh Peacock, giving explanations to the ten 'brothers' who had made 

comments and "a considerable amount of discussion7' on the issue, accepted that reports 

of job fluctuations be relayed immediately to Burt7s office "for preparation into a 

composite report for necessary action ... .',*O At the meeting's end i t was apparent that 

there was serious criticism of the Auto Pact, primarily centered on the dislocation 

issue2' As well, at the m e  time, the Canadian-American Committee was in the midst 

of prepiiring a bnef of Canadian reactions to the Auto Pact. Although unabie to attend 

the March 19 meeting in Virginia due to prior engagements, Burt mis greatly interested 

in the meeting's agenda and in one session particularly. On the weekend's preliminary 

agenda that was sent to But, he placed an asterisk beside the opening session. Kis  

interest was with "Recent Developments in Canadian-American Relations: Auto 

~cheme Despite the leader's absence, one of the other Canadian UAW memben 

20'~anadian UAW Council, Minutes of Meeting, Woodstock, Ontario, March 27-8, 
1965,' UAW Region 7- Canadian Regional Office, Accession 372, Box 72, File 1 1, 
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was to use this opportunity to voice the union's growing concem over the lack of 

safeguards. 

Constant study was king undertaken by the Canadian UAW on the effects of 

automation in this period. Although many of the -dies were of a general nature, it was 

w coincidence that the union's interest grew at this tirne. On March 5 George Burt 

showed up at a conference on technological change in Ottawa, also attended by the 

Department of Labour and other union members. In the meeting the topic of discussion 

was the effects of automation on employment and the workfiorce? The Canadian 

UAWYs cornmitment to the study of automation and technological change was an 

appropriate endeavour for earl y 1965. 

Leaâers of the labour movement were active at this time delivering their message 

conceming the nad for the govemment to assist workers in the transition made 

necessary by technological change and trade agreements. Canadian Labour Congress 

associate research director Russell B. Irvine believed that trade negotiatoa were ofien 

bandcuffed by the realities of rnanpower dislocations that inevitably accompany change. 

If a wherent and workable rnanpower policy ensuring that displaced workers find new 

jobs quickly, or be retrained, and s&er no great income loss in the intenm were in place, 

then to irvine's mind trade negotiations would be simplifie& and easier to j u s t i ~ . * ~  

Canadian UAW leader Dennis McDermott haci often spoken out on the issue as well. 

McDennott set out to dispel the "myth" that victims of automation and technological 

change within his ranks were untrainable. To him, the members of the Canadian UAW 

were "brilliant, articulate, selftducated people, most of whom graduated fiom the toi1 of 

the sweatsho p....'a5 McDermott showed his confidence that people couid be reoriented 

23'~ighth Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Technological Change, March 5, 
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and retrained for various new occupations. The writings and speeches of both 

McDennott and Mne, among othea. pointed to the need for govenunent to stop 

ignoring the plight of the soon-to-be Auto Pact victims. 

The information and snidies of the Auto Pact circulating among the upper 

echelons of the labour movement in this p e n d  was by no means limited to the 

leadership. in March, seeing a potential crisis over the deal on the horizon, the union 

resolved to actively inform al1 members of the Canadian UA W about the issue. On 

March 1, 1965, the Windsor UAW Education Committee sent leaflets to al1 locals 

infoming them of the senes of educational classes to be held at Local 195 Hall 

commencing in two weeks. The cornmittee pressed the locals to strongly encourage their 

membership to attend the meetings, which, it was felt, would help the locals respond to 

the consequences of the Auto ~ a c t . ~ ~  The first class, on March 15, was devoted solely to 
4 

the most pressing of the day's issues. the recently-signed Auto Pact. The rank-and-file 

were encouraged to become active and infomed partkipants in the growing struggle 

with Ottawa. 

The main irnpetus behind the union's increasing need to study the effécts of the 

Auto Pact was the failure to do so on the part of the federal govemrnent: 

Up to this point ... neither the Department of Industry which developeâ this "free 
trade" pro-, nor the Department of Labour which is responsible for the 
manpower and employment aspects of the program, have made any study 
whatever of the impact of this program on Canadian worken' jobs and 
incomes.27 

Burt explained that it was "absolutely essentiai" that the union be prepared to inform 

Dniry and MacEachen of any employment changes resulting fiom the Auto Pact so that 

the responsibility of govemment would not be ignored Recognizing from past 

2 6 ~ o b  St. Pierre, Chaiman, Local 195 UAW Education Committee, to 'Sir and Brother,' 
Merch 1,1%5, and aîtached was "Labour Educatiion Classes Notice," UAW Canada, 
Accession 372, Box 86, File 14, WSU, Detroit, Michigan 
27~ouse of Commons Debates, May 1 1,1965, pg. 1 165. 



experience that the goverment might ignore the union, he added that as a second option 

the NDP memben in the House of Commons couid demand to know why action was aot 

By March, Burt and the Canadian UAW had corne to accept that very few, if any, 

of their representations to governent had been heard. Nothing had been done to satisfy 

the union's continuing request that tripartite arrangements be made. As well, not a single 

of the six pioposals laid out by the union the day after the signing of the Auto Pact had 

been con~idered.~~ hdeeâ, at this juncture George Burt had lost what little faith he had: 

... in our opinion the ability of the National Employrnent SWce and the 
Department of Labour to comctly and quickly identify the areas of declining and 
expanding employment and their finaricial and other resources to promote labour 
mobility fiom one to the other is fiir short of adeq~ate.~~ 

The Canadian UAW's acknowledgment of govenunent neglect and denial not only came 

about as a result of Ottawa's sileace. As well, it be«une evident through the cornments 

of some of the key Liberal ministen. 

In March the word emanating out of Ottawa was that the Canadian UAW was 

over-reacting and exaggerating their repeated claims that the industry was to experience 

significant labour poblems and k t  an assistance scheme was needed. As ôaâ been 

done many tirnes before and was to occw many times later, on March 15 an NDP 

member brought up the dislocation question in the House of Commons to the Minister of 

Indusüy. A. D. Dales asked whether the minister realized the severity of the situation in 

Windsor and w W r  steps wodd be taken to mmploy the laidsff, given the fàct that 

many of the Windsor automobile manufacturers luad already lost approximately 70 per 

cent of their business to American manufacf~rers as a result of the Auto Pact, Mer 

28~ouse of Cornmons Debates, May 11,1965, pg. 1 165. 
*%ouse of Commons Debates, May 1 1,1965, pg 1 165. 
3oGeorge Bm to Mr. Karl E. Scott, Ford Motor Company of Canada Ltd, Oakville, 
Ontario, March 26,1965, UAW Region 7- Canadian Regionai Office, Accession 372, 
Box 186, File 10, WSU, Detroit, Michigan 



reciting the now cornmon Liberal rhetoric that the deal was leading to increased 

production and employment in Canaâa, Dniry flatly denied the suggestion that any 

problem was arising in Windsor. Suggestions of c w m t  problems and troubles forecast 

for the near fiitwe were to Druiy not groundd3 Denial of the existence of any 

problems in the face of impending labour adjustments in Windsor was not confined 

solely to Bud Dnuy. 

Five days afier Dniry's rejection of the speculation, Extemal M a i n  Minister 

Paul Martin, in the Windsor Duily Star, had a similar reaction to the suggestion that 

office work at Ford and Chrysler in Windsor was to be reduced. Martin went on to refer 

to "ide nunoun that are circulating that are completely false or exaggerate problems 

associated with changes in an expanding indust~y."~* tmmediately after teading the 

article Burt responded bitterly that Martin's and othen' faint atternpts at reassurance 

were merely for their own benefit, especially since "reductions in jobs.. . we know to be in 

the offing in several a r e a ~ . " ~ ~  The silence of the Minister of Labour, and the denials of 

the Minister of External Anairs and Minister of lndustry in the face of definite layoffs 

concemed the Canadian UAW, 

The March meeting between the Department of Labour and the Canadian UAW 

quite predictably bore no h i t .  By the middle of the month, facing tremendous pressure 

fiom the union and the NDP, MacEachen finally agreed to a meeting in Ottawa. One of 

the main items on the agenda was to be those worken already put out of work, and more 

importantly, those about to be put out in the immediate fiiture as a mult of the Auto 

~ a c t . ~ ~  On March 1 1, the very day that the NDP put MacEachen's back to the wall in the 

House of Commons conceming his inactivity, the minister retreated in the aflemoon and 

l ~ o u s e  of Commons Debates, March 15,1965, pg. 1234 1. 
32''Martin Says Auto Rumors ' h ' t  True'," The W i n h  Star, March 20,1965. 
33~eorge Burt to Mr. Karl E. Scotî, Ford Motor Company of Canada Ltd., Oalorille, 
Ontario, March 26, 1965. 
34~ouse of Cornmoas Debates, March 1 1,1%5, pg. 12223. 



sent a telegram to George Burt infonning him that in exactly one week there would be a 

meeting in his After the March 18 meeting neither the NDP nor the union were 

any more satisfied than b e f ~ r e . ~ ~  The stonewalling of MacEachen, Dniry, and Martin 

and the silence of Prime Minister Lester Pearson caused the union to turn towards the 

automobile manufacturers for an audience. 

By this time there was a growing apprehension king expressed at al1 levels of the 

workforce conceming anticipated reductions in staffs, tramfers, as well as the complete 

elimination of departments and product lines. Although none of these changes had been 

oflicially announceâ, every day information was king brought to the attention of the 

union that served to heighten their a~arm. '~  Obvious that the federal government was 

unwilling to take any of the unofficial reports, nunours or speculations seriously, Burt 

appeaied to the six Canadian automobile manufacturen participating in the Auto Pact: 

Auto industry management and the UAW must take their [sic] initiative to solve 
the problem of manpower adjustment to the trade program and continue to work 
closely together throughout the transition p e r i ~ d . ~ ~  

Burt, "most concemeci," stated that he knew what lay ahead and that the crwc of the 

problem was timing. Aside from urging management to join with the union in a 

coordinated approach to arising dislocation problems and worker mobibty, Burt insisted 

that the auto industry bosses be reaây ''to discuss fully and well in advance the date of 

expected increases or decreases in the worHorce and the number of employees 

inv~lved."~~ Burt's tifth demand made on the day f ie r  the Pact's signing tbat ûttawa 

3S~elegram from Onawa to George Burt, March 1 1, 1965, UAW Region 7- Canadian 
Regional Office, Accession 372, Box 186, File 8, WSU, Detroit, Michigan. 
36~ouse of Cornmons Debates, March 24, 1965, pgs. 1275 1-2, and May 1 1, 1965, pg. 
1165, 
37~eorge Burt to Mr. Karl E. Scott, Ford Motot Company of Canada Ltd., Oakville, 
Ontario, March 26, 1965. 
38~eorge Burt to Mr. Karl E. Scott, Ford Motor Company of Canada Ltd., Oakville, 
ûntario, March 26,1965. 
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force management to cooperate of having advance notice of changes in employment 

levels had not materiaIizeda Helpless and with time runniag out, Burt tunid to the 

rnanuf'turers themselves. 

Months later it became obvious that Ottawa's apparent unwillingness to engage in 

tripartite discussions in March, or at any time. had much to do with the refusal of Ford, 

General Motors, and Chrysler to do the same. When pressed by the union to reveal his 

plans for combatiag the fears king expressed over job dislocation, MacEachen spoke of 

his intention to approach the Company presidents with the idea of joint meetings. 

Furthemore, he voiced his belief that the companies would fully cooperate in the 

proposed arrangements to prepare for adj~stments~~ It was soon to be proven that 

MacEachen had put too much faith in the plans of the car maken. 

mer a meeting between the Canaâim UAW and the Ministea of uidusûy, 

Foreign Anairs, and Labour, in late March, MacEachen told the union of his apparent 

cornmitment to deal with the issue and then immediately set pen to papa wn*ting the 

manufacturers. Aclcnowledging the possibility of dislocations, the minister revealed his 

desin in the letter to meet with management to find "steps that can be taken to assist in 

meeting in a practical way the manpower adjustments that d e v e ~ o p . ' ~ ~  in the letter the 

government showed sentiments of concem, interest, and cornmitment not oAen noticed 

by the union. 

When the seemingly sympathetic governrnent subsequently addressed the union 

conceming the outcome of requests for a tripartite body, it became apparent Ottawa was 

again stonewailing or was ineffectuai: 

Oiitario, Mm& 26, 1965. 
4011~~ Ress Release, London, Ontario, January 17,1965. 
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... my conclusion tbat any effort to convene a meeting at this stage of the 
automobile Presidents, union personnel and Government representatives was 
not likely to reveal the kind of results that would help in a situation of this 
prob~ern.~~ 

FINAL m E  WEEKS BEFORE FORD'S ANNOUNCEMENT: 
APRlL 1-22,1965. 

April opened very much where March left off, but the end of April was to signiQ 

the beginning of a new episode in the ongoing struggle between labour and governent 

over the Auto Pact. In Apd, both management and governrnent again refused to engage 

in tripartite arrangements. Although Labour Minister MacEachen agreed with the 

"principle" of joint government-labour-management cooperation, in an April9 meeting 

of himself and Company presidents it was once again "made clear" that "funher 

groundwork ought to be done before considering a tripartite meeting of the kind 

suggested by labour? The minister conceded that once discussions between officiais of 

the labour and industry departments and the companies took place conceming the extent 

of displacement problems, then "it might be possible" to arrange for the seemingly 

impossible convergence of labour, government, and indust~y.~~ Yet, to the union, which 

was king tipped off daily that sizable layoffs were days away, the govemment's delays 

and 'maybes' only served to contribute to the uncertainty. 

In Apnl the NDP continued to exert pressure on the Liberal government in the 

How of Commons. The "defenders" of the Canadian UAW repeatedly lamented the 

fact that no provisions had yet k e n  made on the part of govemment to care for those 

workers already slowly k ing displaceû, and more importantly, for the many who were 

likely to be next. Every day when inquiring into the govemment's plans, the NDP felt 

they were king met by continuous "shg(s) of the shoulders.'* On April 12, just ten 

 o ou se of Commons Debates, May 1 1,1965, pg. 1 170. 
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days before the announcement of the layoff of 1,600 Ford Windsor workers, the NDP 

decided to take a new approach and requestd to kmw when the Pearson Liberals would 

be prepared to mdce a statement on Goverment policy. MacEachen replied that until 

the sources of dislocation were "isdate(d) and pinpoint(ed)" as accmtely as possible, it 

would be "impossible" to develop any plans. '4 think it is fair to say," MacEachen 

added, "that it would be wroag to create apprehensions and fears at this stage about 

potentiai disp~acement.''~~ Ford of Canada was well a m  by this time that in ten days 

they were going to be making an announcement that would alter for a time the lives of 

1,600 workers and theu families in Windsor. Wiîh the company's lack of cooperati~n?~ 

the govemment was in a position to later be able to daim that they had no foresight into 

the layoffs. 

The union did not stand idly by in April, and the NDP stepped up their struggle in 

the House of Commons. With concem mounting that the Auto Pact might have 

unpleasant implications for hem, the autowodcers and their leaders resolved to act. With 

only the '6suggestion" of worker dislocations, job loss, and the shutting down of some 

parts plants, the Canadian UAW Council requested that the fkderal govenunent release 

more "details" about the Auto Pact, as the union felt that Onawa's lack of study on the 

4 7 ~ o w  of Commons Debates, April 12,1965. pg. 2123. 
%hmgement's unwillingness to cooperate with govemment on the issue cm k seen in 
a number of ways. Perhaps the most obvious here is their constant refusrl to meet in the 
same mom with al1 three interestai parties at one time. A Toronto h i l y  Star article 
gives another possible reason for management's silence: 

To some extent the car rnakers are flying bluid There's no certainty about 
outcorne. And some firms in the parts business will fhd the new atmosphere 
impossible to compte in. niats why the automaken are so secretive about 
virtually evay move k t  in myway is associatecl with the auto agreement 

Ford officiais deciine to deîail their plans but it is understood Ford is 
slashing the dozen-oâd engines it makes at Windsor ta onccylinder model, which 
would supply the big continental middle-west market on both sides of the 
border.. . 

Patrick Feiiows, "Fod Move To Mean More Jobs?" Toronto hil 'y Star, A p d  26, L%S. 



deal pointeâ to indifference. At a Canadian UAW Council meeting in Woodstock, Local 

199 of St. Catharines presented a resolution asking that the govemment be required to 

openly discuss in Parliament the Auto Pact. The Canadian UAW, in search of "facts and 

lots of them," felt that only in this way could Canaûians truiy be made aware of its 

details and the realities of dislocations a h e ~ î d . ~ ~  

A relevant cornpanion resolution was also passed at the same meeting. One 

hundred and forty delegates representing the 78,000 member union approved of a 

resolution pnsented by Local 199 that the Education Department of the UAW include a 

day-long session on the Auto Pact at an upcoming leadership convention to be held at the 

union summer school at Port Elgin May 30 to iune 4. The resolution embodied the 

proposal that Minister of Labour Allan MacEachen be present at a session to fùlly 

explain his government's position and fiitwe plans in regard to the trade ag~eernent.~~ 

The union leadership found it essential that the government address the rank-and-file 

directly on the issue that was causing so much apprehension on Ontario shopfloors and in 

workers' homes at this time. 

Activism in the wake of govemment inactivity and worker IayoK was not 

confined solely to the men of the auto union. Many of the Canadian UAW's women used 

the threats and realities of layoff and dislocation in early 1965 as an impetu for their 

determination to act. Soon aAer the signing of the Auto Pact, General Motors slowly 

began removing workets h m  their Oshawa cuttïng and sewiag room. George Burt was 

irnrnediately petitioned by 139 women from the department asking that their problems be 

laoked i n t ~ . ~ '  With between 50 and 60 bench bands slated to be laid off, the women 

demanded to know about their fate. The workers, preferring to remain in Oshawa, feared 

4~~ Wony Spm UAW." The Guurdianc W c i d  Voice of UA W Lmu[s 195,200. 
2 10. 444. WindPor, Ontario, Volume WI1, No. 15, Api l  15,1%5. 
s@"Pact Wony Spurs UAW," Apd 15,1965. 
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that if they did not relocate to Windsor immediately, they would lose the oppomuiity to 

do m. There was also signiticant feu that they would not be permitted to transfer to 

Windsor at all: 

Many have homes and families here and do not want to make a hunied decision 
to move now if it is not necessary. We do not look forward to becorning one of 
the many unemployed in this country of ours.52 

Canadian women's and labour historian Pamela Sugiman, in her postwar account of the 

female members of the Canadian UAW and later CAW, documented the fear and 

uncertainty that pervaded the cutting and sewing rmms in Ontario, especially in the 

aftermath of the Auto Pact. 

The fernale union members not only petitioned their leaders to act on their behalf, 

but they also took their own initiative. Canadian UAW member May Partridge expressed 

the miscration of her CO-workers in the Fonn of a poem. The letter, sent to Mr. Walker of 

Gened Motors, could just as easily have k e n  directed to Ottawa: 

A mystery is prevailing, clouding our whoie rmm. 
1s our fùture really settled, or will Windsor spell our doom? 
Werve k e n  reading d l  the papers, just looking for the facts. 
Now Windsor is forgotten, the news is auto pacts. 
Its favourable to Canada, the borders open wide. 
The next edition tells, we wait, we wait on congress to decide. 
We signed a contract in December, the stdce was in the p s t .  
What good are al1 the benefits if our jobs aren't going to last? 
We sit hem and ponder what our future has to hold. 
Should we order that new car or keep the one that's getting old? 
We work the extra hours to get production off the line. 
Will our loyalty be remembered when it cornes to moving time? 
We know that supe~sion likes to keep things hush-hush. 
We don't think this policy is exactly fair to us. 
You've had al1 kinds of meetings by this time its agreed 
Which ones will be moving, which ones you won't need. 
We're tired of h&ng nuaours, each one bigger than the last, 
We'd appreciate straight answers to the questions we have asked. 
We're not trying to k plesumptuous, m think it's only fair 



Next year, if we' re working, we'd like to know just 
WHERE.~~ 

Although les  apparent, the dissatisfecton and uncertainty k ing  expresseci by the 

tank-and-file women was as stroag as that of any section of labour in early 1965. 

Charlotte Yates, in her Carleton University doctoral dissertation on the 

politicization of the postwar Canadian autoworkers, briefiy gave suggestion as to why 

auto worlen, whether men or women, leaders or rank-and-file, were king increasingiy 

overlooked in April 1965. As the Auto Pact began to bear the fnuts of economic success, 

the Canadian UAW's task of pressing Ottawa to act in their interests became more and 

more futile. Yates explains that the govemment's need for Canadian UAW political 

support became less important as overall labour productivity incfeased, manuf'turen 

exceeded their 'letter of undertaking' commitrnents, two-way ûade between both 

c o d e s  increesed, and related gains were produced in other Canadian industries. 54 In 

this way, the frustration of the union at not king listened to or appeased steadily grew 

worse as these first months of 1965 proceeded and the Auto Pact began to show tangible 

signs of success for Canada 

Whib perhaps much of the f k l  of the union leadership in pressing govenunent 

began to run out, at the local level the determination was as strong as ever. Local 444, in 

an obvious reference to the Auto Pact dislocations ahead, included in theu 1965 profile 

booklet a chapter conceming how government and management must be fought on 

automation. The local claimed that "the thmst of automation instituted by Uldustry in its 

ceaseless drive for even more mas profits" dernonstmted the need for a larger awareness 

of the ûue value aaâ indispensabiiity of the Canadian CIAW.~~  Realizing that many 

s 3 ~ b o u t  's Dilemma, pg. 14 1. 
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changes lay ahead in the near m e ,  the leadership of Local 444 called for united action 

in standing up to the programs of govemment and industry, and Iack thereof 

The situation facing workers is both ECONOMIC and POLITICAL. The 
answer to out problems rests in heightened trade union militancy on the one 
hanci, and on the other, a clearer understanding of  the need to carry ow 
stniggle into the political arena The most urgent and basic task confronting 
the trade union movement is to encourage and develop the political 
consciousness of every -de union member? 

The education of the membership on issues such as the adverse effects of automation and 

technical change was as important at this time as ever, given the labour changes that 

many of the workers were about to face. 

S6~ocu& 444: A Record of Progress, pg. 44. 



1,680 AUTO WORKERS ANNOUNCED LAID OFF: APIUL 22-JUNE 27 

On April22.1965, over three months after the signing of the Auto Pact, the Ford 

Motor Company of Canada made its long-aW8ited and long-anticipated announcement. 

Before o~cial ly  making the news public, Ford notified the Canadian UAW that between 

the time of the amouncement and August, 1,600 of the workers in their Windsor plant 

wouid be given "indefinite IayoK" Recalls would not begin until January 1966, and the 

total recalls would not reach pre-layoff levels until Apil  1966, a year later. The heaviest 

blow to Windsor automobile employment wodd occur in the weeks following plant 

shutdowns for rnodcl changes. As a result, many hundreds of auto makers would be 

forced out of work from September until the following spring. In order to avoid any 

conhision or misunderstanding, management made it known that the reason for the 

layoffs was so that the plant could be readjusted to changed production repuirements 

under the Auto Pact with the URited States. 

Within hours of the announcement reactions were being heard fiom across 

Ontario. Upon hearing the news that 1,600 men were to be thrown out of work 

indefïnitely, Opposition leader Jobn Diefenbaker, s e k g  u p n  a shining oppominity in 

an eleçtion year, jumped into the h y .  He appeaml to display great concem for the 

victims of layoffs and declared that ''the fomerly prosperous and jobmaking Canadian 

automobile parts industry has ban stnrck a heavy blow by the agreement.'y2 

'UAW Ress Release, Windsor, Ontario, Apd 22,1965, UAW Region 7- Canadian 
Regionai Office, Accession 372, Box 186, File 8, WSU, Detroit, Michigan 
2 " U ~ ~  Geîs Action On Ford Layofi," The Gumdiun: Q@cÏui Voice of UA W Locals 
I95,200.2 Iû, 411, Windsor, Ontario, Volume WI, No. 16, May 15,1965. 



The Conservative leader voiced his apparent outrage at the shrinking of jobs and payrolls, 

and the closing of ~iefenbaker's tirade was perhaps eclipsed by that of Leslie 

Rowntree. The Ontario Minister of Labour, who had for months crïticized Ottawa's 

handiag of the trade agreement, on April24 referred to the Pact as "a one-way süeet," in 

reference to the fact that the United States had not yet ratified the deal. Alluding to the 

passing of the agreement in Cariada, Rowntree stated that "if many of these steps to 

implement the agreement involve unemployment, or even temporary unemployment, I 

will be very much concerne~i.''~ Yet, the anger and fiutration being voiced by the 

opportunistic politicians was relatively reserved compared to that of the directly 

concemed Canadian UAW. 

The union had made repeated efforts to have the government of Canada draw up 

legislation to take care of dislocations arising fiom the Auto Pact. Months of fnstration 

at dealiag with what they perceived as an wuespowive and indifferent govemment were 

evident when George Burt spoke on the day of Ford's announcement: 

We have repeateâiy run iato bromides from our politiciaas to the effect that our 
fean about dislocations were groundless .... By its failure to act, the Canadian 
Govemment is obviously satisfied to dump muc h of the cost of the rationalization 
of the Cadian auto industry onto the backs of the workers while at the same 
time permitting the industry to ceserve for itself completely al1 the benefits of the 

3 ~ h e  Canadian UAW did not take DiefenWer7s supposed outrage at the Liberals' 
hanâiing of workers seriously. The Guardirn, the union's chief newspaper, stated that 
upon karing about the layoffs, Diefenbaker "predictably ... display(ed) a concen for the 
victims of layoffs that he never evidenced in his tenn as prime minister ...." George Burt 
confirmed this feeling in October, on the eve of a federal election: "...considerable 
'political hay' is king made out of the plan by al1 political parties in the present 
Canadian election. But of k . . 
UAW! ,..The efforts of the Conservative P w  to capitdize on the plan should also be 
rejected b u s e  they ...( ignore) the right of workers.. .for proper transitional assistance 
knefits for those adversely affected." George Burt to 'Editors of Ail Canadian UAW 
Loçal Union Papen,' October 1%5, UAW Region 7- Canadian Regional Office, 
Accession 372, Box 72, File 1 1, WSU, Detroit, Michigan 
4"~hock-~ave Handling Govemment Robes Ford Layoffs," The Telegrum, A p d  24, 
1965. 



greater eficiency which will be made possible by the plan. The Canadian ... auto- 
worker are now cleady in the position of subsiduing govemment trade policy for 
the benefit of one of the most profitable industries in the country. If this is not 
what the Canadian govemment had in mind when it augmented this program, let 
it demonstrate now its willingness to protect the jobs and incomes of Canadian 
auto and auto parts workerd 

Burt's message to govemment had changed very littie since before the Auto Pact was 

signed. As well, his demands were as concise and specific then as they were now. Yet, 

his conveyance of the immeâiacy of the matter had steadily grown throughout the 

montbs. By April22, 1965, it was undeniable. 

Although the govemment moved quickly to assure the union that the Windsor 

Ford workers would be "recompensed in some way," at press time there was absolutely 

no indication of what fom it would take? George Burt was clear on the fact that he did 

not want his worken to Iose one penny in order to serve the national interest. He quickly 

calculated that govemment indifference would cost these 1,600 men a cut in pay From 

$160.40-per-week to a measly $36-a-week Unemployment Insurance benefit, and al1 this 

occurring while the industry poc keted savings. The second-in-command of the 

Canadian UAW added that the assistance that was supposedl y to be made avaiiable to 

workers under the govemment plan s hould be considered "aside and apart" from the 

union's Supplemental Unemployment Benefit (suB)~, and arguably the unemployment 

cornpensati~n.~ As well, aside from asking the Minister of Labour to irnrnediately put 

%AW Press Release, Windsor, Ontario, Apri122, 1965. 
%JAW Gets Action On Ford Layoffs," The Guardian: rnc ia l  Voice of UA W Locuis 
195, 22W. 214 444, Winukor, Ontario, Volume W11, No. 16, May 15, 1965. 
'UAW Press Release, Windsor, Ontario, April22, 1965. 
* ~ h e  SU3 was a plan that the worken paid into (rnoney was taken out of pay cheques 
moathly) in order to pool insurance money for doreseen and uncontrollable layoffs. 
They were the product of collective agreements betweea the union anâ menagement Yet, 
with the Auto Pact the union's view was "Why should we be asked to pay part of our 
SUB fund which we could have taken in the form ofwages to meet a dislocation that is 
for the national bene&?" House of Commoas Debates, May 1 1, 1965, pg. 1 175. 
%ouse of Comrnons Debates, May 1 1, 1965, pg. 1 175. 



before the cabinet a dtaft legislation for presentation to Parliament, Burt stated that the 

legislation "should provide no less than what the Johnson aâministration has presently 

[sic] before the US ~ongress ."~~ This legislation essentially memt the worker would 

not suffer serious income losses brought on by the agreement. From this point fo& 

the American situation would becorne a mode1 for the autoworkers in Canada. 

The Canadian UAW and NDP contended that the inferior C d a n  method of 

implementation of the deal vis-à-vis the United States was partially to blarne for its 

shortcomings and absences. The United States governrnent sent the legislation to 

Congress, as the Automotive Products Trade Act (APTA)~ l that both embraced the 

bilateral deal and set out specific protections the govenunent was prepared to guerantee 

its workea. It specifically enshrined a section that "set out the responsibilities which the 

Federal govemrnent would assume for retraining workers, for maintaining them during 

their period of retraining (and) for placing worken who would have to be moved fiom 

one part of the industry to another."12 It was specific entrenched guarantees such as 

these that the Canadian order-in-council lacked. 

The unacceptability of the vague and general references that the Canadian 

govemment had been making for months were highlighted when put beside the Amencan 

example ofoutlining in the legislation precisely what rnachinery would be required to 

meet the adjustrnents. Coincidentally, at the end of April and amidst the Canadian 

clamour concerning Ford's layoff announcement, the American legislation and detailed 

protection provisions were king discussed in Coagress. l 3  Of particular interea to the 

autoworkers and MIP in Canada was Bill KR 6960 (Titîe 3) of the APTA in the United 

States, which was entitîed "adjustment assistance." Title 3 officially recognized that it 

lo"Ford Will Lay Otf 1,600: Plants M u t  Meet Change," Oshawa Tintes, A p d  23,1%5. 
~ ~ A P T A  is the official term for what became known in both counûies as the 'Auto Pact ' 
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was just and proper to assist workers "above and beyond" what was provided by the 

Trade Expansion Act of 1962, legislation passed by the Kemedy administration. It said 

that in trade agreements created for the national good no worker(s) would be made to 

sufFer. Bill H.R. 6960, essentially a "supplement" to the 1962 guarantee, pmposed 

liberal guidelines for the passing over of assistance fiom Washington to American 

workers. Adjustment assistance benefits would be calculated as the least of either (a) the 

equivaient of 65 per cent of the individual workers average weekly wage, or (b) 65 per 

cent of the national manufacturing average weekly wage. The supplementary insurance 

benefits (known as supplementary unemployrnent benefits or SUB in Canada) payable 

under collective agreements between workers and employea would not be included as 

part of the abovementioned govemment benefits. l4 Despite mass layoffs in Canada 

coupled with months of UAW representations to government, the passing of the deal by 

order-in-council among other things enabled Ottawa to avoid the b'clear-cut" 

Amencan-style legislation. 

Although the American UAW clearly supported the principie of k e r  trade with 

Canada, it was the guaranteed worker protections wrhen into the agreement that made 

them willing to go along with the actual l UAW International vice-president 

Leonard Woodcock acknowledged with satisfaction and relief that the United States 

government not only recognized that labour adjuments would be necessary, but 

committed itself in both writing and words to protect the workers since the deal was in 

the national good However, "in the absence of such provisions," Reuther's assistant 

added, "we (the UAW of Arnerica) would have no alternative but to oppose it (the Auto 

pact)."16 Leonard W d c o c k  and the UAW in the United States likewise expressed 

dissatisfaction with the way Onawa was treating the Canadian workers. Woodcock, 
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appearing before the US House of Representatives Ways and Means Cornmittee in 

Washington, found himself in the %nique" position of urging Presidcnt Johnson and the 

American govemment to press Canada to implement the same sort of safeguards as 

existed in the United States. Showiag gteat concem for the fate of Canadian worlrers, he 

spoke of possible benefits on both sides of the border while waming that "such benefits 

should only k looked for if the job security of auto and allied traâe workers could be 

assured in canada ... ."17 Woodcock's April speech slamming the Canadian govemment's 

failure to provide similar protection to Canadian workea and their tmilies as that in the 

United States ended with a final waming: 

Refusal of the Canadian Govemment to act will certainly jeopardize the 
fûlfillment of hopes that the principle of the (APTA) will be expanded to other 
industries .... For, if the Canadian Govemment refuses to step up its respnsibility 
tow8tds those adversely affccted by the agreement.. .Canadian worken c m  be 
expected to oppose vigorously the negotiation of other similar agreements. L8 

The Canadian UAW utilized the Washington attack in their oagoing stniggle with Ottawa 

over protections. 

In late April the reaction of Ottawa to the representations of the Canaâian UAW 

remained much the same as they had before Ford's announcement and Woodcock's 

oration. On April29, a number of Canaâian UAW officiais callad upon govemment and 

spoke to the ministea of labour, indusûy, and extemal affain. On the following day, 

Minister of Industry Bud Dniry deliveced a "vague announcement" that the Depariment 

of Labour was ping to make efforts to work out sorne type of fonnula. l9 For Opposition 

members. the union, and the workers about to k laid off in Windsor, action needed to be 

taken "at once." Yet, the govemment remained vague and its position contwdictory. 

17"Freer Tlide On Triai," OFL b b o w  Review, ldy-August l%S, pg. 3. 
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Liberal member Herb Gray, for example, claimed there existed no differences 

between the manner in which the United States and Canada accommodated their workers 

under the Auto Pact. Gray voiced his opinion that the US Trade Expansion Act, 

providing for 65 percent of worker's wages, was al1 that really existed in the United 

States and it provided neither more nor less than the Canadian UAW's existing SUB 

benefits, which made it possible for workers to receive between 60 and 70 percent of 

their usual take-home p a ~ . ~ *  The union and their defenders had stated for months that 

they felt their SUB payments, which were the result of private agreements between 

employer and employee, should noi be used to subsidize the Auto Pact. In the United 

States the govemment made a point of stating that SIB (SüB's Amencan counterpart) 

would not be factored into the assistance scheme of Washington at all. 

Meanwhile, Labour Minister Allan MacEachen, just four days after the 

announcement that 1,600 Ford workers were to begin king laid off in May, set out to 

assure al1 concerned that the situation was not as serious as had first been feared.*I Afier 

a meeting with Ford Canada President Scott on April27, the minister said that by 

"placing the problem in its total perspective the situation is not as serious as fim reaction 

might have indicated last ~ e e k . " ~ ~  The governrnent's making light of the severity of the 

situation proved of great concem to workers, the union, and non-Liberals in this final 

week of ~ p r i l . ~  
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The goverment's hand was certaidy forced between Apnl22 and 30, as 

dismissing t&e npresentations of labour was no longer an option. The new union 

leverage stenimed fiom the fact that the layoffs had becorne a reality and crisis 

management was in order. On April27 Ford was called to Ottawa by the govemment to 

discuss the layoff matter, followed a week later by a similar meeting with George Burt. 

Through the meeting with Ford. MacEachen came to the understanding that of the 500 

workers to be displaced in the first and second waves of the layoff, Windsor Chrysler and 

"other industries" would most likely be in a position to a b r b  them. Paul Martin, whose 

home constituency was the affected Windsor riding, ~oncurred.~~ For the fint time, al1 

Liberal members with an interest in the situation joined the h y .  

Prime Minister Lester Pearson spoke publicly for the fim time on the issw in this 

final week of April. When the press first reported the impending labour changes. Pearson 

was called back during the middle of his personal vacation in Scotland to tend to the 

pr~blem.*~ On the same &y, labour Minister MacEachen's stay in the Maritimes was 

cut short as he was summoned back to Ottawa to discuss Ford with the Prime Minister 

and other members of his de part men^^^ The outcorne of the meeting between Pearson 

and the Department of Labour was that some of the long-term measures for dealing with 

dislocation "may be" updatedZ7 Pearson's appearance was not limited to deding with 

reactive and emergency initiatives.. Yates' study fails to convey the reality that this 
short p e n d  was a resdt of a lack of cooperation for months before. From Plunt 2'0 
PCJiisics, pg. 120. 
+MacEachen explains how on April29 he was in a meeting with the Canadian UAW tbat 
was "imerrupted" by his wed to be at the House's question pend on the layoffs. 
Immediately afterwards he munaed to the union meeting. This is just one example of the 
disarray that the govemment found itseif in after much procrastination. (House of 
Commons Debates, April29,1965, pg. 727-8). 
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the Windsor situation. Upon his arriva1 home it was announced that effective 

immediately about 250 workers in Oakville, Ontario would be affecteci by the transfer of 

the Purchasing Department to Detroit, Michigan. When asked if he would take 

immediate steps to talk with Ford President Karl E. Scott to detemine whether there was 

a way to allow these workers to remain in Canada, the Prime Minister replied that he 

would look into the matter.?* With no other option le& Pearson in desperation finally 

stood up to the questions in the House of Commons and representations fiom Canadian 

UAW locals and acknowledged that a problem existed in Ontario's automobile 

manufacturing toms. 

The first, and perhaps only, step that the govemment took to combat the 

immediate problem was to bring into action the National Employment SeMce (NES) 

from regional headquarters in  oro ont o.^^ At the request of Paul Martin and Allan 

MacEachen an NES labour "task force" was sent to Windsor to deai with the Ford layoff 

and help develop a program of adjustment in consultation with ~ord.~O These emergency 

measures were subsequent to Martin's Msit to his home riding days earlier, in which he 

a f f i e d  that jobs mut be founci for those affected George Burt declined to give 

immediate comment on the kt-minute N'ES deve~opment.~ 

In late April the govemment spoke on the issues of training prograrns and worker 

mobility that had been on the union's muid since well before the Auto Pact. At a 

meeting between management and labour in Ottawa at the end of April it was decided 

that the govemment would assist with the creation and execution of training prognuns 

aimed at those temprarily laid-off. The provincial deputments of education and labour, 

Windor Star, April23, 1965. 
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upon being notified of the plans, offered a pledge of cooperatioa. As well, the Canadian 

UAW promiseci their support in the e~deavour.~~ &fore proudly adding that the 

Americans had nothing of this sort, MacEachen indicated that he felt there were policies 

of relocatioa and mobility reliefalready in place that wuld assist those involved in the 

present layoff sit~ation.~ 

AAer a hectic week in Ottawa of attemptiag to quickly accommodate those 500 

worken subject to layoff within the following two weeks, the union appeared content in 

the meantirne with the enlistment of the "task force," the announcement of training plans, 

and the indications of worker mobility assistance. Yet, as the dislocation of another 

1,100 Windsor workers loomed, the govemment remained relatively silent conceming its 

plans to meet the next dislocation wave. It indicated that it was in the process of 

considering what, "if aiiy," assistance would be required for layoffs to occur later in the 

summer. "We are sniving to develop a program" to meet the upcoming August layoffs, 

stated MacEachen in the House of Commons, but "we do have considerable ti~ne...."~~ 

As with the lead-up to the more minor early May layoffs, no real sense of immediacy 

seemed to exist in Ottawa with the much larger sumrner adjustments. 

Amidst the layoff announcement and resulting reactions fiom potentially-affected 

Windsor workers came criticisms of the govemment towarâs the company. Paul Martin, 

in his  home Windsor riding the day after the news, openly decried Ford's method of 

handling the situation. "I don't like the way this announcement of layoffcame from the 

company," stated the Minister of Extemal Anairs, adding," there was no indication fiom 

the company ofthis particultu r n o ~ e . ' ~ ~  Although the govemment had met with Ford ten 

days befote the Iayoff announcement, Martin felt it important that the people of Windsor 
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were aware that the Department of Labour hsd no prior knowledge of the move until the 

union itself was infonneû Indeeù, nothiag was mentioned or evea hinteû at in the 

meeting of a week and a half prior. Martin acknowledged for perhaps the tirst time that 

it was both important for advance notice to be given so that planning for such disruptions 

could begin as soon as possible, and that cwperation between govemment, union and 

management in exchanging information on each others' plans was es~ential .~~ With 

Martin's criticisms came the union's realization that the early mismanagement of the 

layoff cnsis was not solely the fault of any one individual or group. 

Yates pointed out that upon king notified of the impending layoffs, Allan 

MacEachen recommended investigated the possibility of setting up a tripartite cornmittee 

to examine the job dislocation question once and for a11.3~ The tripartite possibility, 

which MacEachen had brought to the fore due to intense union and NDP pressures to do 

so, haâ become more of an issue of practicality now than it had been during the time of 

the Bladen Royal Commission, the duty-remission plans, or the Auto Pact's birth. Mer  

stating that he agreed in b'principle" with the desirability of tripmite meetings to solve 

the issue at hanci, MacEachen admitted that at an April9 meeting between himself and 

the Company presidents, the auto giants "made clear" that they were not ready for such an 

arrangement.38 This conflicted with one of the union's January 17, 1965 preconditions 

for Auto Pact support, namely that the govemment require management to cooperate 

during the dislocation process. The companies' agreement at the meeting to discuss the 

exact extent of displacement with the departments of labour and industry was called into 

question on April22 when the public was informed of Ford's mass layoff without king 

given any oficial prior notice. Given this late April debacle, the NDP members in the 

House of Commons expressed concem over how the next waves of layoff were to be 
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b a t ~ U e d ~ ~  Yet, at the same time, the NDP and union recognized that one of the key 

ressens for the absence of officia1 government-labour-management cooperation was, and 

probably would continue to be, the refusPl of the latter to participate. 

Management's unwillingness to engage in joint meetings was not al1 that was 

needed for the worker to rdize that govemment was not solely to blame for their 

upcoming misfortunes. Ronald Todgham of Windsor, president of Chrysler Canada Ltd., 

spoke about his overwhelmiag approval of the Auto Pact during perhaps its most 

questionable moment. Three days after the layoff amouncement at his neighbouring 

plant, Todgharn, in an obvious reference to the union and NDP respectively, stated that 

opponents of the Auto Pact either harboured "selfish attitudes or a political motive."40 

The union, which acknowledged and knew well that the deal was a positive one for 

Canada in broad ternis, was reminded that their stniggie was not just with ûttawa. 

In no way did the acknowledgment that the companies were not acting in labour's 

interests take the heat off of the Peatson Liberals. For rnonths the Canadian UAW had 

demanded of the govenuwnt that it keep in close contact with management in order to 

deal with the layoffs that were accepted as necessary to echieve the intended purposes of 

the Auto Pact. There existed a worry throughout these months that the absence of a 

tripartite body would mean that worken would leam about their fate in lest-minute press 

relea~es.~~ The NDP, realizlng that the first wave of layoffs was an accomplished fact, 

set their sights on the near fiitwe. They believed, backed by the union, that in future 

cases, supposedly incluâing the upcoming mid-summer layoffs, govemrnent shodd be 

required to force management to engage in joint talb. Indeed, it was felt that regdations 

for such meetings should be entmichd in any futun agreemento The attempts of Paul 
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Martin to turn the blame onto management did not take the responsibiliîy off 

govenunent Much bittemess and hstration was still centered on the Liberals. 

David Orlikow of the NDP was at the forefiont of the attack on the Liberals in the 

House of Commons in this perid  Herb Gray, a member fiom Windsor, to him was 

simply a man wbo spoke "kindly" of the Canadian UAW, yet did absolutely nothing for 

them in their time of need. To Orlikow, Allan MacEachen was also a politician who 

claimed to have great opinions of workers, but of whom only "sweet words and no 

action" could be expected: 

Ail we are asking, and al1 that Mr. Burt and his executive officers are asking ... 
is that consideration be given now, before the layoffs take place. What the hon. 
Member for Essex West is saying, is, "We d l  wony about it after the layoffs 
take placew-and 1 say that is too ~ a t e . ~ ~  

The lack of tangible legislation was wbat bothered the union and NDP most Without the 

existence of a specific plan, not only were worken placed in a state of uncertainty, but 

there was also nothing solid to scnitinize and debate, as was king done in the United 

States. 

United Auto Worker VP Leonard Woodcock's statement to American Congress 

that his union would not have approved of the APTA legislation had safeguards not k e n  

incorporated directly therein became a constant point ofrefennce for dissenters in 

Canada. George Burt was not the only member of the Canadian UAW to rnake demands 

for legislation. As well, 'M*gorous repre~entations'~ baâ ôeen made by local union 

presidents such as Hank Renaud, Alex Simkovitch, Charles Brooks and Reg Rudling to 

the federal government* "Apprehensions" were king felt by a large section of the 

union over the fact that clear-cut answers and details had aot ken  forthcoming, and 

continued to be so even with the next, and lacger, wave of dislocations approaching 
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George Burt's union had asked during the previous months that ûttawa give the 

"same consideration and the same thought" to the worken in the industry as to the 

companies. It was known that if govemment had not worked out plans for overcoming 

difficulties with management before the Auto Pact's signing, the companies would not 

have agreed to the plan.45 By the time of the layoff announcement, for example, it was 

wi-dely known that the automobile companies were to Save an annual $50,000,000 on 

duties under the Auto ~ a c t ~ ~  B u t  called for equitable treatment 

One of his fint moves after hearing the news of the layoffs was to send a telegram 

to Allan MacEachen concerning the large "handout" to the companies. On many 

previous occasions the Canadian UA W had made their feelings clear that they should not 

be using their SUB, which they could altematively have meiveci in the fomi of wages, as 

compensation for the nationally-beneficial agreement.47 Burt, seeing the immediate 

financial gains of the companies, asked the Minister of Labour to force the companies to 

use some of their $50,000,000 savings to aid the adversely-affecteci Ford workers. He 

explaineci that his workers anticipateci king laid off for six weeks pet year for the 

customary model changeovers, but did not expect the type of layoffs now confionting 

them without remuneration: 

... this will cause real financial hardshi p for some people.. . M y  should they have 
to take the brunt over something of which they had no control? ... These men must 
still meet tbeir mortpge payments like anybody e l ~ e . ~ ~  

A week following Bw's request and with no response forthcoming the government was 

subjected to a barrage of follow-up questions in the House of Commons. When askd if 

the $50,000,000 advantage would be used to maintain the salaries of laid-off workers, 
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Bud Dniry had no direct resp~nse.~~ The answen that George Burt and his allies in 

Ottawa sought did not corne. 

Libeds Bud Dniry and Herb Gray. quite unlike their wlleagws Allan 

MacEachen and Paul Martin, felt that the Canadian UAW had been accommodated 

adequately h m  the beginniDg. For them no conflict existed In the midst of the initial 

wave of layoffs Dniry stated his belief that the "letters of undertaking" addnssed to the 

govemment by the automobile manuf8cturers were to act as the "pruiciple deguards" 

for labour.s0 The letters contained assurances that the companies would increase 

Canadian auto production by a fixed amount annually. Taking the emphasis off the issue 

of short-term ills, the Minister of Industry demonstrated that his attention was focused on 

the broder implications of the made agreement. Direct worker protection was not 

needed in Canada as it was in the United States, he claimeâ, as problems would be best 

dealt with as they mse. As well, the Canadian UAW's oficial support of the general 

benefits of the Auto Pact became a point of reference for Dniry, effectively taking the 

focus and attention off the more pressing and immediate objections of the union.sL 

Gray approached the layoffcrisis in much the same way as the Minister of 

bdusüy. He expressed his contentment at the way in which al1 interested parbes had 

cooperated in order to better combat the situation. Those who had expressed "concem 

and criticism" towatds the govemment's handling of the situation before, Gray believed 

wouid w w  "mod@ their views ...and.. corne to share our view" that the situation was 

king dedt with properly.s2 With layoffs in progress and significantly more ahead, the 

views of the Canadian UAW and NDP were in no way modified. 
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The views of the union, and indeed those of the wider Ontario labour movement, 

towards governrnent were emphasized in a signifiant labour gathering in mid-lune. The 

topic of the 1965 Ontario Farmer-Labour Confeience sponsored jointly by the CLC and 

OFL taking place at the UAW Education Centre in Port Elgin was, fittingly, 

"automation." Attendance in 1965 was higher than at any previous conference, with a 

large number of Canadian UAW delegates among the 130 involvd No doubt with the 

Auto Pact in mina D. F. Hamilton of the OFL oficially opened the conference by stating 

in his introductory remarks that the theme of this conference was "a most timely and 

important subje~t. ' '~~ For hundreds of workers across Ontario, Hamilton's observations 

held special importance. 

The topics discussed at the weekend conference were pressing ones for the 

Canadian UAW and MIP at the tirne of the talks: the effects of technological change, in 

combination with factors such as new tmie policies, on workers. Training, retraining, 

and mobility concems took centre stage at the conference. The delegates acknowledged 

that although new employment may be created in some regions, as was undeniably the 

case with the Auto Pact, it is oaen too distant fiom the places where technological 

advancement has displaced large nurnbers of workers. Essentially unemployed workers 

may be baned access to the jobs due to inadequate training, distance, or a combination of 

both. The delegates agreed on what was already generally accepted among the ranlrs of 

the auto union, narnely that the problems were so broad in scope that realistically only 

govenunent could provide a bmework for their solution Trade unions, management, 

d organizations could only reinfose the policy through their activities at the plant and 

community levels, but ''the basic job must be done by govemment" who ''certainly 
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haven't given us very much to cheer about  et."^^ in midJune, blame for the 

pdcament of the affected workers was king placed primariîy on Ottawa by the wider 

Ontario labour movement. 

The memben of the confierence recognized, perhaps lem readily than the MIP, 

that only weeks prior the government had amounced a new mobility assisiance program. 

However, before the move. Canada had doae next to nothing to essist in the mobility of 

workers, despite the fact that mOd countries of northem and western Europe had had 

compreheasive labour mobility programs for years, usually based on outright gants that 

covered the total costs of transportation (including family, hinllshings, belongings, etc.) 

to another part of the country. Al1 that existed in Canada up to this point was "a few 

scattered provisions for loans and grant~."~~ The NDP, which was largely responsible for 

pushing such a position, was not even willing to concede that the recent government 

mobility move was a positive step. "No real manpower policy exists in Canada," NDP 

leader T. C. Douglas claimed just weeks afer the mobility announcement? 

Mer given some t h e  to reflect on the late-Apnl layoff debacle, the NDP leader 

decried the entire approach of government ftom the mS7 Despite wntinuous rbaoric 

concerning plans for manpower retraining coming out of Onawa, to Douglas no such 

plans even existeû. He took great exception to the fa t  that "the Minister of immigration 

is iwuiing around saying he has to bring people from Hong Kong and Europe as we are 

short of men" at a time whea countless Ford wotkers were king show the 
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unernployment ~ i n e . ~ ~  As well, the S50,000,000 handed over to the manufacturers while 

%e men have been thrown back on their own cesources ..." represented another injustice 

to Douglas. 

T. C. Douglas' tone as the summer progressed tumeci into one of exasperation. 

The delegates at the conference, though placing as much blame on ûttawa as the leader 

of the NDP had, appeareâ to be more forward-looking They realized that perhaps the 

biggest weakness of Canada's manpower policy was in the area of researc h. No agency 

of the govement canied out continuous analysis and forecasting of changes in the 

labour markets9 The Canadian UAW had indeed criticized this absence for months and 

resolved to undertake their own intensive studies as a result. Yet, aside from looicing at 

the Auto Pact situation, one of the purposes of the labour conference was to look at the 

fiiture. It concluded, largely as a result of the existing failures, that a proper manpower 

policy must be in place to correct the balances in the labour market so that employment 

could be maintained even during times of rapid and accelerating technological or other 

change, whether brought on by automation, trade agreements, or something else. For 

some in the Canadian UAW, adverse effects of automation still did not represent the 

entire problem with the Auto Pact. 

in the tirst part of the 1960s when the Canadian UAW had suggested integration 

as a possible cure to the industry's ills, three sizable locals spoke out vehemently against 

the official stance of theu union. Apart fiom exhausting the leadership of the union, this 

dissension had the effect of undermining and detracting fiom the Canadian UAW's 

ptionty of seekiag assistance guarantees to workers so that their support could be 

attached to the practicai as well as the principie of the Auto Pact. Throughout the years 

this i n t e d  opposition never wmpletely ceasad60 

5 8 ~ e m o  on 'Automation,' T.C. Douglas, Oshawa, Ontario, 1965. 
59'~eport of the Surth Conference,' pgs. 20-27. 

American social scientist, John Fayerweather, undertook a study in the mid-1970s 



At a pivotal Canaàian UAW Council meeting in June, which it was hoped would 

be used to deal with the pressing practical coacerns of the Auto Pact, George Burt noted 

that "the Canedian US Automotive Trade Agreement has been heavily attacked as a 

sellout to the US ...." The Director added that the union was also king "attacked for their 

so-called support of the program" at the local union leveL6' He expressed dissatisfaction 

that 'Brother' Rutherford of his union had spent months devoûng his column in a local 

union newspaper to "blasting" the Auto ~ a c t . ~ ~  Rutherford, Burt recognized, was just 

one example of a bigger phenornenon. The leader, who was always quick to point out 

that illegitimate opposing factions never consulted with the central body, knew al1 too 

well the divisive elements within his union: 

1 reaiize that there are at least hm> schoois of thought in our union on the 
Canada-US Auto Trade Agreement. The majority position approves the 
plan, in principle, but decried the inadequate benefits provided by the 
Canadian Govenunent for workers dislocated by the plant rearrangements 
inherent in the plan .... The minority opposes the plan in prin~iple.~~ 

In the mi& of mass layoffs, the opposition within the union had the effect of detracting 

fiom the union's main agenda by continuing the principled opposition that had never 

totally subsided throughout the years. At no time was George Burt able to present the 

conceming the attitudes of different segments of the Canadian population towards 
nationalism in general and the Auto Pact specifically. Through asking questions on the 
Auto Pact, be found that "elite groups" including traâe union leaders tended to think 
favourirbly about the ûade agreement, whereas blue-collar woricers had a "decidedl y 
unfavourable view." Canada 's Unions, pg. 112-3. 
61'~eport of Canadian Director George Burt: Meeting of Canadian UAW Council, 
Hamilton, Ontario, September 25 & 26,1965,' UAW Toronto Sub-Regional Office 
Collection, Series 2, District Council26, Accession 296, Box 14, File 'Meeting, Sept., 
1965, Report,' WSU, Detroit, Michigan. 
62~eorge Burt to Ted O'Connor, GM Intra-Corporation Council, Oshawa, Ontario, 
December, 1965. 
63~eorge Burt to 'Editors of Ail Canadian UAW Local Union Papers,' October, 1965. 



governent with a United labour front, although the layoffs, when they matenaiized, 

became an ovemding concm for even thc nationalist elements. 

JUNE 28,1965: COVERNMENT ASSISTANCE ANNQUNCED AND 
REACTIONS 

On June 28. followiag a weekend that witnessed the layoff of the first wave of 

505 Ford workers in Windsor, the C d a n  UAW came out in full opposition to the Auto 

Pact for the first time. On the fateful weekend the leaders of mery local in the Canadian 

UAW, representing the union's 80,000 members, instnicted the Canaâian Region to put 

the union on record as king "completely opposed" to the Auto Pact iradequate worker 

safeguards were not f~rthcoming.~~ On the moming of June 28 a response letter was sent 

by George Burt to al1 Canadian delegates and local unions announcing that the Canadian 

UAW Corncil's mandate of opposition would be given due to the federal govemment's 

failure to provide adequate compensation in the face of a crisis situation.65 Mer months 

of clinging to their principled support while pleading for safeguards, within just h o u  of 

the first group of workers king laid off, the union altered the core of its stance on the 

historic tnde agreement, one in which it had played an essential role in creating. 

Ottawa's response came just hours later. AAer months of king relentlessly 

pressund by the Canadian UAW, the NDP, the UAW in the United States. the Amcrican 

government, and the wider Canadian labour movement, the federal government 

announced its long-aW8ited adjusment assistance plan for workers. On June 28,1965, 

the Minister of labour acknowledged in the House of Commons that workers should no 

longer, nor in the near future, be askeâ to kar the entire fiaancial burden of industrial 

64~auri~e J e f f d  and Jack Kent, "Auto Assistauce Plan Pros and Cons: Auto Aid Pian 
Draws Mixed Reactions," Windsor Star, June 29,1%5. 
65'~eport of Caniidian Director George Burt: Meeting of Cansdian UAW Council, 
Hamilton, Ontario,' September 25 & 26,1%5. 



adjustmed6 For the first tirne, the govemment unveiled a detailed plan to deal with the 

less desirable realities of the Auto Pact. 

Under the govement's Transitionai Assistance Benefits Program (TM) a 

worker would be eligible to receive assistance benefits ranging from between 62 and 75 

per cent of his weekly pay, plus S 1.50 for each dependent up to a maximum of four. The 

benefit, however. was prohibited fiom exceeding 65 per cent of the average weekly 

wages in the automobile industry, which at the tirne was approximately ~ 7 5 . ~ ~  A 

Canadian auto wotker with at lest 30 weeks employment in the calendar year prior to 

layoff would be eligible for TAB. In addition, in order to further detemine his eligibility 

the Adjustment Assistance Board, which was subsequently set up by the govemment to 

deal with the adjusmient problems of workers and headed by Vincent Bladen, would be 

required to find that a significant proportion of workea in the affkcted plant would be 

laid off for more than 30 days, and that the layoff was a direct result of the Auto pact? 

Through pamphlets, newspapers and announcements, the Department of Labour 

atternpted to make the specifics of the long-awaited plan understood. 

The govemment realized that one of the potential points of confusion and 

controversy would be with how the TAB program would affect the existing 

employer-employee SUI3 plans. or vice versa. The SUB plans were contributory, built 

into union-management contracts intended to provide short-ten compensation for 

technical adjustments, such as plant retooling or seasonal layoff for annual mode1 

changes; whereas TAI3 ostensibly was to provide public compensation for adjustments 

made necessary by changes in govemment policies or agreements. Some of the laid-off 

6 6 ~ ~ ~  of Commons Debates, June 28,1965, pg. 29 10. 
67~arnphlet 'Transitional Assistance Benefit Plan for Workers in Motor Vehicle and 
Parts Industries,' published under authority of Honourable Allan J. MacEachen, Minister 
of Labour, Canada, WSU, Detroit, Michigan. 
68~amphlet, 'Transitional Assistance Benefit Plan for Workers in Motor Vehicle and 
Parts Industries* 



wotkers would nonnally be eligible for SUB (if they bad paid in), a plan provided for in 

the labour-management agreements of Chrysler, General Motm, and most importaatly, 

Ford. MacEachen expressed his view that "the companies, whicb will be receiving direct 

financiai benefits under the automotive agreement, sbould meet part of the financial 

buiden of the ~ay-of f s . '~~  So that the companies would share the costs of TAB with the 

Canadian texpayer. the Minister of Labour amounced that the companies with SUB 

plans would be asked to contribute the equal amount to TAB that they othenvise wodd 

have been requinxi to pay in SUB. The govemment also specified that the contributions 

of these companies were a "requinment" for payment of TAB worken otherwise eligible 

for S U B . ~ O  In th, way, theoretically worker cndits in SUB fiuiûs would not be used up 

and would therefore be available for theu intended purpose, namely unforeseen and 

unavoidable future layoffs. 

Although govemment clarity was one of the ever-present demands of the 

Canadian UAW, NDP memben in the House of Commons just minutes d e r  

MacEachen's TAI3 announcement predicteà that its "grave deficiencies" would make it 

unacceptable to labour. Reid Scott commended the Liberals for finally establishing the 

principle that workers should not k forced to sder  for conditions beyoad their coatrol, 

but not before he pointed out that those who foresaw the current difficulties "some 

months ago were laughed at and somewhat downgmded by the ~overnment."~~ 

However, the main concem at this tirne was with the actual progiam. Reid Scott's first 

concem was with who was p h g  to ectually pay for the TAB program in the final 

analysis. He expressed feu that the companies wodd be able to "escape their 

responsibiMy" under the existing anangement, wâile cecognîzîag that management's 

%ouse of Gommons Debates, June 28,1965, pg. 29 10. 
7(!Pamphlet, 'Transitionai Assistance Benefit Plan for Wotkers in Motor Vehicle and 
Parts Industries' 
7 1 ~ o ~  of Comrnons Debates, Juw 28,1965, pg. 291 1. 



cooperation was a necessary preconâition to the execution of the plan. His second 

apprehension was with the actual amount of assistance afforded eligible workers, which 

was refened to as a "joker in the plan." A ceiling of 65 per cent of the average wage rate 

would place workers at an automatic disadvantage and loss, indeed providing nothing 

more than a substitution for SUB. Furthemore. the NDP fiowned upon the fact that this 

was "considerably below" the 85 percent to be available in the United States for 

American workers7* The union defenders in the House of Commons immediately 

predicted after hearing MacEachen introduce TAB that it would provide no satisfaction 

to the Canadian UAW. 

Reid Scott's insight into the union's reaction highlighted just how intertwined the 

union and political party were on their Auto Pact stances. George Burt responded on the 

same aftemoon immediately afier receiving wotd of the morning's developments in 

ûttawa. The TAB announcement left the leader with "no alternative but to put forward 

the Council's decision to oppose the auto trade agreement in its entirety into effect at 

once."73 A meeting of UAW officiais in Toronto al1 immediately supported the stand 

taken by the District Council that the Auto Pact would be opposed until more ample 

benefits were f~r thcorn in~ .~~ For But, the TAB, simply representing a substitution of 

SUB, fell far short of what autoworkea had a right to expect: 

With gros pre-tax wages and salaries in the Canadian auto industry running at 
an average of$l22-a-week over the past 12 mondis, the feded TAB payment 
for a single worker amounts to only 54 percent ($66) of gross eamings. and in the 
case of a married man with four dependents only 62% ($76.6 1). The TAI3 
program is based on straight-time eamings only, to the exclusion of prernium pay 
for overtime which has been consistently at high levels over the past two years 

72~ouse of Commons Debates, June 28,1965, pg. 291 1. 
73'~eport of Canadian Director George Buri: Meeting of Canadian UAW Council, 
Hamilton, Ontario,' September 25 & 26,1965. 
74'~rade Pact Condemned: UAW Vows Opposition Pending Larger Benefits," The 
Guordian, W c i B  Vvoice of UA W Lmals 195, 200.214 444, Wîn&or, Ontario, Volume 
Vlll, No. 18, July 15, 1965. 



with the boom in car sales.75 

Burt spoke disparagingly about the fact tbat the 505 workers laid off the previous week 

would be placed in an &ait position. He pointed out that although the union was one of 

the prime movers of the Auto Pact, they had insisted that adequate protections be built 

into the scheme before the signing, and had continued to request such provisions ~ince.'~ 

Not only was Scott's prediction that the union would take exception to the raw 

dollar amounts founded, but so too was his assertion that clear American superiority 

would be a factor. The day of the announcement, Henry Renaud, president of 

directly-affected Ford Local 200, blasted the govemment on the grounds that it had 

implemented an assistance plan %el1 below" the Amecican formula based on over 80 per 

cent of the average weekly wage. He stated that his workers had hoped that 

unemployrnent insurance would total $52 per week in addition to $50 SUB for a final 

total of S 102 or about 85 percent of the indusûy weekly average, effectively bringing it 

up to par with the American situation (see Tables 1 and 21." In vie, of the inadequate 

amounts and significant US superiority, the leader of the union announced on the day of 

the govenunent move, "with regret, but full deter~nination,"~~ that his union would do al1 

75~indîor  Star, June 29, 1965. 
"~ates  points out that the "very implementation" of TAB suggests that ûttawa was 
listening to the union. However, she ackwwledged that the actual program 'Tell short" 
of what the union desired. F m  Plant To Politics, pg. 121. 
77 windpor star, June 29, 1965. 
78"...f~ll detemination" nicely encapsulates the force which with the union was prepared 
to oppose the Pact given the tum of events on the final weekend in June. NDP Scott 
refen to the UAW7s stance in late June as king 'bbitter opposition" and the rhetoric, as 
weil as actions, of the unison back this up. Yet, Charlotte Yates gives this crisis a little bit 
of a diffennt analysis. To her the union only "nominallyy' withdrew support afler TAB: 
"The UAW found itself trapped. Its demands (for TAB) had been met within the 
accepted confines of compromise upon which lobbying was premised. Should the union 
engage in outright confrontation with the govemment, it might well lose its toehold of 
influence. The UAW began wailcing a fine line, nomidly withdtawing its support for 
the Auto Pact while continuing to consuit with both companies and the govemment. This 
baianchg act was made easier by the absence of an organïzed oppositioa" F m  Plant 
To Poiitics, pg. 12 1. 



in its power to influence Canadian public opinion against the Auto ~ a c t . ' ~  Amidst 

massive dislocation in Windsor the crisis thnt had been mounting for months, even years, 

had reacbed a boiling point. 

WEEKLY ïNCOME OF CANADIAN AUTO WORKERS ELICIBLE FOR 
TRANSïïlONAL ASSISTANCE BENEFXTS (TAB) COMPARED WITH 
BENEFITS PAYABLE UNDER SüB PLANS" 

TAB as 
Perceotage of 
Weeldy 

Hourly Rate Weekly Earniag SUB* Payment TAB Payment Earaiags 
$1.90 $76 $5 1.62 $53 69.70% 

2 80 54.1 56 70 
2.1 84 56.58 58 69 
2.2 88 59.06 61 69.3 
2.3 92 61.54 64 69.6 
2.4 96 64.02 67 69.8 
2.5 100 66.5 70 70 
2.6 104 68.98 72 69.2 
2.7 1 08 7 1 .46 75 69.4 
2.8 112 73.96 75 67 
2.9 116 76.42 76 65.5 

3 120 78.9 79 65.8 
3.1 124 8 1.38 81 65.3 
3.2 128 83.86 84 65.6 
3 -3 132 86.34 86 65.2 

As the first wave of layoffs, consisting of the 505 workea, progresse4 the Canadian 

UAW and NDP continueci to strongly voice their disapprovd. l e  main concerns 

remained the indequate amounts of assistance as well as the tact that SUE3 fùnds would 

7 9 ~ h e  Guardian, Wcial Voice of UA W L d s  195,2W, 210,444. Wlnhor, Ontario, 
July 15,1965. 
8% Bluestone to Catoll Cobum, UAW Interoffice Communication, Cktober 14,1966, 
UAW Region 7Xanadian Regionai Office, Accessioa 372, Box 6, File 9, WSU, M i t ,  
Michigan 



ESTTMATED WEEKLY WCOME OF US. WORKERS ELIGIBLE FOR 
ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE BENEFWS UNDER U&CANADIAN AUTO 
TRAL)E AGREEMENT, 1011216~~~ 

Adiustmeat 

$2.10 (a)84.00 
(b)96.60 

2.2 (a)88.00 
(b)101.20 

2.3 (a)92.00 
(b) 105.80 

2.4 (a)96.00 
(b) 1 10.40 

2.5 (a)100.00 
(b) 1 15.00 

2.54 (a) 10 1.60 
(b)116.84 

3 (a)120.00 
(b) 138.00 

3.5 (a) 140.00 
(b) 16 1.00 

3.8 (a) 1 52.00 
(b) 174.80 

inevitably be d e ~ l e t e d . ~ ~  Yet, the perceived inaccessibility of TAB also becarne an issue 

for George Burt, who believed that his workers had becorne "economic cannon fodder" 

during this transition p e r i ~ d . ~ ~  The 30-day waiting period while the Adjustrnent 

*lItv Bluestone to Carol1 Cobum, UAW intemfice Communication, October 14, 1966. 
82~harlotte Yates deals briefly with the genedities of TM, mainly how it conflicted 
with Sm: 'mie TAi3 plan ... fell far short of the UAW's proposed assistance benefit 
program. The key cornplaint lay in the necessory depletion of SUB funds before worken 
becarne eligible for TAB payments. Employer contniutions to SUB had k e n  negotiated 
in lieu of part of a wage increase, not to sustain workers laid off as a result of a 
govemment policy that was proving highly lucrative for the corporations. Canadian 
autoworkecs saw this use of SUB as gouging out part of their wages." F m  PIant To 
Politics, pg. 120-1. 
83~eorge Burt to 'New Democrat, Liberal and Conservative candidates in ridings with 



Assistance Board reached its decision was seen as too long a time for desperate workers . 

Conversely, unûer the SUB plan a person laid off could meive his fidl benefits after only 

seven daysB4 In this way, the union was opposed to the TAB plan for a number of 

different reasons. The Canadian UAW, tired of the govemment simply "plug(ging) a 

h o ~ e " ~ ~  as situations mse. indicated that the door had been opened to a great deal of 

West between labour and the government as a msult of these inadquate rnea~ures.~~ 

Mi~ster of Labour Allan MacEachen responded immediately to the barrage of 

cnticisms and condemnatory temarks that followed his June 28 TAB announcement. His 

message was that the government would stand tim and m, changes, or even 

consideraiion of changes, would be forthcoming. On the &y &er TAB was introduced, 

NDP Reid Scott asked the miaister in the House of Commons whether he would be 

willing to refer the whole agreement to a cornmittee where it could be studied and 

scrutinized given the bittemess it was causing among the labour movement 

MacEachen's response was a firm "no."87 Two days later, with the Canadian UAW 

mounting its expression of displeasure, former Conservative labour minister, Michael 

Starr asked whether there would be a possibility of withdrawing the entire TAI3 plan in 

the face of union opposition. On this question MacEachen's answer was the ~arne.~* 

Ckarly, the TAB plan was to remain, and with no alterations. 

Allan MacEachen openiy achowledged that he was aware of the stmng 

opposition of the made union movement. It would be unusual, he noted, for George Burt 

to have fully accepteâ the plan without suggesting tbaî the benefits be higher, and in this 

heavy UAW mcmbership.' Septmiber, 1965, UAW Region 7- Cansdian Regional 
Office, Accession 372, Box 186, File 8, WSU, Detroit, Michigan 
@~ouse of Gommons Debates, June 30,1965, pg. 33097. 
%AW Ress Release, Windsor, Ontario, Janiiriyy 26,1966. 
86~ouse of Cornmons Debates, Sune 30,1965, pgs. 3098-9. 
87~ouse of Commons Debates, Iune 29,1965, pg. 3000-1. 
88"~uto F i m  Woa't Have To Coaîribute To Plan," The TeIegmm, Jdy 2,1965. 



respect the reaction of the Canadian UAW was "full y...expected."8g As well, the 

minister believed that the union had not hilly understood the TAB plan before reacting. 

Because many of the proposals of the Canadian UAW had been largely accepte4 

MacEachen suggested "that once this plan is Mly unâerstood by the automobile worker 

there will be much less resistance ... 1 venture to sugge a.. support for the plan will 

increa~e."~~ Amidst the perceived confusion and misunderstanding, the minister did 

make a special effort to explain to the union one key, "supenot," feature of the TAB 

plan. 

MacEachen side-stepped dealing with the union's cnticism that Arnerican 

transitional benefits were significantly higher than those of Canadians. He di4 however, 

defend his belief that one aspect of TAB was "definitely superior" to its counterpart in 

the United  tat tes.^^ As was widely known by this time, the Canadian UAW had made 

tepresentations to the govemment for months to the effect that the built-up 

management-employee SUB fun& should in no way be used to cushion the blow caused 

by the Auto Pact. The govemment, accepting that these credits should instead be used by 

the autoworkers for "nonGovemment-induced-layoffs," claimed it had solved the 

SUBKAB question. Companies with SUB plans, notably including Ford, were being 

"asked" to pay into the TAB fund the same amount that they would have paid had SLIB 

been in operation. in this way, the existing SUE3 firads would remain fully intact to 

protect workers during fiiture 1a~offs.9~ Although the mderlying notion of the plan 

before American Congress was identi~al?~ the minister clairned victocy vis-à-vis the 

American plan 

**'canadian i3enetits Superior," Windror Star, Juiy 2,1965. 
%?ouse of Comrnons Debates, Juue 30,1965, pg. 3 10 1. 
91~0ux ofcommons Debates, June 30,1965, pg. 3094-5. 
92 windror star, July 2,1965. 
93Many observers (notably NDP and Canadian UAW) pointed out that the Canadian plan 
was shply an inferior copy of the American plan tbat the govemment devised by 



Immediate concem and question arose over the fact that the companies were not 

required to contribute to TAB, with al1 observen realizing that if indeed management did 

not cooperate, then there would be no TAB. MacEachen confimed that the auto 

manufacturers wodd not be compelled to contribute to the prognun to help ease the 

laid-off workers during this adjustment period. The minister's attempt at reassurance 

saying that the government "fully expect(s) the compnies will corne fonuard and make a 

contniution" was probably not of much comfort to the union and its laidsff workemg4 

M a t  eclipsed the govemrnent's daim that they had Full faith in management was the 

comment of a Ford spokesman, who irnmeâiately upon hearing of the TAB plan claimed 

that his company was 'iinhappy" with kg5 Management, which for months had flatly 

refused to engage in the union's proposed tripartite discussions, was put in a position to 

have the final word on how effectively or ineffectively workers would be compensated 

under the new government assistance plan. 

Given the fact that layoffs precipitated by the Auto Pact were not anticipated at 

al1 plants, spokesmen of General Moton and Chrysler claimed that the TAB program was 

not expected to have any effect on them. However, the situation at Ford was very 

different. Af'ter expressing irnrnediate unhappiness, Ford pointed out that the major 

automobile manufacnuea already had SUE3 f'unds for workers affected by layoffs. Their 

spokesman noted that in the govemment legislation there existed an "escape clause" 

which would allow cornpimies with SUB to refuse participation in the governent 

program. Although not mentioning the Canadian UAW' s well-hown stance that S ü B  

should be used for layoffs caused by such cucurnstances as seasonal mode1 changeovers 

or slumps in sales and not government policies, the Ford spokesman did admit that his 

company's opting out would mean that more senior employees would get lower benefits 

watchiag the situation d o l d  in Washington. 
94~he Telegram, Juiy 2,1965. 
9 5 ~ e  Telegram, Juîy 2, 1965. 



than their junior co~nterparts.~ Som after Ford's strong hints at refusal to cooperate, 

the Company, the first to lay off signifiant numbers under the Auto Pact, told the 

govemment to pay TAB itself as the they had no intention of doing sag7 They added 

that SUI3 had been negotiated with the union to cover a layoff even as exceptional as this 

and did not set why the fùnd should not be ~perative.~* in less than a week of 

MacEachen's announcement, the TAB plan, which itself would take at lest 30 days to 

administer in the best of cases, was "rendeted vimially use le~s"~~ by Ford. 

The dissatisfaction and disappointment felt by the NDP and Canadian UAW mis 

expressed immediatel y. NDP leader T. C. Douglas displayed his disappointment that 

worken would be thrown back on theù own resources and government Unemployment 

hurance to depend on their SUB benefits while the companies would contriiute none of 

their $50,000,000 annual savings to combat layoffs. lm The degree of union bittemess 

was evidenced in a Canadian UAW Council meeting in Hamilton, Ontario dunng the 

height of layoffs in Windsor. Atter reiterating that SUB should not be used in this case at 

al1 to the agreement of al1 the delegates, 'Brother' Wakeman "castigated" Ford for 

optioning out of the TAB program. Furthennote, at the meeting 'Brother' Nat 

Wineberg, Directot of the Special Projects Division of the international Union out of 

Detroit and exprt on the Auto Pact, came to address his fellow Canadian mernbers. 

" ~ h e  Telegram, Iuly 2, 1965. 
97~eorge Burt to 'New Democratic, Liberal, and Conservative Candidates in ridings with 
heavy UAW membership,' September, 1965. 
98'~eport of Candian Director George But: Meeting of Canadian UAW Council, 
Hamilton, Ontario, September 25 & 26, 1965.' 
%anadian and US Car fices, AFL-CIO, 2-9-66,' UAW Region 7- Canadian Regionai 
Office, Accession 372, Box 6, File 17, WSU, Detroit, Michigan 
l%erno on 'Automation,' T. C. Douglas, Oshawa, 1965. 
L o L ' ~ i n ~ t e s :  CarAdian UAW Couacil, Hamilton, September 25 & 26.1965, Canadian 
Director's Report,' UAW Toronto Sub-Regional Office Collection, Series 2, District 
Council26, Accession 2%. Box 14, File 'Meetin& Sept., 1965, Minutes,' WSU, Detroit, 
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After stating that the Canadian TAB plan in al1 respects was "most inadequate," 

Wineberg proceeded to tell the Canadians that the Ml support of the American parent 

union would be given to improve TAB. O2 A great amount of dissatisfaction was 

centered at both Ford's rejection of TAB, as well as the government's aiiowing the 

company to opt out. The events that immediately followed the Minister of Labour's TAI3 

announcement constituted another example of the gulf between the union and both 

management and govenunent. 

A SUMlMER OF TRANSITION 

Two significant layoffs occurred in the sununer of 1965 which were both directly 

attributable to the Auto Pact, and both provided fitting exarnples of the problems 

sunowiding the entire TAB situation. The layoff of 1.500 unskilled workers at Ford was 

accompanied by a smaller one at Kaiser Jeep in Windsor. The Kaiser dislocation of 70, 

similar to Ford, began around the first week of July, was certified by the Adjustment 

Assistance Board, and involved the opting out of the company as they held SUE3 plans. IO3 

These were the two layoffs which the AAB approved of, and by extension TAB 

supposedly covered In both cases the refusal of the compies automatically denied 

TAI3 payrnents to the workea covered by SUB. Only the few in the companies with no 

entitlement to SUB were deemed eligible for TAB. The muny Ford workers who had 

k e n  hired in the months before the layoff, having less than one year's seniority, also had 

no entitlement to SUB. Second, s e ~ c e  in the indu- for less than 30 weeks had the 

effect of disqualifjmg many more d e r  SUB. The amount of workers who had TAB 

dangled in front of them and then quickly withdrawn proved quite high. 

102'~inutes: Canadian UAW Council, Hamilton, September 25 & 26, 1965, Canadian 
Director's Report.' 
Io3'~anadian and US Car Priees, AFU=IO,2-9-66.' 
lo4'~eport of the Canadian Director George Burt: Meeting of Canadian UAW Council, 
Hamilton, Ontario, September 25 & 26, 1965.' 



The largest of the layoffs in ternis of raw numbers, Ford, involved two main 

waves; the first occurring at the end ofhne and comprising of 493 men, and the second 

of 809 men taking place in mid-August (see Table 3). Two-thirds of those in the first 

layoff were reemployed at Ford after being gone for about half a year, while the second 

layoff proved far less disruptive with 93 percent king re-employed approximately four 

months after they left. los Of the men laid off, seventeen percent never retumed totaiing 

220.Io6 Although the experiences of the Kaiser Jeep men were similar, the nurnbers 

were far less significant. By the middle of 1966 it was claimed that over 6,000 auto 

workers and theù families had fpced, or were about to face, extended layoff in Ontario 

due to the Auto Pact- about 4,500 in the 'auto belt' of Oshawa, St. Catharines, and 

Windsor alone. lo7 Ford and Kaiser were simply the most immediate, and as a result, 

controversial. 

In both layoffs the pcocessing of TAB applications was delayed by govemment 

'red tape. ' On November 22, 1965, c e ~ c a t i o n  for the Kaiser layoff was issued, but no 

benefits were forthcornhg until afler the new year. Even though TAI3 regdations were 

not published and no claims were taken until alrnost three months after their layoff, the 

goverriment's Unemployment Insurance Compensation fint rejected the Kaiser workers' 

claims due to the apparent "delay in filing for benefit~."'~~ Only about 13 employees in 

the Kaiser layoff were eligible for TAB, with 10 receiving the payments totaling $2,4000 

to cover up to 15 weeks. These benefits were a minor supplement to the regular UI 

Io5c. M. Birch and J .  B. Gertz, The Impact ofLayoffand RecaII ut Ford WindFoc An 
Examination of the Effect on Employees of the Ford Foundry and Engine Piants of the 
Reorgunitniion of Production Facilities Arisingfiom the Canada-United States 
Automotive Trude Agreement. A Report of the Ontario Economic Council, 1966, 
Natiod Library of Canada, Item 33286109474854, pg. 7. 
'O6~he Impact of Loyoffand Recaff ut Ford Widsor, pg. 28. 
lo7'~dverse Impact of Auto Products Agreement on Workers and Consuners, 3rd 
ProMnciai NDP Convention, 1%6,' UAW Region 7- Canadian Regionai Office, 
Accession 372, Box 6, File 2, WSU, Detroit, Michigan 
log'~arindi~ d US CBC Ri=, AFL-C10,2-9-66.' 



TABLE3- 
DESCRlPTlON OF TBE FORD LAYOFFS'~~ 
C banctetistic 
Living in Wmdsor 

Al3e 
Marital Stahis 
Senioriîy 
Pay Class 

Length of  Layoff 
Nwnber retuniing 

Fint hyoff (493 men) 
63% in the city 
88% under 35 
42% single 
95% two years' or km 
79?! -ng $2.44, $2.49 or $2.54 
per hour 
5.6 or 7 months 
326 (i.e. 66%) 

Second Layoff (809 men) 
78% in the city 
93%, 35 and older 
200/a single 
92%, 17 years' or more 
87% d g  $2.44, $2.79 or $2.54 
per hour 
4 months or less 
786 (Le. 93%) 

benefits. The combined UI and TAB amounted to either 62 or 75 percent of these 

workea' average straight-time weekly pay prior to layoff, dependent on whether they 

were single ot married respectively. As at Ford, the TAB program at Kaiser became 

virtually useless once the Company refused to parbcipate. The program, which was 

allotted a budget of $5,000,000 in June of 1965, by June 1966 had made payments of 

what the Canadian UAW refened to as 'Yhe meager total," and sarcastically as ''the 

glorious total" of $4,599. l As feared in the months lesding up to the fint layoff, 

workers were largely forced to rely on their own negotiated b e n e h  as they otherwise 

would have in an unforeseen layoff. 

The execution of the program in the Ford case was similarly bungled. 

Notification to laid off workers to apply for TAB came in late September, almost three 

months af'ter the beg i~ ing  of the first layoff. The notification was given in the fonn ofa 

newspaper advertisement in the local Windsor Star. Adding to the complications, no 

follow-ups were undertaken by either the c o m p y  or the National Employment Semice 

to assist workers through the conhising processing stage. l l2 The Canadian UAW later 

- ---- 

[Og~he Impact of W o f f  and Recafl ai Ford- Windsor, pg. 7. 
Lo'~anadian and US Car Prices, AFLCIO, 2-9-66.' 

l ~ ~ ' U A W  Bief on the Cmada-United States Automotive Products Agreement,' 1968, 
Natiod Archives of Canada, MG 28 11 19, Vol. 3. File 17. 
L12'~anadian and US Car Pcices, AFLCIO,2-9-66., 



explained that despite both the govemment delays and Ford's opting out, thcy proceeded 

"with this application on the c h c e  that some of the workers might just have entitlement 

to TAB ...."l * The union well knew that the T M  program was not to be a factor. 

As of the end of September no payments of TAB had yet ken made to laid off 

autoworkers, despite the fact that hwdreds were going into their foiirth unemployed 

month. Finally, on September 7 the Adjutment Assistance Board announcal its 

regdations and the Canadian UAW made its application for certification that the iayoff 

of 1,484 Ford Windsor workers was dinctly amiiutable to the Auto ~ a c t  Altbough 

the layoff was certified, the great majority of workers relied on SUB, a combination of 

SUI3 and Ln, or went on to new work. The Canadian UAW, viewing the Ford layoff as 

"the first test of the governrnent's willingness to face up to its responsibilities to the 

workers injured,"l lS claimed with regret and disappointment that only t h m  Ford 

wodcen haâ applied for and received TAB. l l6 

The worken laid off in Windsor were forced to rely on avenues other than TAB 

for incorne substitution. The men in Ford's first wave of iayoffs drew knefits of seven 

or eight weeks on average, and virtuaily al1 of them exhausted the benefits haif-way 

through their layoff pMd. About 90 per cent of these men were forced to seek 

alternative employment elsewhere during their time away from the Ford plant, but dso 

relied heavily on UC, SUB, and past savinp. The men of the second layoff lived mostiy 

on UC, SUB, and prior savings donc. Of the 220 that never returned to Ford most went 

to work soon &et, while some lefi Windsor entinly and a smaller nurnber retired. ' l 

13'~eport of Canadian Director George Burt: Meeting of Cmadian UAW Council, 
Hamilton, Ontario, September 25 & 26, 1965.' 
'14'~eport of C8118dian Director George Buri: Meeting of Cansdian UAW Council, 
Hamilton, Ontario, September 25 & 26,1965.' 
ll"~epoa of Canadian Director George Burt: Meeting of Canaâian UAW Council, 
Hamilton, Ontario, September 25 & 26,1965.' 
H6'~arndian and US Car Rices, AFLCIO, 2-9-66.' 

Impact of Layoff and Recuif ut Ford Windor, pgs. 7-8. 



However, most notable was the fact that with TAB a non-factor, the only govemment 

contribution was through the UC, which oaly eatitled the worker to between $27 and $36 

per week provided they met specific requirements (see Table 4). Much of Auto 

l IAnLu  
EXPERXENCES OF T m  LAmoFF FORD MEN"* 

Lesa Tban 11-15 16-20 21-25 More Than Total 
11Weeks Web Weelra Weeka 25 Weeb Number of 

Erperienœ Laid- Laid-Off Laid-On Liid-Ofï Laid-Off Men 
WiIc weai to wadt 4 3 25 3 22 57 

Chitdrea Quit 
scbool 

2 O 2 1 O 5 

Qrha f a d y  
mcmba got job 

6 1 9 2 16 34 

%Id car or 
d m b l n  

Numba of mai 62 63 272 48 196 64 1 

Pact-indu& layoff was hded on the workers' own resou~ces. 

In September 1%6 a smdl team of University of Windsor's Faculty of Business 

Administration was granteâ a project by the Ontario Economic Council: 

l l8?'he Impact of moff and Recall ut Ford- Windsor, pg. 7. 



Our assignment fiom the Ontario Economic Council was to ascertain the impact 
of the Ford experience on a section of its employees, with respect to who they 
were, what happened to them. how did they live, and did they get a job back. l L9 

TABLE& 
FINANCIAL EXPERïENCES COMPARED TO LENGTB OF L A Y O F F ~ ~ O  

Less Thrn 11-15 16-20 21-25 More Than Total 
I l  Weelts W e e h  Weelis Weelis 2SWeeks Numberot 

Experience Laid-Off Laid-Off Laid-Off Laid-Off Laid-Off Men 
Wifu wcnt to work 4 3 25 3 22 57 

Childm Quit 
Scbool 

2 O 2 1 O 5 

Piled Up Bills 8 20 77 9 62 176 
Holp From 
Rclirivm 

Movcd IO Cheiper 
Quanmi 

1 2 8 2 1 14 

Othcr family 
mcm ber got job 

6 1 9 2 16 34 

Rcsctved Public 
Asaisuncc 

O 2 1 1 2 6 

Numbcr ofmen 62 63 272 48 196 64 1 

The professors concluded afler interviewing the majority of the affected woikers that the 

layoff pend was "disniptive and often difficult." Yet they pointed out that little 

evidence was found of extireme hardship, such as children king pulled out of school, 

homes king lost, or funutun and belongings king sold. With the absence of significant 

govemment assistance, the availability of altemative employment at the time and place 

was of "major importance in accounting for the lack of resort to exemie economic 

19~he Impct of Layoffund Recd at Ford- Windor, pg. 6. 
i20~he  Impact of Layoffmd Recaii at Ford- Windsor, pg. 22. 



measures by the laidsff men ...in less prosperous times their economic experiences might 

well have been quite dif%etent"121 The layoff was not an easy time for the workers 

nevertheles (see Tables 5,6, and 7).h the fall of 1965 the Canadian UAW resolved 

TABLE6. SOME FINANCLAL EXPERlENCES OF INTERViEWED 
EMPLOYEES WHO RETURNED~~~ 

First Layoff Firat Layoff Second Layoff Secoiid Liyoff 
Question YES'  'NO' 'YES' 'NO' 
wifc wait co w a k  25 197 32 35 1 
childnn~uitschoo~ I 214 4 378 

Otha î h d y  memk got 
a job 

18 216 16 389 

Sold car a orha b b l u  6 228 6 399 

to play a significant role in ousting the Liberais from ûttawa in the November 8 federal 

election. The TAB program, it was decided would be one of the main issues to be 

utilized in bringing the union's point of view befote C d a n  voterdU Before the 

election, George Burt became fhstrated with some misunderstanding he sensed was 

occumng conceming his union's political orienîation: 

l ~ h e  Impact of Layoff and Recall ut Ford- Windsor, pg. 8. 
Inne Impact of Layoffand Rec~îî ut Ford- Winakor, pg. 23. 
l u T k  other issue that the union used in their attempt to persuade Canadians to vote 
NDP was the maintenance of vehicle prices in the country even after the Auto Pact. This 
issue, of special interest to car consumers, was probably of more relevance to a great 
n u m k  of Canadians that the dislocation issue. 



Enemies of the UAW and the New Democrat Party are forever ûying to drive 
a wedge between the union and the political party of its choice. They see in the 
cornplex Canada-US Automotive Trade Agreement an oppominity to confuse, 
and thus perhaps confound, the public- and, if possible, our own members. 

A COMPARISON OF EMPLOYEES WITa TBE LONGEST 
LAYOFF'" 

272Rltn0(1lirO 2 7 2 ~ O u I C 2 a  1mMenOnttCjO IsSMri0112Wa 
wmki in M tayott wmlu la ~efaml toyon W-  si n ~ t  t * y * r t  W& ir ~ i - t  t.+ 

Experieace n s v  'NO' 'YES' 'NO' 
0wift11y ~ ~ n p l ~ y a t  50 222 175 IO 

The NDP and Canadian UAW had held similar stances on integration from the time of 

the Bladen Commission, and that unity continued unabated through into the years of the 

Auto Pact, and the resulting adjustment assistance crisis. 

On October 6, a month before the election, NDP leader T. C. Douglas spoke at a 

rally in Oshawa, Ontario. He pointed out that on the entire debate "the UAW of the 

Uniteà States ... and the UAW of Canada..and the rnembers of the NDP in Parliament 

have worked closely together and we are completely in agreement as to our views on this 

124George Burt to 'Editors of Ail Canadian UAW h l  Union Papers and Residents of 
Al1 Canaâian UAW hais,'  October 18,1965, UAW Canada, Accession 372, Box 80, 
File 12, WSU, Detroit, Michigan 
' 2 S ~ h e  Impact of Layoffand Recail at Ford-Widor, p g  26. 



matter." lZ6 The NDP was indeed the only party to ally itself with the Canadian UA W, 

while the Consewative Party cleady swayed oppottunistically with the ci& md the 

Cornrnunist Party syrnpathized with the union minority that opposed integration to begin 

with. At an NDP convention that Qalt with the Auto Pact in depth, the parry "deplored" 

the fsilure of the Liberals to require Ford to fulfill their obligations to workers. The fact 

that the deal was brought into king by order-inîouacil, as well as the lack of emergency 

debate in Parliament were also causes of much antagonism. The government's refusal to 

take steps to provide alternative employment and adquate assistance for workers for& 

the NDP to declare its fim opposition to any similar future agreement in any industry, 

until legislative measures had been enacted to protect workers beforehnd ln The NDP 

knew that the union had been pleading for safeguarâs since 1960. The party commined 

itself to making the Auto Pact a strong issue in its election campaigri of 1965. 

The Canadian UAW and NDP endeavoured to organize a massive oneday lobby 

of ûttawa precipitated by their dissatisfaction with the governrnent's dealings over the 

Auto Pact, scheduled to be held on October 4, a month before the federal election. 

Numerous delegations had gone to ûttawa before in otder to press the union's program 

on the federal goverment. At the June meeting of the Canadian UAW Council a special 

committee was established to continue efforts to pressure government for a better deal. 

n ie  cornmittee undertook plans to organize a &y-long lobby of Cabinet Ministen and 

Members of Parliament Union memben, after king bciefed on the adverse effects of 

the Auto Pact in "laymen language,"128 were invitai and encouraged to @cipate. In 

12%eorge Burt to 'Editors of AU Canadian UAW L o d  Union Papen and Presidents of 
Ail Canadian UAW hais . '  
127'~eorge Burt to 'Wtors of Ail Canadian UAW Local Union P a p a  and Presidents of 
AU C a d a n  UAW Locals,' October 18,1965; 'Report of the Canadian Dùector George 
Burt: Meeting of Canadi811 UAW Council, Hamilton, Ontario, September 25 & 26, 
1965,'; 'Adverse Impact of Auto Products Agnement on Workers and Consumea. 3rd 
Provincial NDP Convention, 1966.' 
lZ8~eorge But  to 'Editors of Al1 Canadian UAW Local Union Papen,' ûctober, 1965; 



the meantirne, Canadian UAW staff were set to work making detailed sweys of the 

Auto Pact and TAB program in preparation of the day. lZ9 With members of the 

Canadian UAW and M)P immersed in preparation, the union's leadership finally 

decided that the election king one month afler the scheduled lobby rendered the latter 

impractical as the politicians would be leaving Ottawa to campaign in their own 

constituencies for reelection. 130 The desire to educate the public of the injustices of the 

Auto Pact, and by extension, to contribute in the overthrow of the Liberals was in 

evidence in Canadian UAW offices and on shopfloon throughout the 1965 campaign. 

ûespite a strong showing for the NDP in Ontario, November 8, 1965, witnessed a 

retum to power by the Liberals. l 3  l It was not until the beginning of 1969 and thousanâs 

of layoffs later, under Trudeau, that the Department of Labour finally announced changes 

to the TAB program. The changes, which were the culmination of demands made by the 

union over years, included "a reduction in eligibility time, an increase in benefits, and the 

possibility for individual autoworkers to draw either SUI3 or TAB benefits when laid off 

due to readjustment under the Auto ~ a c t  Unlike from between 1960 and 1965, the 

federal govemment consulted with the union prior to official bilateral consultations on 

the eade deal when the American govemment began strongly opposing Canadian 

William J. Marshall, Secrem-Treasurer to Mr. Nat Weinberg, Special Projects Division., 
Intemationai Union, UAW, Detroit, October 4, 1965, UAW Region 7- Canadian 
Regionai Otfice, Accession 372, Bor 72, File 12, WSU, Detroit, Michigan 
1 2 g ~ h e  Guardian, Offccial Voice of UA WLocols 195, 200, 210. 444, Windsor. Ontario, 
July 15,1965. 
I3*'~eport of Canadian Director George Burt: Meeting of Canadian UA W Council, 
Hamilton, Ontario, September 25 & 26,1965.' 
1310ver 90 percent of auto manufactwing came out of Ontario at this time, and a similar 
pcentage of Canadian UAW members hailed 6rom Ontario as well. LayoEs resuiting 
from the Auto Pact were of no importance to provinces outside Ontario. The 1,196,308 
populat votes for Li'berais put ôeside the 594,112 NDP votes (933,753 Coaservative) in 
the province iflustrate how influentid the labour vote was in the Liberal minority result. 
132~nun Plant to Pditics, pg. 145. 



safeguards under the Auto ~ a c t . ~ ~ ~  For years the workers had been forced to draw upon 

their SUB befote king eligible for TAB , thus draining the important SUB fund The 

manifestation of the new "just society" under Trudeau was welcomed by the Canadian 

UAW, but in many ways and for many workers was a Cew years too late. 

130~rom Plant to Politics, pg. 145. 



CONCLUSION 

On July 5, 1960, the Canadian Unitcd Auto Workers suggested to the Government 

of Canada that "the feasibiity of closer integration" should be explored as a possible 

remedy to the industry's major structurai shortcomings. At the same time, the union 

expresseci its view that any govemment move musr be accompanied by protection for 

workers who would be adverseiy a£kcted. Although rationaikation was the union's own 

idea, union support wodd not be attached unless the state recognized the principle that no 

workers should be rnade to d e r  for a change brought about to serve the greater national 

good. This was the condirion of Canadian UAW support, and it was made known ffom 

the start. 

In 1961, division over the integration issue within the union, although at t i w s  a 

setback and detriment to the District Council's main agenda, did not stop the workers 

h m  pressing the Royal Commission and Vincent Bladen for entrenched assistance 

provisions. The reaction of the union upon hearing that its integrat ion recommendat ion 

had been occepted while its adjustment assistance request had k e n  rejected was less than 

favourable, thus point ing to the fàct that the condition of support was as important or 

more than the pnncipled support itseü: 

Two duty-remission plans, in 1962 and 1 963 respectively, were supported by the 

autoworkers, and as integration with the United States loomed closer, the union continued 

to reminci Ottawa of the necessary inclusion of protection once the t d  waü carne down. 

Conférences on the effects of tecbnological change and automation on the workforce 

attracted unprecedented attendance numben in this period and the autoworkers in 

Canada contributeci significantly to the great tum-outs. Not an opportunity was rnissed 

for an autoworker dekgate to remind industry, govemment, and the rest of labour of the 

responsibilities of the state to the victims of change, especialiy change precipitated by 

poky decisions rnade in ûttawa. 



With the union increasingly beginning to feel that the govemrnent was tuniing a 

deaf ear to its requests' the le&-leaning Canadian-Arnerican Cornmittee became another 

vehicle through which they could send their message. George Burt, the union's leader, 

re€useû to sign the Cornmittee's late 1964 free trade proposal although it set out exactly 

what the union had suggested four years earlier as an option for increasing and imptoving 

the industry's efficiency, employment, and balance of trade. Feeling that the govemment 

had an unacceptable pst record on assisting workers facing adjustment, the union 

opposed the document due to a section on adjustment assistance that was not definitive 

enough. Just months before the signing of the trade deal, this fiuther demonstrated the 

union's determination to secure worker guarantees before any support could be 

forthcoming. 

The govemrnent 's rejection of the Canadian UAW' s "demand" that 

implementation of the deal be stopped just days before its passing was largely a 

reflection of the four previous years in which Ottawa had failed to accommodate the 

workers on their one main concem. The passing of the Auto Pact by order-in-council 

created a situation whereby those concerned about labour adjwtments were denied a 

forum to voice their reservations. For the autoworkers in Canada it also served as a 

sobering contrast to the situation in the United States. American oficials confened daily 

with labour before the Auto Pact legislation was passed as Walter Reuther's official 

support was seen as essentid, and in doing so, provided the American UAW with 

opportunities to scrutinize and criticize. The existing Trade Expansion Act and the 

entmiched Bill 6960 (Title 3) in the United States both recognizeà, in theory and 

practice respectively, that workers should not s a e r  the consequences of a trade deal, and 

as a nsult would not. American labour had the same condition of support as their 

Canadian counterpart~~ yet &er the fact, American workers were content while 

Canadians were not. 



Although this was a period in which the Canaâian UAW was brought into the 

federal govemmwt's confidence on a number of issues, partly due to the fragile Liberal 

minority government, the dislocation issue proved an exception. The Auto Pact 

immediately showed signs of broad success, and thus enabled the government to diminish 

the Unportance of the layoff question, when it was acknowledged at ail. 

In Apd, 1 965, when Ford announced the layoff o f 1,600 men effective 

immediately, and the union subsequently withdrew all rernaining support for the Auto 

Pact, Ottawa could no longer afEord to fd to act. With intense pressure coming fiom 

both Amencan and Canadian labour, the Mullster of Labour announced an assistance plan 

the Monday d e r  the weekend layoff announcement. Quickly realiPng that the plan was 

late, insufncient, inaccessible, and relied on management's contriiution (which Ford 

immediately made clear would not be forthcorning), the Canadian UAW and al1 its locals 

continued with k i r  opposition and commined to educating Canadians about the 

government's negligence. With TAB a non-fwtor, in the end result, most worken were 

forced to rely on their existing CO Uective agreements with management. Unemplo yment 

Insurance, personal savhg s, altemat ive emplo yment, and in iso lated cases, more extreme 

measures. Amidst the layoff debacle, the workers and union leaders used the failure to 

adequately assist Auto Pact victims as an issue in order to attempt to defeat the Liberal 

government in the November 1965 fderal election. 

A full understanding of the stance of the Canadian UAW fiom the birth of the 

mtegration idea in 1960 to the dermath of the Auto Pact in 1965 cannot be arrived at 

with the existing literature. Most, ifwt al, accounts of the Auto Pact overlook the labour 

angle in fàvour of perceived broder, usuaiiy 'after-the-kt,' perspectives. Works on the 

auto union in Canada have generaiiy swept over the mid-1960s developments with simple 

mntion of eithet support, opposition, or division Of al1 studies to present, only 

Charlotte Yates touches on the precariousness of the union's position conceming the Auto 

Pact. 



Once the intenial division subsided in 1% 1, the autoworken in Canada pledged 

their overwhelming support for govemment rnoves tow8tds continentalism. ûver the 

next half decade, as small steps were taken to lower the tariff wall before the big move in 

1965, the union took advantage of every opportmity to clearly state that govemment 

protection for adversely afEected workers was a necessary precondition for their support. 

As the Bladen Commission reçommendations, the duty-remission plan of 1962, the full 

remission plan of 1963, the Auto Pact of 1965, and the first attributable layoffs 

trsnspired, the union remained fimly corcunitted to its stance diet govemment had a 

nsponsibility to the car maken. Afier years of feeling shut out and denied, and with 

thousands leaving the plants for months with no proper govemment assistance plan in 

place, the principled support of integration becarne less important and significant to the 

union than their clear condition of the necessity of govemment provisions. Any account 

of labour and the Auto Pact in Cmaàa that fails to take the condition of the union's 

stance into consideration, in doing so also fails to fully and properly impart the position 

of the Canadian UAW on the Auto Pact and its prehistory. 
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